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ness of our poor humanity is the moral of | neutrality and silence in relation to the po- | still of the home cirele. This'was a blow | in favor of holding our Tand for Christ, by the Tabellion, is accidely strange: Not .
the whole. If you want a kindly service | sition of parties have been felt very much | from which her brain and nervous. system | Rev. H. James, of Lowell, and others.
satisfied with fraternizing ‘with Mr. Roe[3
done for you, you must pay for it; if you by those who took partin these meetings. never quite recovered. The old-time elasThe greatest curiosity and interest in the buck and Lord Wharneliffe; who led our
want vigorous religious teaching in the The Saturday Review very severely, as ticity and buoyancy of spirits was never meetings clustered/ around the presence and English political enemies during the civil
as gome'
$0 far as to
pulpit, you must have vigorous religious usyal, criticizes these gathérings
for pray- fully regained. Nothing but an: wuncom- | addresses of Gen. S0. 0. Howard of the war, Mr. Johnson
At No. $9 Washington Bt. Dover, N. H.
-life there; if men are not to fear man or er. That Lord Ebury should meet Mr. plaining faithin a living God, who calls Freedmen’s Bureau, and Col. Baylor of Ga., have a most affectionate interview with
LUTHER mn. BURLINGAME, Agent,
English pirate, and inthe state, they must be filled with the fear Stiggins” and ‘Mr. Chadband” at Free Ma- us his friends, saved her brain from reeling who gave information about the condition. Mr, Laird, th
son's Hall, that first'one and then another utterly. Ihave wondered, as I havefor &o of the South andthe néed of New England” “fanious ship builder, who built the Alabama
All letters on business, remittances of inohey, &c., of God and the love of truth and righteousshouldbe addressed to the Agent, and all communica
ness; and if business men manage our reverend gentleman should be called upon many yéars scen and felt her strong ma- Christian, ‘educational and sociaP*infjuen- for thre Southern rebels, in violation of: the.
tions designed for yublisation should be addressed to clrarches upon the principles of political
to engage in prayer, that bewildered re- ternal heart, that she did not sink under ces;and presented app als. andstrongclaims laws of England, in disregard of the laws
the Editor.
benefactions of the | of nations, and at the risk of involving his
for the prayers a
economy, as they aré prone to do, they porters should be at the meeting reporting the load of her heavy grief.
TERMS. For one year, 3,00; or if paid striotly in will seek the best possible service at the- sentences
They
wanted Plymouth: ‘own country in an unjust and a dangerous
people
of
the
north:
from’ the petitions, . strikes the
For some months before her final tepart
advance, $2,50.
lowest possible figure, and the weak ones Saturday Review as eminently ludicrous, ure she had been as the servant that wait- Rock planted i thé Southern states. Gen.’ war. Mr. Jolinson had a dinner given him
" Subsoribers in Canada and the other British Prov- must £9 to the wall ;—this seems the not
e an interesting lecture, Thurs- at Liverpool, on the night of Ocf. 23d, and
Ought not, says the writer, the Alliance ed for his Lord's coming,—constantly -ex- Howar
a
Re
G2 Cautaa ear in addition to
the pos of the paper, % prepay 9he postage to the very
Mr. Laird was one of the gugsts -invited to
|
day
ening,
on the state ‘of schools and
femarkable or sapient conclusion of to offer a. prize for a praying-machine ? pecting and ever ready.
A ———]
meet him; and when the chairman intro- education
among
the
Freedmen.
The
comthe whole matter. Nevertheless good ‘Should there not be economy in labor even
She leaves behind heir, Father BAL DIN,
comes of these discussions, if only they af- here also? The “Joint stock Prayer Com- with whom she has traveled life’s journey mittee.on the.treasury- recommended rais- | “duced Mr. Laird to Mr. Johnson, the latter
ford an opportunity te thousands of dissat- pany; ”-asthe Alliance is designated, might forty-three years ; three of her own nine chil- ing $500,000 for this society. the coming received hinr very warmly. The entleisfied men to ventilate their grievances ‘and do good service in this way. Such are dren (the other six having passed on before) -year,and a good beginning: was made on the men shook hands, and kept theft hands
clasped ‘for some time after the Shaking
unburden theit ‘minds. No doubt in this some of the scoflings with which united wd the three others to whom I have refer |.spot.
ea
and Ai should be particular to give
Wis 6¥ér,—a most humiHating
SEounty and
and |State) of subscribers for crooked and perverse world every one has
“I'he
prayer
meetings,
COMIN
service
prayer is met by men who no doubt coned; only one of whom (Sister Cooley) can
member, it is
of the towns whore they
a grievance which only a lack of ability or sider themselves reputable members of the pmior any mother but her; and all of and devotional exercises were well conduct- representative of this nation, and one well
want,
the names
of the Post Offi ce EC
at whicheuaL theWe
calculated’to produce chagrin and mortifiga- re in the majority of cases pre- English church.
receive their papers.
y opportunity
whom unite in the warmest expression “of ed, and all united in them with hearty feel
tion.
Mr. Johnson will doubtless Sa ed
ing..
The
variety
of
addresses,
depth
of
We
have
had
‘‘great
news”
here
of
late,
vents
him
from
making
known.
accounts of revivals, and other
filial love and respect.
8, Hat be accompanied with the
atan early day. Recent letters state, that
emotion
and
spirit
of
sympathy
for
the
peosome
of
it
from
the
Western
Hemisphere
It
is
a
note-worthy
feature
of
the
vacation
oroper names
_With many tears we laid her quietly to
’
MR. BURLINGAME
ple of the south, Kept the meetings up to
discussions of this season that churches and and’ Some of it from nearer. home. The
sleep
among the oaks of our new cemetery,
The Law of Newspapers.
ministers have been the predominant earthquakes in Peru are followed by revo- and turned to take up again our own bur- the needful hight of excitement, sometimes is making better progress with his mission
themes. The secular journals do not often lution in Spain. The Queen has fled; a. dens, and trudge on, until the time of our manifested by irresistible cheers. There than might be expected from the cold renotice religious movements or religious provisional government is formed; and rest too shall have come, by and by.—E. was a little difference over a few questions, ception first given it. . The press is becom2, If subscribers order the discontinuance of their
such as whether the schools now establish- ing more friendly in its utterdnces, and it
Their prov- liberty of religion and the sovereignty of B. F.
papers the
f 6 paid. + may continue to send until ar- questions with much favor.
ed by this society should alone be depend- is known that his first official interview
“ince is news and politics, and even great the people are some of the watchwords of
. 8
lect or Jefuse to take their paed on, or whether others exclusively for with Lord Stanley, the Foreign Secretary’,
>
from ho a
Se 1 Whi they are sent, they
religious. assemblies are passed by with a the new movement. Should the revolution
argh
bind i ble
2 until their bills are settled, and
succeed,
and
the
Bourbons
disappear
from
whites and blacksseparately,shall be found- was friendly and sutisfaniuny, he
Am,
Miss.
Association.’
very
brief
report.
The
Z%mes
has
this
year
pers ordered to be discontinued.
—_
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Long in this wild, wild country,
‘Where rue and nightshade grow,

havé

been

All fairest meads o’erflow :

abuses mast perish, and finally
cal establishments altogether.

as

ecclesiasti-

On the other hand it is remarkable that
if journals are becoming religious, pulpits
are becoming political. Every Sunday

‘Where skies are gray and stormy,
And mountains, bleak apd cold,
Look down on wintry ocean,

On barren heath and wold :—

.| finds some redoubtable divine illustrating
Hudibras, and furnishing even in the doce.

Long in this sinful country,

rous Anglican

lone;

Establishment

an instance

in modern times of

To every illness subject,
To every weakness prone.

“—pulpit, drum ecclesiastic,
Beat with! fist instead of a stick.”

Now, standing on the headlands,
I greet the coming dawn;
Mine eyes drink in the glory
Of the approaching morn.
loved Saviour, °
purest white,
earth, and headlands,
in golden light.

The songs of raptured angels,
And her sweet voice I hear;
The murmur of the eternal sea

Country clergy have been showing that
“our little Benjamin”
is a new Joseph,
“a man in whom the spirit of God is,”
sent by Providence to be our deliverer in a
critical time ; and that the disestablishment
of the Irish church means the disestablishment of the English church also, the restoration of the supremacy of the Pope and
the return of the Dark Ages. . Very reverend Deans

Floats downward to my ear.

have

not hesitated

this pulpit crusade against

to join

Mr.

in

Gladstone,

This earth is fading fropx me,
No more the wild winds sigh,

himself a devoted \son of ‘the Church, and

No more the days, all dreary,

ism

to predict that the bulwark of Protestant-

Go drifting sadly by.

afterwards,

root

O radiant array !

lea

Derey, Eng., Oct. 6th, 1868.

a.pleas-

ant breathing-time to public men and public questions. The labor and strife of the

AE

sufferedto

of the tree

ifself.

When . parish

plunge our coun-

The Ritualists contintie as extravagantly

English Correspondence.
has afforded

being

what a turihoil wa shall
try into ina few weeks!

O sweet and dream-like music!
0 Roudless, endless day!

month

ax

and summer, it is well understood,

be followed by unusual conflict in
November, and a brief: space for holiday
and recreation, for dipping’ in the pure sea~

as ever, and even more extravagantly,
their fantastic and ridiculous trumpery.

Harvest festivals have been celebrated
with great pomp and not a little folly. As
Haydock, in Lancashire, there was what

is

called a ‘‘junction,” in which the presentation of a highly decorated pig's head, and
pio and flowers and corn upon the altar,

formed part of a very elaborate programme.

It was like a festival of Pan, and made one

wonder in what ceninry and among what
people

one's lot is cast.

At Brighton the

wave, or climbing the ‘mountain to inhale
*Apigle head was dispensed with, but the
a finer and more gtherenl atmosphere, has
crosses and banners, and boys in scarlet
heen specially welcome. Almost every
and white,~and men in blue, the colytes
year it seems as if the number of tourists:
with lighted candles, the incense-bearers,
increased. ‘The continent, the channel the holy water at the doors, and the tinkislands, Wales and Seotland are positively ling of a bell at the elevation of the Host,
invaded and scoured by bands df excur- were all after the model of the Lady of the

sionists and visitors in search of change
© and pleasure, of bodily "health and mental
invigoration. Old" Neptune retains, however, his lordly supremacy even -in these
matters, and sways with his trident the

realms of holiday and rest. Wherever the
. bright” gréen waters of the ocean flow in
upon our shotes over plains of soft, firm
sand, thither for the last two or three
‘months has all
nd been flocking to
take a life-bathin the free salt tide and

regale the lungs with the frdsh and bracing

. breeze.

and

the

people,

some

of them,

love to

have it so. ‘The “No Popery”
try and the
unchecked and rampant Ritualism of the
same church, the bulwark of Protestantism,
are at least somewhat

odd

and

contradic-

tory.

dullness of sermons, the vowardice of “cler-

istration /dourteiave

in full blast, and the

gymen, the slender incomes of dissenting poor women don’t get much favor shown
ministers, and other kindred topics, have them in their applications and claims. The
comein for a good share of attention. But Evangelical Allianée has organized prayer
not very much that is new or especially

®

like

in France.

history, its work in our

of race or color.

country,

and its

Free Baptists and Congregationalists and
some other anti-slavery Christians, it also
offers a. pleasant sign of union, and may
well find a place in your paper for a brief

report ofits annual meeting.
iri
This was attended with considerable in-

We

terest, at Springfield, Mass., Oct. 28 and 29.

Michigan City—Colfax’s District—His successor,

The reports showed that its work had been

GEN. PACKARD :—In Memoriam.
:
Michigan City, Ind., Oct., 1868.

I write from Michigan City—one of the
lake portsof Indiana. The improvements

going on here ‘in the enlargement of its
will add greatly to its commercial

successfully prosecuted during the past
year, employing 522 missionaries and teachers among the freedmen, 16 of whom, and
perhaps more, are Free Baptists, sustained

by them

facilities, and to the wealth and importance

of this sectipn of the state.
This is in the Congressional District so
long and so ably represented by the distirguished gentleman who now stands as the

Republican candidate for the Vice. Presi-

distinctively.

These

have main-

tained day, night and Sabbath schools, and
have helped to lay the foundations for a common school system at the South. They es-,
pecially labor toraise up teachers for that
portion of our country, and for this purpose have started normal schools at Hamp-

dency.
ton, Va., Charleston, S. C., Macon, Ga.,.
His successor is to be Ed. Jasper Pack- Talledega and Mobile, Ala. Colleges are
ard, whom ithas been our good fortune to also chartered in connection with the
know from his youth up. Your correspon- eff
of this society
at Berea, Ky.,
dent eighteen years ago gave him some of Nashville, Tenn., and Atlanta, Ga. These”
his first lessons in the classics and in the institutions are for the blacks and whites,
higher mathematics ; and found him always and are attended by both.
Some of them
a most faithful and ready student." He have received, through the Ereedmen’s Buwas one of those clear-headed scholars reau and by purchase, important and valuwhom it is a luxury to teach,
Appreciat- able grants of land and buildings. There
ing accuracy of statement, and manifesting are also orphan asylums at Atlanta and
always the genuine docility of a mind con- Wilmington. Thus a great Christian, charistitutionally honest, he gave promise of a table and educational agency is being set
good future. For some years after gradu- in operation.
ating from Michigan University, he devotNot a great number of churches have yet
ed himself to teaching: —from teaching to been gathered, but several are reported, and
the army. and now to the Halls of Con- they are gradually extending from the cities
gress. A Christian gentleman of classic and large centers into smaller places. They
culture, he will inspire the confidence of ‘have doubled in number the past year. The
his constituents, as an honest man, whom
society also sustains foreign missions in
no corrupting influences will swerve from Africa, Jamaica, the West India islands,

his political or personal integrity.
arc among

the

If vices

essential qualifications of

a Congressman, Gen. Packard will be found
deficient.

Othérwise he will honor himself

The unchangeable-

and it is generally conceded that he is by
no means second best in this contest of
words,

In the midst of life we are nigh unto death.
How reckless the man who would live for an
hour unmingdful of the end. I have had it for
weeks in my plan to write you of the quiet
closing up of a beautiful Christian life, the
memory of which will always be pleasant
to those who knew it. Mother BALDWIN

was one qf those quiet, patient spits’ that
sometimes fight great battles and win great
victories unknown to the outside world ; but
well known tothe Master and to the’ {¥imate

Siam and among the Indians, in
has 30 missionary laborers, 11
with 668 members, of whom (1
year's fruits. But its chief work

was a hidden life, but

beautiful to

those who were privileged to know her best.

tidetings all over the count in view.of the
strife. ‘The difficulties of

approdohing

The mother of a family of nine

and the Freedmen’s Bureau

ings.

phatically be said—** In her tongue was the
law of kindness. Her children rise up and
and

he

praiseth her.”
How fragrant the memory of such an one
to those who are left behind! What an in-

heritance does a mother leave to her children when they bear testimony to a thirty

return fares of teachers, as formerly; and
the necessity has arisen for founding normal sghools, that teachers may be prepared
among the blacks. At the same time the
receipts haye been deficient, from the siate
of the country,in view of the approaching
presidential election, and the

extra

efforts

to free the American Board-from debt. So
that this most worthy society is obliged to
reporta ‘deficiency

of

$51,315,45,

which,

added to former indebtedness, shows a call
for 887,726,59 to meet the past, besides the
loud call for increaséin the future. It

property, bonds and mortgages, tothe val-

buildings among
at $188,885.

It

the
has

Freedmen

valued

distributed clothing,

words,—*¢ Ethiopia shall soon stretch forth
her hands unto God,” in which he set, forth
his iews of the African race and its mis-

siog. ‘He thought

they

must

return to

a; but Dr. Kirk said the negroes could
sent back to Africa, out must have

and rights here.

Resolutions wore

, setting
forth the dangers that
years’ life-time full of family cares and tri- threatens us, and of sympathy with the
ecuted people ‘of the south, te! Rev.
als, Josaes and crossés, without one ungentle |

word

on

yoars ago came a terrible affliofn ‘twenty days that frightful

| soourge, the typhoid fever, swept into the
‘grave three children—twelve, eighteen and
twenty-three

years of age—all

account

The Mission

members

* THE

In allits work it calls for prayer

and help, and goes on with

ergy.
Springfield, Mags.

hope and

prdeperity by Rev. E. M. ie

SOUTH.

.

3

The fifth’ Sem Annual Report of schools for

en-

Freedmen, as published

R.M. SARGENT.

in the Sept. number

the Am. Missionary, gives

years, and What policy is to prevail in our
government, will be decided. The issues
involved are great and momentous, and

of

the following as a

from some points of view,

it seems

debt, and calls on the friends who are not tired

of the work and who are “ enlisted for the war,”

not to desert the Freedmen till they and the
country are safe.
Says Rev. Dr. Chaplin, ¢ The pale‘faced Chris-

hardly

fitting that their determination should be
crowded into the work of a day. Inthe pres-

tians of New

ent instance, however, the result is not at
all doubtful, nor has it been for weeks. The

the Catholics

are

busy

gathering in the black

children. By-and-by, when perhaps
these delicate Protestants will wake

work of election day is scarcely more than
the formal expression of conclusions previously arrived at. Such in fact is the
state of the case, and such is the conviction
of all parties of the certainty of Grant’s elec-

too late,
up to see

their folly and guilt.”
In view of the viré¥ent spirit now rife in the
South, periling the lives of Union men, both
white and colored, Christians -are called on to
resort again to prayer, as in the dark days of the
rebellion, that God will again interfere and overrule for the establishment of justice and right-

tion, that the Democrats, we presume, are
few and far between, who would wakeup

on Wednesday morning and not be surprised to learn of his defeat. The last

eousness in our nation.

week of the campaign has not been without

_ Along the lineof this road, from Omaha to the

features of interest.

PACIFIC

:

GOV. SEYMOUR
has continued the political tour of which
we made mention last week. Since speaking at Buffalo, he has spoken at Cleveland,
Chicago, Indianapolis, Columbus, Pittsburgh and Philadelphia, and was expected

RAILROAD,

present terminus,
about 50 stations,

a distance
At several

from

inhabitants.

500to 3,000

of 700 miles, arc
of them there arc

Denver, dashed

into existence nine years ago, is now a quict and
orderly city of 7,000 people, with four houses of:

worship and efficient Sabbath. schools.
traveler, “ We were

Says

w=

surprised to. enjoy a more

quiet Sabbath here

than

canbe bad in some ot

acteristic. Instead of discussing great principles,he hus declaimed against the taxes
resulting from the war, denounced the reconstruction made necessary by the rebellion and has aimed to excite one section

our eastern cities. In all these villages and, so
far ag"we could learn, in the villages. throughout
the mountains, the Sabbath is observed;so that
already it seems that the land hag been taken
possession of for truth and righteousness.
It is
wonderful to how great an extent society has
become settled and law and order ¢stablished.—
Everywhere the people are ready, especially on
the Sabbath, to listen to the preaching of the
Word.
The population is the most enterprising and energetic of the states, therefore no nov-

of the

ice can be expected
them.”

to close by speaking in New York on Mon-

day evening.

His speeches have been char-

national

bank

currency.

It seems

that Seymour's route is for the most part the
sanie as the one pursued by Andrew

John-

son

in" his famous speech-making

trip of

'6G,

and the

attended

It was

afford great encouragement to all that are laboring for the world’s evangelization.
Since

a

1861, the results of the labors of the London
Miss. Soc. are reported as follows :—00 churches
containing a membership of between five and
six thousand, with congregations of 13,000, and
a Christian community of 20,000.
The observance of the -Sabbath is somewhat
remarkable.
The American consul came into
the vieinity of the capital of Madagascar on Sun-

a message to Seymour, expressing words
of - sympathy, at the very commencement
of his difficult undertaking.
During the

week therehave occurred great
POLITICAL DEMONSTRATIONS
in all partsof the country. Among these
was a grand torch-light procession in Boston on Wednesday night. It is estimated
that there were some fifteen thousand
torches in the procession, and that the display was witnessed by nearlytwo hundred
thousand spectators, Les
were in
Boston from all parts of New England, and

day, June 26, but'the

Orleans, and

Warmowth wrote to Gen: Rousseau, making

that, under the act of Cons

military force, he

serve the peace.

could

The

not

"of

%.

hope" to pre-

Governor

him

escort and a military

before the

court which

her court, observed the Sabbath
journey,

of disturbances,

gress prohibiting the organization

brought

an

had

number of her Christian subjects eonnected with

there were strong indications that the city
might be the scene of another riot. Gov.
known the “fact

over.

morning

just adopted the Christian religion and the Chris- ,
tian Sabbath. The late Queen, during Lier last
tour to the sea-coast, accompanied by a lhirge °

some of which have heen of an, alarming
character. . During the earlier partof the
week intelligence was received of an ‘out-

break in the yicinity df New

to es-

band

THE SOUTH

reports

government refused

cort him into the city till the holy day was

On Monday

the enthusiasm is reported as intense. -From
there have come

ip preaching to

MADAGASCAR.

very fitting thing that Johnson should send

|

to succeed

The stronghold that Christianity. bas obtained
in the late heathen island of Madagascar, must

indications
are that it will be

with similar results.

~ :

Orleans stand daintily aloof from

this great and open missionary field, Meanwhile,

therefore

called upon the, General to employ the
troops in protecting peaceable citizens.
Gen. Rousseau then telegraphed to Washington, and received instructions which enabled him to take such mea-ures as will,
it is hoped, result in the restoration of order

and quiet. Gen. Steadman has heen placed
at the head of the police force, and his anthority will he sustained by the U. 8. ¢roo
e other disturbances have been of a 108)
The cotrse of Hon.
our Minister to

having
| Revoidy
%€ ous character.
Johnson,

‘of the middle division of the orks

Field.

grand total: Schools of all kinds, 3,084; teachers, 6,492; pupils, 189,517. Twenty-five are high
or normal schools, and about 1,000 of them fre
Events of
the Week.
a
supported wholly or in part by the Freedmen,—
Of the teachers, more than one-half are colored.
CLOSE OF THE CAMPAIGN.
Of the pupils, 21,082 are studying geography,
Before our present issue reaches the most 81,5689 arithmetic, and 4,675 are in the higher
of its readers, the great verdict will be branches. Five of the alumni of Yale College
rendered, and the questions, Who is to be | are engaged in the work in the state of Georgia.
The religious effdits’ of the Am, Miss. Associofir Chief Magistrate for the next four
ation are prospering, but it is burdened with

has not paid

children of

call her blessed ; her husband also,

on

In this it believes itself

which it
churches.
are last
is among ‘of the country against another by exagas shown by the gerating the asserte | unequal distribution

few who are conversant with their real 1ife. ue of $98,246 at the north, and lands and

Hers

This society accepts the principle that

no distinction should bé made

louddpll for aid. As a> bond between the

‘Western Correspondence.

harbor

| ed.

;

This society has important elaims, from its to be in sympathy with Christ and his teach-

the

THOMAS GOADBY.

—

We

MEETING.

Bibles and supplies to the value of
her own ; called besidesto be a mother to fifty-three thousand dollars,
*
;
three others; with all the energy heeded:to | The meetings were interesting and profitmake her a model housekeeper after the. able, sometimes about filling, but not crowdSeven Hills, It may well besaid by *S« G. pattern of King Lemuel, she receives®yet ing the large first Congregational church in
0.,” an able private correspondent of the this testimony to her patience of spirit from Springfield. Rev. Dr. Kirk, of Boston,
Témes, and known to be Lord Syduey one of those children who had experience the President, occupied the chair and read
Godolphin Osborne, that the church is vir- of her watching kindness for more than an address full of earnest words, on being
tually disestablished already. The direc- thirty years, that in all these years she had in sympathy with God in doing our duties ®
tions of the Prayer Book are violated, the never known her .to.;speak an ungentle our, fellow men. Rev. J. Todd, D. D.,
Bishops are dumb dogs who won't bark, word! Surely of few could it more ems Pittsfield, preached the sermon, from -

The discussion ifi public journal of some
, Perhaps there is. little dot in ‘politics
aspect- of English life not at other times just now save this murmuring.of. thunder
considéred, usually marks this vacation pe- from the churches,
foretokening severe
riod. This year the feeing of porters, the weather and & heavy storm. But the reg

wise has-been written.

It does not seem

—

ANNUAL

and his Constituents. His integrity will not the people of the south,
be less than thatlof his distinguished prede- fact that of its $356,235,70 of expenditures
cessor. According to the custom of the dis- the first year, $291,218,33 were used for
selves as exclusively entitledto that epi- trict, he is now engagedin making a joint this special department. Its expenses for
thet; and should the enemy follow suit canvass with his Democratic competitor; schools have been greater than previously,

0 bright, unchanging glory !

The past

the

churches and cathedrals resound with the
stirring notes of political manifestoes, it
may perhaps be excused if the so called
Political Dissenters no longer regard them-

No doubts—~no cruel fears.

ny

and

lop off this bough, Wil Soon be laid pt the

O blessed, blessed country!
No pains, nor bitter tears;
-No fainting ‘neath the burden,

“

in Ireland, Roman Cath-

alicism will prevail and be established soon

But, watching my Lord’s coming,
‘With loving, trusting faith;
1 fold my hands—so weary—
And calmly wait—for death.

:

overthrown

France and from

about the
and their return .of medixval times when worldly
given to power and the Pope are breaking asunder
the Rev. gree ywhere, and, like the Siamese twins,
know something of the skill of chirurgeons
Establish-

coming struggle. The political reform of
last year is to be succeeded by a religious
revolution. One
by
one
ecclesiastical

‘Where, from the heart, all broken,
Floats forth a wailing cry;
And days are dark and dreary,
And years drift sadly by:

have from

dom and truth.

py the attention of. secular journals indi-

‘Where waters black and bitter

1 see my dear
Clad in the
And sky, and
~ Are bathed

its columns

are most of Mr. Maurice's peculiar theories ;
and the Telegraph has deplored, in leaders
and letters of considérable length, the
small salaries of Non-conformist ministers.
That religious questions should now occu-

——

I’ve wandered, poor and

and

ments of religion, as hazy and indistinct

Waiting.

“

ltaly, it will be so much the worse for the
Holy Father, and so much the better for free-

thrown open to correspondence
clergy of the Established church
preaching. The Daily News has
the world a series of letters from
F.D. Maurice on the theory of
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Spain as they

report: of the proceedings of the Wesleyan
Conference,

The Worning. Star.
|

for the first time given a long and detailed

I
3

ENGLAND,
towards the en mies of ourar country during

maintaining

public

throughout

the

worship at which

large numbers gathered to hear the gospel.
The Secretary of the London Miss, Soc., under
date of Aug. Tth, speaking of the * gladdening
news from Madagascar,#sbys: *‘ Our highest
hopes are exceeded, the work of the mission is
being blessed in a marvelous manner, The places
of worship, both in town and country, have been

crowded to excess. Such is the wonderful eas
gerness to hear the.word of God that, on the
Sabbath previous to the departure of the ast
mail, 2,430 persons were counted at Mr, Toy’s

church, while 230 were listening outside during
the service. The Queen and government have r
publicly

renounced

idolatry, the great

national

“idol has been sent away, and the Queen sends her
household to attend Mr. Toy’s ministry,

CHINA.

A persecution

has

;

broken out

mission at Formosa,—a mission ¢
destreyed, a native catechist i

Chinese’convert stoned to death.

ainst

the

bl has been
d and a

Ms, Lisle has

been compelled by failing health to leave Bangkok which he says is one of the most promising

of mission fields. = Scarcely a communion passes

without the baptism of several, ,

and much more, is left
to a
veteran,
who, with. white

age.
is just readyto fall in, thn hi
he has so lohg withstood the b

L

=

—y
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ble death by famine, they. are now

_ falo on Tuesday evening, Oct. 6th, in connection with the meeting of the Anniversa-.
organization :of

the Conferonce, Wednesday A= M; —was

promptly sentto the Post.Office; addressed
[3

“Dover, N. H.”

In fact, the budget

went

to Washington, and only reached this office
afew days since. Though quite behind

iw

“Av

STAR:

ratos the actual exp

nse ofd

NOVEMB
Syste

aki He

0

el

work in our Foreign Mission field was
== | never before so ellcouraging as now. Hun| dreds of children
were rescued from terri- |=

of Conference

ry Convention, and of the

of influ

to-oecupy. The | food d

we have
| ence which

Phe account of the exercises held at Buf-

0

ond in theAR.

MORNING

ofice)

68.
the apostle say to the

yfixst dayof the week
y by him in store as God
‘hs
im P " LB josiinged thal
:
Jesus, “
Ttis of

in our

han to receive.”

He

It

house, ; in Christian lands t> unity their “efforts to { upon”
#in of a>Christiaifs sitting still
promising ‘members ‘of our churches in a commodious building 48 feet by 18; sur- aid in sending her the precious boon. and waitingfor the collector to come and
Origsa. Our gains in Education have been rounded by awveranda 10 feet wide, will Not only is it appropriate, but it is their dun, him for the amount due the Lord's
very ‘great. No other denomination has
afford so much additional room that all «imperative duty so that they. .cannot be treasury. “. Don’ you seo,” said he,“ the
2why
| made a greater—relntive— progress —during-{-may-be-accommodated:-~Provision--ouiltloss
In tur & deat ear to these pit] -eommand-is;+B
not
bring
your
offerings
of
money
to God
the last few years. We have: two vigor- will also be made for future increase.
eous appeals. Voices too in our own beThis school possesses most decided ad- loved land, from the’ west and the south, as much as those of prayer and praise?”
ous young colleges, many seminaries of
adds to the ex- mingle with those from over the sea.
Lhe effect of this sermon was electric.
eminent efficiency, and a theological school vantages. Miss Crawford
schools, and manyof them have become

the establishment.

Tho new sch

of his good pleasure. Should every Christian obey Christ fully, as those servants
did, the millepnium
:

|

would.
8. C. EK.

Rev. W. D. Caswell.

The church provided a room which they
that gives promise of real’ and increasing perience of years the most ardent devotion
After the lapse of a few years of our detime, we publish so much of it as possesses power. Oar teachers are a competent and to her work. Her time and strength and nominational experience in tke missionary set apart to receive their tithes. Thither
Rev. Wn. _D. Caswell, of Edwards Co.;
a permanent interest, and let the rest go hard working band of laborers, the stu- energies belong to the school. This “1s work, our want of system in raising funds, ‘they bore one tenth, of all which came to Ill, was, on the 30th of April last, in de
their hand ; he who went to the city to labor fifty-ninth year of his age, calied from his
- dents«#t® gaining strength for the work” o f | her little world in which she revels in unto the waste basket for want of freshness.
| together with the lack of informatien in
:
for twenty cents per day brought two Tor labors and the embrace of: kind : friends
coming life, and best of all, many of them alloyed delight.
reference to the condition and wants of the
ANNIVERSARY CONVENTION,
At Balasore
there
are’ two schools.
the Lord, and even a poor blind ‘beggar and loving hearts, to enter, as we believe,
are Sono themselves to Christ’s ser .
mission field, moved a few of our sisters to
The Anniversary Convention
held a ses- vice.
. What remains of the old Boys’ Boarding
‘broughta tenth of his ‘gatherings. Enjoy- that rest. which remains to the people of
:
form this organization. Anxious consulta~ |
sion’on Tuesday evening. The meeting
But as we look over the" field we soo School, originally established at Sumbhul-. tions were had regarding the manner in ing this so much, they agreed to bring an- God. ' Bro. Caswell was born at Weudell, +
was‘ called to order
at 7 o'clock by
pore,
and
after
wards
continued
at
Balasore
other tent for building a chapel, and Mass., Sept. 20, 1819, and at twelve. years
much needing to be done. : What is needwhich we might perform at least a supplethe President.
After devotional exercises,
and
Jellasore,
is
located
here.
Combined
promptly paid the amount. During the of age removed with his parents to the
ed’in order to its. sure and speedy acc om: mental part in the removal of these obstaand the readingof the minutes by thé Sec- plishment? 1st. Deeper personal piety
with ‘it we find the Government aided
year that poor little church paid in all $198 state of New York. May 23, 1843, he ‘was
cles, Meetings were held, missionary serretary,
the officers were chosen for the
in gold, They assumed the entire support
2d. More of the true denominational spirit, school compased largely. of heathen boys
ensuing year as follows: President, Rev. that shall be helpful in the spread of ou r from the town, and the recent additions of mons, and nddresses Secured, circulars, tracts, |- of their pastor, and with some aid from the marrigd to Miss Electa Markham, by whom
he had ten children, only four of whom still
mission collecting cards were issued, and
C. O. Libby; ‘Sec. and
Treas., Rev, LD.
Famine Orphans. The ntimber of pupils auxiliary societies—for the purpose of dif- missionaries, built a chapel and school-room remain to mourn with her their irreparable
own doctrines and polity williout running
Stewart. After disposing of -the prelimina- into narrow ' sectarianism,
anda storehouse in which to deposit the
’and that shall ds as follows: Heathen boys, 50; remnant
vy ‘busimess, it was-announced that the prevent our members’ from sliding off so of formet;. Boarding School, 13; Famine fusing missionary intelligence and securing Lord's tithes. ** Never,” says the mission- loss. ‘In Feb., 1845, after secretly entertaining a hope in Christ about five years,
weekly
pledges
from
eaclr
of
our
members
preacher appointed ‘for this year, Rev. John
easily into churches of other faiths, when boys supported by the Government, 87; —were formed through nearly the entire de- ary, * have I seen happier men than these he made a public profession of his fajth and
* Fullonton; of New Hampton, N, Il., was
they remove to some new locality, with - | whole ~“humber, 100. ‘This school has nomination. Several of these auxiliaries, scemed‘to be in their pov ;ny, self-denial united with the Freewill Baptist church at
Se ined by illness so that he had not heen
out withholding any proper encouragemen t | maintained a high character*as an elemen- after performing a good work, rest from and liberality.”
Lyndon, New York. “le was bapiized by
_.to veach the city, and that Rev. «
tary school, embracing higher ‘brancjies ‘their labors, while the seed sown™ by them
from all who are.tr -ue-hearted Jaborers iin
Encouraged ‘by their success, the blind Rev. B. McKoon.
In 1853 he was licensed
c: alder of Harrisburg, Pa. ., who had r3
the great vineyard. 3d. More planning than any’ other of our mission’ schools. is now ‘bearing fruit. Of those that remain, preacher repeated his sermon in’other plac- to preach, and was ordained in 1864.
appointed to preach the Conference sermon, and werking enterprise, that shall make Its course of study is suffi¢ient to fit pupils
es with similar results; and when the na- . As a minister, both before and after his_
_onthe following day, would prgach at this’ our aims hroader, and forbid us to be sat- for the Government High School. There only the New Hampshire, and Penobsco! tive p istors met in convention, after a full ordination,
‘he labored with great zeal, and.
time. The attendance of.atele@ates to Con- isfied with anything else than liberal and is an Industrial Department for the benefit Yearly Meetings have sent reports, and, discussion of the question of tithes, they
was often cheered and encouraged with the
both
are
véry
encouraging.
“THe
latter
ference, and of visitors from various porof the mission boys. Carpenters’ and] + supports Dula in additionto theusual con- adopted the following:
creditable things.
belief that his labors were not in vain in
tions of.the denomination was quite large,
The speaker “closed by exhorting to faith- blacksmiths’ shops are in successful ope= tributions. The Secretary says, <“ We have
Resolved, That swe exhort our people to
to| the Lord. Some of the principal fields of
‘and an interested congregation nearly fulness in every good word: and work, so cation, where such boys as are of proper
sisters here whose hearts are in the work, give a tenth or more of all their earnings his labors were Yorkshire, New York, Bone
filled the church:
to the Lord's work, not as bound. by the
age
are
expected
to
labor
three
or
four
that the laborers might share in the honor
and whose whole-souled benevolence pro- Mosaic law, but from thé duty of Christian Gap, Ill.,, and Ward's Schoolhouse near
hours daily.
:
SERMON OF REV, J. CALDER.
and glory
of sthe victorious Master, when
vokes others to love and good works, and liberality, because they and all they have Jeffersonville, Ill. Bro. Caswell lived an
The Girls’ Boarding School is the result itis to their untiring zeal that we'owe much are consecrated to God, and when necessary upright, consistent, Christian life. ‘He was
The .text chosen by the preacher was he shall call his servants to their account.
It that is done for missions in the Penobscot they are to give all their pope sions and | kind and agreeable, meek, humble and forfrom 2d Cor. 2: 14—*‘Now thanks be unto —A hymn and the bénedigtion closed the of the famine, and is of recent origin.
their lives alsoto his glory.
embraces 49 boarders and 1 day scholar. Yearly Meeting.”
>
| giving, ever trying to do all the good he
God, ‘which always causeth. us to triumph exercises.
Pastors and preachers set the example to could: His loss will’ long ‘be felt by the
Mrs. Hallam devotes a considerable portion |
in Christ,
g4d maketh manifest the savor
As might be expected, there isas yet but |
| their flocks by giving a tenth of their own
of her time to the general supervision and |
of his kndwledge by us in every place.”
|
a
partial
adoption of the system of laying salaries, and soon the churches that were ve- | community, the church, his family and
The
Schools
of
the
Mission.
instruction of these girls. Plans similar
| friends...
His disease, - inflammation of the
Paul essteemed iit his chief work to preach-|~!
| aside weekly the ‘“ Lord's portion,” yet it is
ceiving assistance began to care for them- bowels, not alarming at first, made rapid
to those described in connection with the
Christ. However costly thisscrvice might |
believed there are few among us to whom
3oarding Schoolat
| Hitherto the Boys’
selves.
;
Orphanage at Jellasore are, as far as pracprove, he counted all things loss and dross
inroads on the seat of life. On the Sabthis Seriptural rule has not Leen. presented.
Balasore and the Girls’ Orphanage at JelSaid one man, *“1 fee] that tits entering bath préce ding his death he was able to
ticable, in operation here, for the devélop- | God's blessing has rested upon our work,
in comparison with this duty and privilege.
have been under the control
lasore onl
into partnership with God,—he furnishing predich twice ; and his afilicted widow rement of the physical as well as the intellect- !|| and we believe ini its ultimate suecess.
Inthe text he is reviewing
his labors in the
| of the MissiomCommittee. The others have ual powers of the girls.
the capital and asking ten per cent. of the flects, with gratitude to God, that it was
gospel, and fixing attention upon their reThe Corresponding Secretaries of both gains for its use, —will save me Trom ‘much
been managed by the missionaries, Indivia- |
In both the®e schools Bro. Halla has 99 |
‘sults. He uses the language of thanksgivour Home and Foreign Mission Societies en- temptation. ' How can I dare to cheat now her happy privilege to.hear the last two
At our
ually, who have organized them.
boarders and 51 day scholars; in all 150.
ing, and evidently finds his illustration and
sermons that fell from his lips. His last
ter heaitily into our work, The latter, Rev. and put dishonest gains into histreasury
last Quarterly Meeting three others were
Bro. J. Phillips's school at Santipore is
words were, ‘‘ All is well,” His funeral
more or less of his terms in the practice of
IC. 0. Libby, who is traveling” extensively
made over to the char ge of the Committee,
No one hadthoughtof “tithe-giving as as sermon was preachedtoa large congregaalso in a-great measure the result of the
welcoming great miljtary conquerors on
among qur churches, is laboring assiduously
viz., the Normal school at Santipore, the famine~ It has three departments.
means of secufing a revival. But God, acThe
tirgir return with the trophies and frpits of
to secure their adoption of the planof sys- cording to his promise, opened the win- tion, by a Congregationalist minister, Rev.
Girls and Boys’ Orphanages, and the Ver
Primary
has
38
pupils,
boys
and
girls.
a campaign.
He reviews his toil "with
tematic beneficence. In the eastandin the dows of his spiritual heavens and poured “Alfred Connet, from Rev. 14: 13. Atthe
~ nacular.scheol at Balasore. The #chools a t
Dorcas, a Christian widow; teiches the
gladness and gratitude, and counts up the |
grave was sung that beautiful” and appro- Midnapore for the present remain on thei r smaller children, while the more adVanced west he is enlisting the co-operation of both { down the blessings of his grace. Oiie who
priate kjmn, *‘ Asleep in Jesus,” &e.
trophies which he and his fellow laborer
old basis, that is, under the control of the
| recite in the "other departments.
The pastors and churches, Quarterly and Year- was present at a meeting where several
have gained as soldiers of the Cross, not
Thus has passed to his reward another of
ly Meeting organizations. The leaven that pledged their tenth, went away and returnmissionaries in charge.
{ normal department has 32 pupils, boys and
with worldly pride, but with a proper and
the
followers of Jesus. May God's grace
for years has been silently working, we ed the following
In order to secure a more eflicient over- | girls.
week, saying, ** I was here comfort the hearts of the afllicted, ‘and
Christian satisfaction.
trust
is
before
long
to
leaven
the
whole.
The Oriya department has t1 pupils,
last week and heard you talk, and I said, strengthen and encourage all to laborzealIt was as a preacher of Christ that he sight of these schools on the part of the
boys'and girls. There is no boarding de- mass. As we contrast the former with how shall I consecrate my money when I ously and wait patiently till called from the
[=
had witnessed and wou these successes. Committee, it was thought best to- appoint
a these latter days, we thank God and take have not yet given God my heart? I trust toils and conflicts of this world of sin, to
He taught men to trust no more in idols, a superintendent to visit them semi-annual- partment here. About sixty receive
:
This ap- monthly stipend of, on an average, one courage.
1 have now done the last, and 1 wish, to do the rest and crown that await them in that
in their own works and sacrifices and self ly and report to the Committee.
year
having
pointment
for
the
present
We
look
into
the
foreign
field
and our the first. Pat down my name.’ * A precious
Rupee. Many of these board with their
mortifications, but in Christ alone as the
holy city, the New Jerusalem.
=
only and all-suflicient Saviour.
In this been assigned to me, IT have recently visit- parents or friends in the- neighborhood. faith is almost tarned to sight. We are revival followed in several places in which
3
ALFRED
CONNET.
;
work he met all kinds and degrees of op:. ell and examined them somewhat thorough- The whole number is 115.. Boys, 87; girls, 14 filled with admiration and astonishment at many were brought to Christ.
i —-—
(beneficence going
There were also several instances of a
position. The civil authority opposed him, ly, gathering facts in regard to their past 28. Astorace,there are Santals, 74 ; Oriyas, the work of systematic
status and resources. 20. From the Christian family, 21. Of on among the native churches whose memprogress,
present
literal as well as spiritual fulfillment of
Rov. E. H Libby
Judaism persecuted him, the organized
Some of these tacts I am “sure will be in
bers
have
been
gathered
so
recently
from
the
promise. Said one man who gave tithes |
these
there
are
orphans
supported
by
Gov<]
—
—
heathenism of the time plotted against him,
teresting to the patrons of these schools at
ernment, 20; supported in part on Normal 1 heathenism. This movement commenced last year, ‘‘ I never was so prospered. ‘1! —Of East Windbam, Me,, died Sept. 18,
false counselors sought to dissuade him.
home.
in a mission planted by the American Board have not room
to best¢w my grain,—a thing 1866, aged 40 years. In a brief account
Fund, 60; Christian
day
scholars, 21;
But he boldly confronted the opposition,
in Eastern Turkey, and which covers the which has not happened before.” In other written by himself it is stated—‘* Aug. 10, ©
At
Jellasore
there
is
one
school,
the
Girls’
Heathen
day
scholars,
14;
whole
number,
"and turned away from the false friends
section including the Garden where Satan places where the tenth of the fields was 1880, was the beginning of a life of prayer
who would have diverted him from his sin- Orphanage, under the management of sis- 115. The management of this school is
ter
Crawford.
The
design
of
this
institu{ with
l me.”
excellent, its corps of teachers ample, and first seduced the parents of the human race consecrated before the planting, bountifu
The next April he was baptizgle work, and preached only Christ.
from their allegiance to God. No more fit- harvests were the result.
tion
is
to
furnish
a
training
for
girls
to
fit
the
improvement
of
many
of
the
pupils
ed by Rev. A. Libby, and united with the
His success was great and real. In
ting place for the origin of such a moveThis tithe movement has spread wonder- F. W. B. churchin W. Bro. L. graduated
them for the practicdl Christian duties of most satisfactory.
Damascus
and Jerusalem, in Samaria and
ment could be had,—a movement which
fully,carrying its train of blessings through- at Waterville, Aug. 11, 1850. He was orIt
has
been
in
life
as
wives
and
mothers.
The
number
/#mbraced
in
all
these
schodls
Antioch, in Athens and Rome, men were
promises its influence for good to be sec- out the missions in Turkey and Persia, daived at Hebron, Me., March 8, 1860. He
won
to the truth and to righteousness. operation from the earliest period of the is 390. Of these 179 are famine orphans supondto no other of the age. Ifs origin, so and is now spreading throughout the was a faithful servant of the Lord, and in *
Mission,
having
been
commenced
at
Sumported
by
Government,
49
are
supported
by
Even in corrupt Corinth and pleasure-lovfar as we can gather, is substantially this : | great empire of India,
We trust that his death his family, the churgh and the
ing Ephesus therc were some who heard bhulpore in 11837. Since 1838 it has been the society, 60 are partly supported by local
it
is
destined
not
only
to
be adopted world sustain a loss. Heleaves a wife and
Most
located
at
Balasore
and
Jellasore.
The
missionaries
had
labored
untiringly
and
mission
funds,
and
the
remainder
are
and heeded his message, and welcomed
by all the churches gathered from among five children, parents, brothers and sisters.
to
render
the
churches
they
gathered
selfof
the
wives
and
mothers
in
our
mission
day
scholars.
As
to
sex,
there
are
males,
187,
Christ as Master and Lord, and se from
supporting as early as possible. "In one, the heathen, but that systematic giving
Cow.
even these
unpromising
fields,
some have had their training in this school. I t | females, 203; total 390. As to race, there
numbering eighteen members, planted in -a in some form will be adopted by all the
has
been
until
recently
the
only
girls’
are
Oriyas,
210;
Santals,
80;
total,
890.
sheaves were gathered for the Lord's garschool connected with the mission.
"At Midnapore there is also a Girls’ Board- very poor village, they had failed to devel- churches in Christendom. In our own misner.
oh
,
:
The Two Ways.—Which?
The
present
number
of
scholars
is
as
foling
School under the management of Dr. op any spirit of liberality, notwithstanding sion at Midnapore, India,—says a late relesson
the
The preacher then applied
Seti
m—
port, * The duty of contributing a tenth
drawn from the apostle’s experience and lows: Boarders in the establishment, 79; J. L. and Mrs. Phillips. . Its present num- mach time and labor had been expended
With
stone
from
the
same
quarry we build *
upon them. They were indeed in such of the entire income for Christian purposes
words to the denomination whose repre- boarders in families, 30; day scholars, 16; ber is 22, nearly all famine orphans. deep poverty that a missionary on visiting is almost universally endorsed and render- the seminary and the hotel. With brick
sentatives were gathered fora three years’ whole number, 125. Of these the society These girls are mostly Oriyas, with a
from the same kiln we build the church and
sprinkling of Bengalis and Santals,
Here them exclaimed, ‘‘ No wonder that, during ed practical.” The sum thus raised the last
review, and for deliberation and plans over supports 52; Famine Orphans supported
tho
theater. With iron from the same mine.
all these years, the people have paid but year, about $240, has kept one native
the work to be done in the future. Our by Government,” 77. The day scholars also is the Santal Training School for boys,
we
make
the loom and the sword. With
incharge of Mrs. Bacheler. At present $2,20 to their pastor.” Still it was felt that, preacher constantly in the field, paid all the same press and type may be printed the
chief work is substantially the same as board with their parents.
our
church
and
chapel
expenses,
and
has
for
their
own
sake,
the
principle
of
syste
‘We are called tobe good citizens,
Miss Crawford has one male assistan ¢ |'it has 51 boarders, and 3 day scholars;
Paul's.
tract and the novel. Material substances are
number, 54. There is no public matic giving must be insisted on, be the left quite a sum for the relief of the heath- equally well fitted for beneficent and per.
teacher and one of the larger girs serves wholg
to vote right, to take care of our obligaen
poor.
scale
ever
so
small.
There
was
among
the
tions to the state.
But we are not mere
as primary teacher.
2eading, Writing, board lig establishment. The boys board
The work in our own Bid, especially nicious purposes, and with’ the greatest
native pastors, a poor blind man named
politicians to remove abuses in the govern- Arithmetic, Geography and “History are in Christian families and in clubs. Fouramong the freedmen, in addition to that in ease may be converted into assistants of inpent, nor mere reformers to upreot secret the branches taught. Few girls remain in teen of the boys arc famine orphans sup- Hohannes,—ih our language John,—who
dustry and virtue or instruments of folly
ported by Government. There are 38 San- was remarkable not only for piety but for fareign fields, calls for an increase of Chris- and crime. With equal “ehise, our bodies
societies or other agencies for the sake of the school after they are fifteen or sixteen,
his knowledge of the Scriptures and his tian liberality on a larger scale than ever
modifying social life; we are Christians by which time they are almost invariably tal village schools scattered through the
aptiess in quoting them. Hence he was before. Nor need the churches fear im- being subject to the government of the
Santal
country.
Present
number
of
echolcalled to present’ and urge the claims of married. A high degree of attainment
perform deeds worthy
poverishment by the practice of a gener- mind, we may
Him who. is the Saviour and Hope of men. under these circumstances could not be ex- ars, 600. Thus in ‘all the schools of the surnamed Hamapapar, or Concordance. To
the
freedom
we
possess, or follow the
mission we have 1066 scholars.” Of these this poor church the missionaries sent John ous and systematic liberality.
And so far as we have been bhisy with and
faithful in this work, we shall have encour-

agements and successes of a most cheering sort to report at this our triennial gathe ring.

We meet with opposition. The sentiments which we hold and the principles
upon which ‘we insist will not be at once
welcomed by men whose hearts are sinful
and whose lives are false. In other days
our anti-glavery position brought us no little reproach from men who seemed to think
they were doing God service in persecut-

ing and reviling us. There ave other prin- ciples of ours that ate not especially popular.
But we have

witnessed

gr eat progress.

Few of us ever expected to see this really
the land of freedom, but it has become such.
Intemperance gets our opposition in spite
of the disheartening fact that more or less
ministers even are backsliding and plead-

ing for the free use of domestic wines.

Our position as open communion Baptists
is steadily reaching others by its influence,

gad owt
and

Hs bow fom
and are Wie

Cor disciples together at
I¢

better and bet-

tht talent of our laity,

in our delegated ConferTe

biit the em-

} is an element of var

pected.

Bible

instruction

and

Christian

training are constant and thorough.
The internal management of the institution is adapted to the peculiarities. of the
Phe largest room of the mission
country.
house, twenty-five feet

as the

principal

by

twenty,

school-room,

front and rear verandahs,

serves

while _ the

each about’

sev-

enty-five feet by ten, accomodate a number
of classes for study, recitation and ‘work.
At night mats are spread upon the floor of
the school-room, where as many of the girl 8
as can be accommodated sleep. Ewo tiny
mud buildings near by serve also as sleeping rooms,—one¢ small room being partitioned off for a cook-room.. Three girl 8
are employed to cook. These are changed

there are boys, 841; girls, 225.
RESOURCES,
. The Government contributes 177
per month, mainly for tuition,

;
Rupees

on condition

that we provide and expend a like sum
frem other sources. ‘The whole number of

famine orphans for whose support the Gov-,

Concordance to see what he could effect.
The people came to him complaining of
their poor crops and poverty; he said to
them, God tells you the reason in the third

chapter

of Malachi:

¢ Ye are cursed with

a curse, for ye have robbed me.”

+ While considering the matter prayerfully,
the thought,

as if

by

a

divine -intuition,

ernment is pledged is 211. The allowance | was impressed upon his mind, ‘‘Let them
of each is 3 Rupees per month, equal to: give the tenth.” His own salary was $60.
633 Rupees monthly. Whilericeischeapthis

| leaves a considerable surplus, which
is] Jo asked himself if he could spare $6, from
this, Itseemed
much; but when he
held in reserve to meet the necessities of thought of distributing the amount through

seasons

of scarcity, and

also

to provide

There is much truth couched in the quaint paths of sin to disgrace aud ruin.

The exertion required to be put forth is
remarks of the colored preacher when he
said, ““T've known many a church to die not greater in an honorable than in a. sin‘cause it didn’t give

enough;

but I never fal life.

It is no farther to the church than

knowed a church to die 'cause it give too to the theater. It costs no more to sustain
much. Dey don’t die dat way. Brederen, the college than the rumshop. It requires

has anyof ‘you knowed a church dat died no more intellectual ability to speak in the
‘cause it give too much? If you do, just cause of liberty, of education and justice,
let me know and I'll make a pilgrimage

to

than in the cause of slavery, of ignorance

dat church, and I1l climb by de soft light and crime. It is no. harder to serve God
to serve out own sinful desires and
of de moon to its moss-covered roof, and

I'll stand dar and lift my hands to heaben padshons and pride. Whosoever will, may so
and say, ‘¢ Blessed are de dead dat die in use\the power given him that he will be respected
by his associates and owned by his
de Lord.”

the year, he determined to devote 50 cts.
DELTA.
As we return to one Aolds of labor may Saviour.
each mopth, or 12 1-2 ots. each week, to the
| aftgr the Government support shall have | cause of God. Then taking for a text,— we engage with new zeal in the work of
ceased, The number of children now sup- “Bring ye all the tithes into the storehouse, promoting systematic beneficence in our |
Chips.
¥
weekly, During their week of service ported ‘on the funds of the society
is 72. that there may be meat in mine house, and churches, and the blessing of the Lord will!
Lr
—
:
they are excused from school,
Aside from the expense of building, we | prove me now therewith saith the Lord of not be wanting.
y
——If' we ¢onclude that those ministers
:
St, M. HurcoHins, Cor. See.
| A party of twelve work three rice mor- endeavor to keep the monthly expenses of hosts, if I will not open the windows of
who receive the largest salaries perform
tars, beating the rice from the hull and each scholar within 2 Rupees, Our ability heaven and pour you out a blessing that
the most labor, possess the most talent, accleaning it. This supplies food for the to do this must depend upon the prieepof | there shall not be room enough tto receive
complish the most good, or make the best
Full Service.
school. They are changed monthly and provisions.
living, it is possible we shall be mistaken.
fu
mat
P
it,"—he began to preach the duty and privdo their work out of school hours. Abou t
From these statements it will appear flege of setting apart at least a tenth of
“They filled them up to the brim,”
Those who' Walk ‘on ‘stilts should
adozen are in the spinning department. that the spheres of usefulness, aswell as their earnings for God. He enforced the
At
the
marriage in
Cana of Galilee, Jesus not regard as. inferior those who may be
Cotton is produced on the place. These the hopes and the responsibilities of the
“duty not as a Mosaic rule, but as something
pick the cotton, clean and spin it into mission, are greatly increased since the enjoined from the earliest times and as of told the servantsto Po 11 the waterpots with pleased to go ‘on foot.
thread which is given to the weavers and famine. We are deeply anxious that these ‘pre-eminently binding force on Christians. water. And they filled “them up to the
——Every body. to his proper. calling,
retyrned in the form of cloth for use. children and youth may be trained up for “Did not even Abraham pay tithes?” he brim.” Does not this record furnish ug a and every thing in its proper place. Give
godd example of obedience? Do we as
Kniting is done to. some extent, and the (God. Let not the earnest’ prayers of the
inquired ; * and if the Jews, with only their Christians fill the measure of duty * up to, us gold for gilding, but iron for strength. ..
Butane a of socks, ‘hose, crochet work, | éhurch be withheld.
home workto care for, besides expend- the brim P” . We ought to obey Christ to
—=An old man who listened toa dis&c., mig
greatly increased coulda
ne
0. R. BACHELRR, own
ing so much for sacrifices and in traveling the utmost of our ability. His word should course from. one of those men who strain to
iy
a
aN
Fy
manufagiured
found for the
“market
to and from ‘the temple, were obliged to be our law, and we should study not how preach, followed: the sermon ‘with these
articles;
hs
pay one-tenth to the Lord's treasury, Chris- i littlof we cando for him and not become comments. “The time was whenwe had
The
success:
of
the
Lord's
army
depends
“Seventy-two pounds of fico. is the: daily,
‘tians
should certainly do no less. Does reprobates, but how much we can: do in wooden: pulpit and golden ‘preachers,
but
not
80
much
on
the
magnitude
of
its
com| allowance, and is the principal food. +A
tot
Jésus
say that the Pharisees ought "not his cause, The Christian, should. not ask, now we have golden: pulpititandavooden |
| small quantity of fish, peas or green veg- misshry departmen , 88 on the ardor wp

etablesis. perved with the rice.
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Banageil 8
jong 0 My TioMdL 1 (06 sii 3 ~The frien
thend urged him
"at once. #0 hebb
——
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The night had cone the moonlight whitely lay
shwart the field where I had sowed all day

~Beed Lsho uld ne'er behold

blade,

'-

no leaf was seen

*Bigning Its promise green,

His

gentle ane]

To his father, who, like too many profess-

ing Christian, had been remiss in his relig-

fear,

'| ious duties, he said, ‘‘ Don't neglect the
other children as you have neglected me.

“1h one short hour will God unfold the year.”
And as he spoke the word The barren clods were stirred,

i] Lead them to Jesus before it is too late.”

And tiny blades crept out into the light,
"And grew, id grew, before my won ering sight,
the ears-were seen,
- Long-bearded, full and green.

And while I watched the waving grain, behold
The heads i

down

with

The goungel said,

,

weight

ue
The Lord

of ripened

.

.- Shall give thee this reward.

** Fer not to get thee hence across thé sea,

A little cloud sailed by and hid the moon:
My angel comforter wus gone too soon,
A tremor blurred the air:

Again my field lay bare.

Except that near me, close beside my feet,

And

mostly led daring lives, but not one. have I.

i!

in niy bosom, cherished, loved; beliold
se precious ears of sacred harvest gold.
Such fruit my field shall bear—
I leave 1t in God's care.
Galax].

Flowers
:

at, Funerals.

A correspondent in the West formerly re* sided in Brooklyn, N. Y., and there

Tomany

coffin,

the face

was

room.

There was, within a

den and nursery, whose

blexk,

proprietor

a

upon it.

orange-blossoms,

sweet

alyssum,

reconciliation

with

for his sins, of the

the

sighed

Maker,

and

last man

who

died, as

his sinful course came up before him, haunting him to his dying couch, was such as to
stic the depths of his soul, and cause his

mahly form to totter like the shaking of a

citadel. ‘When seeming on the very borders
of despair, he at length settled ; down into
a calm confidence ot hope, which he ascribed to his faith in a Saviour, which raised him
above despair, and in which confidence of
hope he longed for his rest, and went the
other night, by a Heaven-sent release, we

knew. 1 fairly ran to his greenhouse, and
without salutation cried out, * Davidson,

beroses,

Not one has died with any appre-

ped after any hope of such ‘reconcilia~
tion through the Mediator.
The sorrow

gar-

&c., I returued and entered the parlor. The
-moment 1 passed the door, every one seem?
ed moved by the same impulse.” The father and mother rose up in tesas and came to
the ouffin. Friends wok them from me and
begun dressing ike coftin with them; and

looked before.

hension of their dying, who has not
for

1 well

cut me everything choice, that is white,
that you have got.”
With my hands full of white’ roses, tu:

it ever

dving any where, but especially is it so
among strangers, and in prison besides; it
makes life appear. differently from what it
ever appeared when no seriousapprehensions of~approaching calamity were forced

About fifteen years ago 1 was called to
officiate at the burial of a sweet girl, about

80 fair that it seemed to me as if the world
on the other sidg was shining through it.
But she seemed
lonely. In her narrow
chamber she lay, in pure white, without a
single flower. I could not bear it, and without saying a word to any one I leit the

from what

It is so with sickness and’ the prospect of

erals, writes to us to say that he had brought
down upon himself severe animadversion
by foliowing
this beautiful custom on a
recent funeral occasion, and he asks us to
explain some opinion of the use of flowers
at the burial of our dead.
re
sixteen years of age. Her parents stood
highin society, and
she was their only
child. When I entered the spacious par-

life looks very different in the

hospital

accus-

trust,to the land where the prisoner is
free.
Another, in’ view of the ravages which

disease was making
to his mother: **My
to depart this life,
wish to see you and
here. I have been

on his system, writes
time is nearly come
and I most earnesuly
sister, it you can come
failing fat, lately, and

am convinced that my

end

is

near.

lam

resigned to it, and prepared to trust to the

act.

Atter the grim horror of the arrest-night,
the tierce cruelties of the trial, and the
burden and anguish of the crucifixion, it is
inex pressibly soothing to follow the sacred
form to the quietude of a garden and lay
him down in a eool rock chamber, around
which flowers hung. There, in the morning, flowers drooping with the weight of

dew leaned their heads against the stone,
not knowing who-e sepulcher they made

beautitul, nor that the j erfume which they

- exhaled was a nobler offering than all the
incense

of

the

sanctuary!

There,

in

a

garden. among green leaves, and fragrant
vines, and spicy blossoms, and leaves murmuring in the gentie wind, he rested, .and
waited for the auspicious day when, lifting
his head with renewed life, he should lift’
up to new hope and sublime destiny every
man on earth!
-If there were no other reason, it is Noth
that friends are c8foforted. What mother

steal rather than to starve, slowly pining
away with consumption, said to me a da
or wwo before she died: ‘“None can tell
how much I suffer, bus I shall soon be going home; there will be no
prison there;
1 shall be free with my Lord.” She died.
believing that God for Christ's sake, had
forgiven her siug, and seemed a purer spirit
than many whom trouble or misfortune
never tempted to covet what. was not their
‘own. When her early death was recounted
to the women

of thé prison, sobs were

au-

dible, and every eye was moistened with
tears, They leltthat evenin that desolate
place

she

had

died

like

a Christian;
and

there was awakened some desire at least
that their last end might be like hers.

¢

Jesus is Passing By.
—a ——

Yes, Jesus of Nazareth passeth by !
Christian, look at him and feel as you,
never felt before, what a Savigur he is;
how patient with your weaknesses, how
long-suffering toward your backslidings,
how generous in his free forgiveness, how
nh
oo in his love, héw awtul in his
purity and holiness, how wonderful in all that

give way to griet without restraint? Shall
we studiously endemvor to make sadness

makes him the Lamb of God that taketh
away the sins of the world!
And dare
to draw near to him, nearer to him than
ever beforv. Dare to take hold of his hand
as your little child takes hold of. )ours.
Let him lead you hence evermore! Never
let
go of that hand! Walk with him!
Backslider! Jesus of Nazareth passeth
by! You blush, and are ashamed to lift
up
your face toward him. No wonder.
But he himself hus set the measure of his

all we muffle ourselves in black and funeral smelling crape, and sing doleful
hymns, and weep out mournful prayers,

it embraces even you, bad as you are;
black, inexcusableas is your guilt.
*‘Jesus
saith unto hmm, I say not unto thee uutil

but is glud to see her innocent child, never
80

dear and

beautiful

as in

death,

lying

amidst fragrant flowers? Who that has
true sentinient but feels that something is
taken away of the earthiness of death by
the presence of flowers?
Must we forever regard death from the
heathen
stand-point? “Shall ‘we forever

et sadder, and grief Yet more anguishiul

compassionate

forbearance

go high, that

and meanwhile refuse all sense of victorye seven times; but until seventy times sevall hopeof immortality, all knowledge that en!" Helis a great, an infinite forgiver !

|

there 1s no death to u true soul, but only exaltation into better lifep
:

‘ L will not leave you comfortless,” said
the Saviour. : Yet, ten thousand Christians
have sq gloomily borne thelr Bereavements

that the young and wen of the world 10k
+ upon death us the aw ful catasirophe of lite,
hey have drossed their houses in weeds,

and left the corpse »o bald and bare, in the
bodily dishonor of death, that men have no
reason to believe that Christ. walks with his
disciples in the valley and shadow of death,
or that he plucks heavenly thwers and dress

+68 therewith the henrts of his 1ollowers,
80 that théir gricts, like his own suffering
body, shall rest in a garden — Beecher.

Christian: Faithfulness,
——

:

“A word in sencon, how good it dst
Many opportunitios f doing good are
thrown aww hy Curistiane,” when « prompt
and hearty ae im mizhi-den | gil ro Christ,
The

“tollowfoy

Times, is an

meident,

ne raiem

fn

the

8.

8.

nn tonal to apeak

a fuw words f Jegh«:”
. About a year nwa
von

{4 in in, known

“With the Lord is merey, and. with him

is

plenteous redemption.”
“I will heal”—
this is what he says to you, and all like
you—**1 will heal their backsliding, I will,

be

them freely, for mine anger

is

turned

away.” Go to him new, and test his words,
Sinner ! are you sick of yourself, and
your past Pp You ought to be.” You have
lived long enough in sin. You have trespassed too tar, and wo long, already, upon

the divine forbearance,

It is time for you

to turn over a new leaf, Tt is time for you
to repent.
It is high time. Now is the ac
cépted time. Sip where you are. Do
you see, do you hear, a multitude? Do
you ask what it means that people are
rushing now to the: prayer-meetings who
have: not been ‘accustomed’ to go thither P
We tell you: Jesus of Nazareth passeth by !
Cry out to him as did poor blind Bartimeus.

ou life again ; such life as you never bad

oré, even life eternal. Cry out with the
sightless beggar: Thou son of David, have
mercy on me! He will have compassion
on you, as he did on, him. He will say to

you: Go thy way;ithy
thee whole !

faith

hath made

a

oa

lg

v

=

ool

bon

Vt

%

se

id

Varieties.

:

asked the question: ‘‘And what shall I say
more?” A-voice from the congregation—
more suggestive than reverent—earnestly
responded: ‘‘Say Amen !”

CueMists tell us that a single grain of
the substance called iodine will impart
color to seven thousand times its weight
of water. It is so in higher-things; one
look, one habit, may affect the whole of
life and character.
BENEVOLENCE is not to be estimated by
the amount given, but by what it costs to
give. An English charity recently received
an envelop containing six penny stamps
on the inside of which were written these
words: ‘‘Fasted a meal to give a meal.”
That was true benevolence,

THE NUMBER

was

never

more vigorous

year.

in its

operation than now. This isnoevil,

Itisa

Let yon and seaavhat we can do.

growth rather upon the usage of other ages.
It is' an advance, certainly, upon the piety
of the cloister and the cowl, Itisa progress of religious life,

too, beyond..that

Keep

eit Lia, 0.46 a his EAR TOE,

A.M,
los Dry Jibs tre H
Lawrence and Boston

1.

let God

be the first in your list;
However long it may
be.
$
2.- Keep alist of the gifts you get; and let
CHRIST, who is the unspeakable gift, be first.
3. Keep a list of yopr mercies; and let pardon

and life stand at the head.

Keep a listof your joys, and let the joy un-

6. Keep a list of your sorrows; and let sorrow
‘
for sin be first.
7. Keep a list of your enemies; and put down

centuries of conflict and corruption must
follow, by a law fixed like gravitation. Our
religious urganizations must begin soon to

propels it, and it fulls like a dead arm.

We

cannot, then, too keenly feel, each one for
himself, that a still and secret life with God

must energize all holy duty, as vigor in
every fiberof the body must come from the

strong, calm, faithful beat. of the heart.

His

Advertisements.
worth. In the cure of Coughs,

Seed

Colds,

Asthma,

Bron.

when an agent is thus at hand ‘which will alleviate all
complaints of tne Chest, L
or Throat. Manufac.
tured only by A, B. WILBOR, Chemist, No. 166 Court
g

Standish’s

—

.

Patent

4w3l

Pocket

In which is combined a knife, pen, pen-holder and
ink eraser. Neat, light, and durable. Agent¥ and
Dealers supplied
on liberal terms. A sample with
price list sent by mail post paid on receipt of 60
cents. Address

Many professed skeptics have a hard
struggle with conscience before they settle
into unbelief.
They put out the light of
L.F. STANDISH, Patentee and Manuf’r,
God in the soul before they can walk
4ws 1
Springfield. Mass.
in darkness; and their inward agony is
a foretaste of the woes of the second death.
An exchange gives the following illustra12 Cornhill & 25 Washington St.,
tion:
>
Just over my room in the theological |

G. W. WARE

‘| seminary rqomed a poor

skeptic who

ruined his soul by searching Gibbon, Hume,

Strauss

and

Boston

literary

the

Renan,

and

taste.

arguments.of;

writing

for the

could

confate

He

Butler,

Edwards

andj

Paley. but alas ! he could not answer the
stifled utterances of his- own guilty -conscience. All night long he walked to and
fro like a caged lion, fretting to break the
life bars, but he dared not.

that he might

make

way

At last, fearin

with himseif,

rose, dressed, and went up to comfort

him

once more. He paused as I entered, endeavored to conceal his haggard features,
and pleaded ill-health for what could no$
be concenled—his inabilityto rest.

Ah,

I

knew better, confronted him at once, and
demanded to know where big philosophy
had failed, and spoke the bles
name of
Jesus of Nazareth whom he had mocked
and denied, yea, crucified. He was in

agony unutterable.

mantle covering
wus unmanned,
ticism, and made
bare hypocrisy

I had torn off the thin

his humiliation, and he
lost all his simulated skepknown to me at once the
of his life. He believed.

just as the devils did,

and

trembled.

Ev-

ery night for years he sought God in prayer,
but in vain. . His boastful unbelief had
frozen stark -and stiff all his emotions. He
cauld not pray, and so way his life a hell, a
falsehood, and that of the infidel hypocrite.

Next morning.he moved

away.

Casually

I met him, but he always

avoided me, and

seemed always to remember that night's
confession, Within one year | was called

at miduight¥ his dying bed.

I could get no faith.

How

wherein to flee us the

hard upon us!

What

simplicity!
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During the last six years, the undersigned has
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A PERFECT
and

od

HAIR

DRESSING,

Beaut{fying
it dark tow

the Hair, and
glossy.
?

rendering

No other compound Jossessés the peculiar properties
which so exactly suit the various conditions of the hu-

man hair.

#n the world.

ow22

Jt 4s the Best and Cheapest HAIR DRESSING
For

Sale

by

all

Druggists,

PHILLIPS

&

CO,

‘87 UNION SQUARE, Broadway, N.Y.,
WHOLESALE

THE

FIRST

AND

chine Jombined,

8mith’s

ONLY

Button-Hole Making and
that

Sewing Ma-

est degree of perfection,

all kinds

and

Cording,

Tucking.

Sewing, Hemming, Felling,

It

is simple,

ing in one

at :

varieties

of

Braiding

all kinds

machine

noiseless, and easy to manage,

combin

others.

SEND

AND

OOLON@

(Black),

MIXED,

70¢,

best ABH 1b.
YOUNG
YSON

sale,

TO SELL

WANTED—AGENTS,.—
MACHINE.

THE

AMERICAN

Price

$25.

The

sim-

KNITTING

MACHINE

Cf),

Boston, Muss.

tw3l

Holiday Journal -New No.-Free.
Fox

the Holidays of Ist8—y, conmining a Christ
mas 8tory.
Parlor Plays, Magic Sports, Odd

Tricks. Queer Experiments
14 large pages,
lustrated,
ApaMs &

from the bes

Co.,25

“BALLOU’S

sell them

roblems, Puzzles, &o.
SENT FREE.
Address

Hromtield 8t., Boston,

NONTHLY

Mass.
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MAGAZINE.

A
GREAT
SUCOHKSS!
A SPLENDIDLY ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE,
CONTAINING A8 MUCH MATTER as either of the 24
magazines, with two exceptions, is furnished to »ub-

Supplied.

seribers at the wonderfully low price of OE DOLLAR
AND F1PTY CENTS a year. Seven copies, $9.00; thir
teen Copies, ign

$Y for 1869.

Now

AND GROUND

is the time to get up Clubs

Single copies, 15 cents.

&F~Sample copy sent th uny

of xtamp

to pay

ELLIOYT,

return

po-tage.
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Publishers.
Mass.
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Grant & Cos.
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EMPRESS
SALERATUS,

BREAD: rou sass

use large quantities of Coffee, can economize in that artiol

ony

give perfect satisfaction. ROASTED (Unground), 80c., 8c,

“Economy is Wealth,"--Franklin,

tion. - If they are not satisfactory, they can be returned, a
our’ expense. within thirty days, and have the money re

purposes?

Coffee, whith
warrant te

Nos,

31

and

TEA
33

Post Office Box 5643.
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WwW HY will peiile pay $50 or 100 tor u Sewing Much
when $2 will buy u better one for all PRAY TICAL

ae

}

poof
8,

§ IH

“n

on

ip

Notwithstanding

eeports to

the

suhwdribers beg to inform thelr nuwmerovs

“FRANKLIN

and ““IAMOND

contrary,

the

friends that

thie:

Muchines oan be had

and DOES NOT infringe upon any other fh the avr y

it

+ emphatically the poor man's Sewing Muotiue, aud i= wire

eh

isto

whobisuie

BY ALL GROURKS.

tnoany quantity,
This Ma tine js a doable thivnd
compivt with Table, constructed upon vntirely new principles,

Fk

pom

durebilis
am
pers

tor both

wed hands
cm

of
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receipt

Boston,

r=
TIP

GROUND Corvix, 20¢., 25¢., 800., 350., best 400.
per Ib.—
Hotels, Saloons, Boarding house keepers. and Families whe

address upon

THOMES & TALBOT,

GUNPOWDER, (Green) best $1.50

AMERIOAN

.

far-off region of gold. It CURES and that accounts for
None use it, who do not, m re
its GREAT SUCCESS.
lence its great
ia, recommend it to their friends.

$1,10, best §1,25 per 1h.
UNGCOLORED JAPAN, 000,81, $1,10, best CE
COFFEES ROASTED

BALSAM.

afflicted. I have retailed nearly four dozen bottles
over my counter. and it has given, good satisfaction.”
Many letters like the above are daily received from
all parts of the country. The demand for it irom Cal
ifornia is large for a medicine so recently offered for
sale. We have sold hundreds of dozens to go to that

i
800, 800, $1,00,

70c,

Agent.

Boston.

plest, cheapest, and best Knitting Muchine ever invented,
Will knit20,m0 stitches per minute. * Liber
al inducements to Agents,
Address AMERICAN

70e, 800, 90c, best

(Green),

Street,

F. L. ALLEN of New London, Conn., writes that
“ALLEN’S LUNG BALSAM is favorably received by the

TEAS,

-

Water

KNITTING

80c, 900, best $1 per Ib,

(Green and Black,)

#1 per lb.

FACES.

“We wish you would send a good supply of ALLENS
LUNG BALSAM, a» it is getting to be one of the neces:

PRICES,

* PRICE LIST OF

:

sary institutions of the country. It sells well and
gives entire satisfaction to those using it.”

TEA COMPANY
Club Orders Promptly

TYPE.

GOOD SATISFACTION.”
STANLEY & SKIPPER, Chippewa Falls, Wis., write: -

¥

CARGO

JOB

ALLEN 8 LUNG

* GREAT AMERICAN
AT

METAL,

CHARLES
FARMER, Druggist, writes from
Ovid,
Mich.: “I have just sold the last bottle of ALLEN’S
It sells like ‘hot cakes,’ and gives
LUNG BaLsaMm.

no ridiculou#tints;

in quantities to suit customers,

L}

#7 The Morning Star type is from this Foundry
tf8
;
‘

DYE.

and

by

.

1718

K. ROGERS,

55

Ag’t.

Japan,

FOR

HARD AND TOUGH

JOHN

remedies the ill effects of bad dyes; invigorates and
leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful black or brown,—
Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers ; and properly
applied at Batchelor's Wig Factory, No, 16 Bone

Tea districts of China and

LIST.

Address ordersto

praise from jealous rivalry.

Receive their Teas by the Cargo

NOTED

NEWSPAPER

All who have tried them; have freely
given then
testimony, and unite in recommending” them as the
Dee and most perfect machine now offered to.the pub
c.
Samples of work will be sent to all who may desire
to sce them by inclosing return stamp. For sale by

HAIR

PRICE.

i

which make uy

Drew,

Organs.

Organs

And lately for its unrivalled

some of the disagreeable features of other machines.
They will stand the test of the severest criticism
and
the encomiums of all who admire real ingenuity, and even extort

FOR

ALWAYS

BOOK

It is the only

operating, &c.,

American

And its large varietiesof

many
varieties of work not done by other Sewing
M
nes.
The ease with which it is managed, recommends it
especiallyto all Families as a most pieasant and agree
able companion, being divested of
the
perplexities and
annoyances of thread breaking, pd
8 wid of tensions.
in

IN

“BOSTON TYPE Fol VIRY

SEWING MACHINE now known that can make a per.
fect, finished and beautiful Button-Hole, besides doing

and fatigue

DEALERS

First Letter Foundry in New England,
COMMENCED IN 1817.

of

It is one

the merits of all

Unrivaled

8m22

the

RETAM.

Also, Superior Pianvs, Melodeons ;and Publishers f SUN.

has made its

This machine i8 warranted to execute to

AND

DAY SCHOOL MUSIC,
We will Tout our
the month, letting the rent pay for them.

advent in this or any other
Country.

quiries

algpentey

Vover

RN

K.J¢

Copperas, eto.

MOREY & C0., _

For Preserving

nt
ges 10 ve cqud to the beat wold peas fn mass
et, and superior to tay steel pers ever manuf etnrda
PF
Sample um with ven ttached® will he forwsrdedap
receipt
of 10 cents,
Tue pers consist of four dist oe |

was, Swaritod

yg

iia

Machine.

AGENTS WANTED!
N every town in NEW ENGLAND 10 well G0
| Green's Go'd on Pens
conceded by cow

Le glon
aT]

4

Nitrie Acid,

118 Wealer Sirect,
- Agents for New England.

Piet

‘rowiy2

“

Refd. Petroleum,
Chior of Calcium,

PHILIP

t120

{

FLEAS

Muchine

Sf poe.

LEE

Refd. Sapontter,
Salt,
Es

Muriatic Acid,

_

Oaustic Soda,

BURNETT'S COCOAINE,

GREAT

Nicely.

competitors

eat

"
id

“

*
Ld

8

AND

best 40¢. per Ib.
GREEN (Unronsted), 280.. 80. 3%
best 350. per Ib,
We warrant all the goods we sell to give ntiere satisfuc

THE ROWE AEWING MACHINE,
At the Parts

Sul. Acid,

Agents wanted.

funded.

Ark your Merchants to trv them.

|

“

~The American Button-Hole,

by using our French Breakfast and Dinner
we sell at the low price of 80¢, per pound. and

T.adies

SKIRTS

Fit
i now

Porous Alum,

lists of testimonials,

IMPERIAL (Green), 0c, 80c, 00c, $1.00] $1.10,

Have hitherto found difeulty in getting

~

“«

*

addition to

ENGLISH BREAKFAST, (Black) 70¢, 80¢, 90¢.
#1 vil
1, best 1,20 per Ib,
Hy

Machine, Forthe simplicity and perfect finish of the
machinery, the esse with which it is operated, the

Natrona Saleratus,

Sal Soda,

other premiums offered) Rev. Lor L. HARMON will
¢ one of Mason & Hamlin’s Five Octave Portable
abinet Organs.
Price $125,00.
BRO. HARMON’S
gkill in selec
Instruments and his method of su
plying purchasers with them free from risk, are w
unders
and highly approved by all who know
and deal with him. ~ His P. O. Address is Portemouth,

the

The distinction

Eoin

FURNACES,

ESTABLISHED 1861.

RAND, LEWIS & RAND,
30 MURRAY STREET, NEW. YORK.

rich and full of mean-

storms

of management,

in use for family sewing thc Wilcox &

That demand

What a stronghidjd torun to for con--

solation in time of trouble!

5,00, we

street, New York.

THE WILOOX & GIBBS SEWING MACHINE.

What a benutiful appellation is this given
to our Saviour!

fo

made by the jury explains itself,— Fvéning Mail,

Jesus a Hiding Place.

fog!

Dra-

essential qualitics united in the Wheeler & Wilson
machine, constituting a superiuit
which the jury
has, with unanimity, recognized and proclaimed
To these gentlemen the gold medal was awarded as
manufacturers of mackines; to Mr, Elias Howe a sim-

what thousands preach, atheism, and believed, nevertheless, but not unto salvation,

* foltowing Standard Chemicals :

For Warming Dwellings, Churches, Stores, Etc.
Sixty Sizes and Patterns, Brick and Portable, for An_| thracite, Bituminous Coal and Wood. Also, Fire-~ ~~
Place Heaters and Parlor Heaters, Ranges
and Stoves. Send for Circulars.
:
8m23 RICHARDSON, BOYNTON & CO., New York.

ctave Three Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case,
having six stops, and combining the latest excellences and improvements.
(Transportation to be paid
by the receiver).
Adap
to churches and large
vesiries. Price $225,00,
11. SPECIAL PREMIUM. To the person sending the

stantaneous ; no disappointment;

- Publication authorized by the Jmperial Commis.
sion.
/
By thelr skill, universally recognized, Messry
Wheeler & Wilson added to Howe's system of sewin
machines important modifications, which have pla
them in the front rank of manufacturers,
Elegance, perfection of work, simplicity, solidity of

So he died, professing

but just enough to lose his soul.

and

Pa.

Manufacturers of the

“

|

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world .
the only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, in

WHEELER & WILSON SEWING MACHINE,
Tur EXPOSITION UNIVERSELLE ILLUSTRATED

ilar medal was awarded

Pittsburgh,

of CRYOLIDE,

8. For seventy-five new subscribers, and $187,850,

we will
give one of Baker and Randall’s Five Octave
Siagle
Organs, mn Black Walnut Case. (Trans
portation tq be paid by the receiver.) Price $115,00.
9. For one hundred new subscrib rs, and $250, we
will
give one of Baker &
dall’s Five Octave
Double Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case. (Trans.
portation to be paid by the receiver.) Adapted to the
parlor or vestry. Price $140,00.
:
10. For one hundred and
new subscribers and

BATCHELOR’S

Persons in want of furniture will find it to their ad.
vantage to call and examine our stock before purchasing elsewhere,
12t21

mechanism and facility

:

cents additional to Day pos
0) we will
send the
and M
tock’s Biblical and
Theological Cyclopadia. Price $5,00, or
6. For eleven new subscribers, and $27,50,
(with
$1,36 additional to pay postage) we will send th
and second volumesof the
Cyclopedia. Price
$10,00.
1. For forty-five new subscribers, and
$112,50, we
will
givea
Machine, (Howe's, or
Wilcox &
Gibb’s, or Wheeler & Wilson’s, as may be preferred.
Srangportation to be paid by the receiver.) Price

DRAWING
ROOM,
PARLOR,
LIBRARY,
AND DINING FURNITURE.

He lay mo-

tionless “when I entered. ‘Not a muscle
could he move, but his eye looked despair
unutterable. Itried to pray. It was fatile.

Mirrors

peries,

«>

PENNA. SALT MANUFACTURING CO,,

{ with 80

posite Phenix Hotel, Concord; N. 11. Bold aise
in
er, N. H., opposite American House, and 17¢
Elm St. Manchester, N. H.
tf32]

FURNITURE,
Upholstery,

1

Natrona Bl Carb. Soda _-.»

Geo. W.

& CO.

-

MANUFACTURED BY

Importers
send 4 Life |

BOSTON.

had

5

copies
for one
rovide
second
copy
sent
to another?
ret
Ag
2. For two new subscribers, and 35,00,
with 20
cents
itioual fo pay postage) we
ad a copy.
on
Price
$1,0 ,
;

noise

Knife

-

The only genuine Lye in the market. A box of it
yu make much more soap than Potash or any bogus
-Lye.
RBIS
i

Ev Chas ot On Yo vitohs secon cA)

fabrics, not Sxeepling Leather.
doing the work o many.

chitis, Whooping-Cough,
Scrofulon+ Humors, and all
Consumptive Symptoms, it has no superior, if equal.
Let no one neglect the early symptoms of disease

NOTICE!

' The Ready Family Soap-Maker.

bers to the Star.
eir character
‘we have no
need to speak. That they will be approved &s' emi
Tent 2
, and induce a host of persons to under
take the work of canvassing, we have no doubt.
1. Any new subscriber sending $4.00 in ‘advance,
shall be ‘entitled.to one
y of
the Star for two

done with equal beauty and perfection on

of this safe and efficacious
attributable to its intrinsic

x

time, the very best of Soap, use

promiums for new subseri

3. For three new subscribers, and $7,5

:

| Sani, or Cucentrated Lye,

‘Premiums for New Subscribers.

Binding, Gathering and Sewing on, Quilting, &e., that is,
or canbe done by any machine now in use,
It has norival in its celebrated over-seamiang stitch
by which edges of different fabrics are sewn together
as by hand sewing.
It also has no rival in its Button-Hole and Eyelet
Hole making, and embroidering on the edge, which is

Wilbor's Cod Liver Oil and Lime.
The great popularity
preparation is alone

Death-Bed.

r

‘P.M.

NM, MERRITT, 8

‘We offer the foll

‘“‘old serpent” first and

street, Boston.

¥

DEN

& Keep alist of your hopes; and let the hope
of glory be foremost.
;
-

dencies

modern Christian life,

:

speakable and full of glory be the first.

8. Keep a list of yoursizs; andlet the sin of
unbeliefbe set down as the tirst and worst of all.
— Peoria, IU., Y. M. O. A.

in

and ON Monday, Weineotay
ath
anod Tami

E—

the “old man” and the
pray for all the rest.

working

"TAKE

245. u.
bite
oy

10.556

A. M., 1330,,8, DPM. |

Sewing

for the want of meditative habits, and much

| communion wih God.
‘Should this be the catastrophe of the ten-

8.82,

[Trade

Keep alist of your friends; and

4.

hae! 1Fr

at 6.51,

.

Farmers and Honsckeepers
{0
Of New England.

a List.

—

of

the early
denominational contentions of
Protestantism. Those contentions may have
been a necessary preliminary to it. But it
isan advance upon the spirit and the aims
of them. It is a salutary growth.
But, like every large, rapid growth, it
involves a peril peculiar to itselt—a peril
"which we cannot avoid, but which, by wise
forethought, we may encounter with safe
courage. That very obvious peril is, that
the vitality of holiness may be exhausted
by inward Necats through the want of an
increase of its devoiional spirit, proportioned to the expansion of its active forces.
Individual experience may become shallow,

of accessions to Mr. Spur-

geon’s church last year reached six hundred, or an average of twelve per week.
What a marvelous power over meén the
help of grace is! Many whole conferences
of ministers do not win more converts in a

God;

“3
Fie

—

BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD
‘Summer Arrangement. June 22. 1868,

charity,

‘his tliscourse, when, pausing to take breath
and looking about over his audience, he

It does this by an inboxn instinct, which
perhaps

of

had thoroughlyjwéaried his hearers, he at
length reached a kind of resting-placein

cies of our modern Christian life—that they
embody certain centrifugal forces, as related to a life of solitude and stillness. Modern piety goes outward, in duties and acto a secret life with

man

IT1s related of a certain minister of
- Maine, who was noted for his long sermons
with man
divisions, that, one day, when
he was a Vion
among the teens, and

«Yet this doubtless is true, of the tenden-

tivities, extrinsic

the

3
Biertsements.

’

iy

1450

amazed.
‘No, sir, it is not I,” replied the
beggar; *“it is the dog.”

seek to serve God,

O

not believe it before.

blind I” exclaimed

:

S

FEE

at 10.10A, ., 5.45 P.M

Manigl Li

| vention, Rev. Mr. Hepworth said
no man

indeed

which

whispers,

Be TE ay

2.85

For
For

in

CW

he

For

replied

pe

he

4, 1868. =

all

| Faint emblemof the Christian’sTefuge.

AYN

*

-

ATi

»

————

VEWBER

Jie He& ct GF sss

i

YEE

;

EE

| =how soon the
ng:
finds a hid- |.
| ing place in the mother’s warm embrace!

Test now his
powerl.
—Uongregationalist.

Ryo! that you are blind, and that he can re-

store your sight; that you ure sick and dying, and that he can heal ; that you are dead
in trespasses and sins, und that he can give

i

BoA

EE

pies

154 pétiy arcs, sums to 1a_fond mother.fox
alone, tears enlarged in its’ own“ weakness

the mother with « deep sigh, said, “ Oh, Divine promises of mercy; my mind is
this is just what we wanted.
quite easy, and I have no feags for the settle, like a building whose frame is ror
But we were
through and through with the dry roty
uture.”
Yoo full of sorrow to think of them.”
>
A delicate young woman, who had been. Activity can mever sustain itself. With
Will any one tell me w
hose flowers
- ought not to have been
there? Can any unfortunate in her marriage, and chose to -draw the vital force which animatés and

*-one retuse flowers to dying bodies of those
P: “who are disciples of him of whom it is said,
‘* Now in the place where he was crucified
there was a garden, and in the garden a
new sepulcher, . . There laid they Jesus.”
For my own part, I shall never cease to
be thankful that John (he only of all the
Bvangelins,) mentioned that comlorting

AO gas

5

its ayy di

and try to find the gate to heaven, though
found Feady to, dare sickness or death. you may not.see your mother there.”
:
There are tho se’who could strike down a | Her lips were closed forever, and her
fellow-being, break into your house and spirit departed to its aceount, while the
rob you of yeur property or your life; who household looked on terror-struck.
could defame virwe, and brave all villanies,
Mother ! father! would you die thus? O,
who will yet cower betore fell disease no.
Then point ‘to heaven and lead the,
which threatens to lay them low. In all my way.
daily intercourse with them I have not heard
a single infidel taunt or atheistic boast.
That would be carrying the warfare almost
Modern Activity,
too near the borders of the unknown land.
——

tomedto see flowers employed freely at fun-

lors, and went to the

ne

He

ly 500 women; of this number during the
vear seven or eight have died. These had

Remained one handful of the -gofden wheat;
God's token that for me
Rich harvest yet should be,

;

observation.
;

I have met atdifferent times, in the hospitals, all the sick out of 1,179 men, and near-

ur

;

own

oh ! seize the
hour;
ery, Rg

Ne Lift up your

** But have you no light from the Sun of
Righteousness P—have you dome justice to
>
the Bible P”
¢ Perhaps not,” he replied, “‘but it is now
:
too late—too late I’
A mother who had laughed at and: ridiculed religion and religious people, was,
séen restless and miserable on her deathbed. She desired that her children should
In impassioned
be called. They came.
=‘
accents she addressed them:
* My children, I have been leadifig you
in the wrong road all your life. Inow find
the broad road ends in destruction. J did

>

Prison, sends us some very impressive facts

his

:

“ Dark—very dark!”

Religious labor among convicts in prison
is not wasted. Dr. Wayland after ah cx‘perienceof many years, testified that many
genuine converts had been led to Christ.
Rev. J. B. Smith, Chaplain at Sing Sing
from

pol

-

passeth by,

were thanders:

———

drawn
says:

eh

He

He

. Religion in Prison.

In harvest time I'll bind thy sheaves for theé,
Thy field may ripen late ;
“Fear not, bug trust and wait.”

.

triumph of faith,

faithfulness to my soul. His words. led me
| to think seriously of my eternal interests,
to givemy heart to Jesus and ‘to prepare
{ for this dying hour,”

Witheyes serene snd mild.

Th

CSN

Crain
Agape

Life's last hours are grand testing hours § can. write. a good sermon with
aid’
death tries all principles, and lays. bare all provision bill lying on the table before him.
thefoundation. Many have acted the hypocrite in life who were forced to be honest
A BEGGAR who was in the habit of sitin the hourof death, Misgivings of heart, ting on oneof the London bridges, accomthat we have kept
secret through life, have panied by a dog with a placard inscribed
come out in death; and many also who “Blind” attached to his neck, was fortunate
seem all right and fair ‘for heaven, have enoughto awaken the charitable sympahid to declare that they have been self- thies of a gentleman, who, every morning
deceived, A gentleman of renown was on when he passed the mendicant, dropped
a
his dying bed, when a friend at hand spoke penny into hishat. One day the usual
doi nation was omitted, and the supposed
Ts
%
of the Saviour.
‘As to the Bible,” he replied, it may blind man ran after his benefactor as fast
i
be true; I don’t know.”
as his crutches would permit, and boldly
‘* What, then, are your prospects?” he asked why the usual Jeary had not been
Sr
was asked.
forthcoming,
‘Why I thought. you were

“Tell my friend N.,” said he, ** that I
thank him with my dying breath for his

led me by the hand

ls

a blessing as’ your poor heart

-

was suddenly taken sick. After a few days
died in the

0
on the bare, sown laud,
then he turned and smiled, ’

“ Behold,” he said, “ to still thy human

£2
He

he found sweet peace in believing, became
| entirely resigned to the Divine will, and

And
if I
went, ’twas none but God could 808
How much the hope
of harvest was'to me,
xe sent his’
I down
.
trembling trust to crown, 2

Unili we

4

“Said shies,
a thy
neh of
yol
advice, and resolvedto seek religion.

} Naaght even showed that seed was hidden there;
No

dened

to.
Chrisp
Dagey
en
litely and said he would * thinkof it.”
In threeweeks his widow called at the
same office
bring
his dying } messa

%

In pallid light lay furrows long and bare;

wad

such

oy

ON.

54
.

office on: ON take this, near ‘and’ loving Jesus at
As he was about 1this
word, and see if he will not
‘you,

He replied, ““Lregretto say that I am
iin

pa

ms

| leaving, the proprietor said to im,—
os My
young
are you a Christian
P|
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.

3

is so~with us. Our confidence: finds its
basis, not in our ‘varying me

and fluctu-

prodperity, - That single statement, indicates

the radical character of the contest, and
shows how ‘widely the party: platforms are
separated in the matter of principle.
~~
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1868.
Grant is not our ideal President. We
believe there are other men: among us betheart
is ever as steady and full and cease- tion.
ter adapted than he to. the position. We
The
Bypliscopal
Convention
has
od
to
GEOEGET. DAY, , + «+: + ng
less as the tides of the sea. We may walk
would
have preferred to see one of them
look
Ritualism
‘in
the
face
on
the
one
side,
confidently: at noon-day or stagger in doubt
7. BREWSTER. - . . . Juior Editor.
at nildnight; still, he wip~dells ini the and meet, the strong demands for a simpler in the White House. But we have faith in
and. good. judg:
0re
generous | his honesty, _sagacity
is-evermore-the-God.-W
STOR tiOMS desigTed for Publication | shoud everlasting
ment.
We
believe
he
will
surround himpolicy
i
in
dealing
with
non-episcopal
bodies
He
i$
as
near
us
when
we
pe addressed to the Editor, and all lettéra.on business, of his people.
of
Christians
on
the
other,
The
Committee
self
with
wisé
and
patriotic
counselors,—
drink
the
bitter
cup
in
our
Gethsemane
as
to
addressed
be
remittanees of money, &o., should
| when we cxult amid the splendor and vig- having - that subject. in charge was kepta employ efficient and reliable subordinates,
the Agent. *
ions of the mount of transfiguration... Aye! long time at work;and its report was almost —rule’ with a discreet spirit and a firm
)
=
.| nearer yet, it may. be, when the darkness isi

Frames and Faith.

b-

‘ating experiences, ‘but in the * changeless
fidelity of our gracious Lord. The pulses
may leap with life or be sluggish and faint
in their beating; the. throb of the Eternal

deepest and the tempest is abroad ;—for he
tells
his pity to sufferers, and grants his
«Be not afraid; only believe.” . It was a
revelations in visions of the night, and
needed and appreciative and sympathetic
it

a

word whic h Jesus spake to the sorrow-toss-

od and smitten ruler of the synagogue.
The agitated and anxious father was ready
to despair.
His little dangliter had been
- lying at the point of death, and, all

human

makes the clouds

his

chariot, and

Walketh

on the wings of the wind!
He who looks within and studies his own
/
{raines in order to learn his standing with

God, will be kept in disquiet and is in dan-

impatiently waited for. Speculation was
rife concerning its character and fate. Various Peiiortes were indulged on the sub:
ject. But the majority and minority reports|
at length appeared, and underwent considerable discussion, An eminent man has

said that the office of language is to ‘conceal
ideas. The Convention Committee seem to
have gone a step further, and sought to
make language an undertaker whose func.

ger of being cheated at the end. He who
Skill. had owned itself badlled. * Love even
f tion it is to bury ideas. We do not mean to |
could do mo more. Life had struck its col- feeds his faith on -the sure promises and
be discourteous, but if there has been u
faithful
ministry
of
the
Lord
Jesus,
shall
ors in the fair young cheek and left it
more wordy, sonorous, Janus-faced, com"sunken and pale, and the spirit looked out abide in peace and find that his portion is |
"promising and really meaningless ‘‘delivlanguidly and fitfully through the eye which sure.
3
‘erance” upon a vital matter, sent forth
was fast changing to a darkened window. |
“by any grave body of theologians in these
The pulse grew fainter, the moans which |
Broad Church and Ritualism.
modern days, than the following, we have
pain had extorted were sinking into whisyet
to see it. We publish it without farther
pers and sighs, and the breathing was slow
We mentioned the fact,some weeks since,
comment, and ask our readers to aid us if
and labored.
Death was looking in at the that the Unitarians were to hold a National
they can in determining its driftand extractdoor, sure of his victim, and grief knelt at Conference to consider variqus - ecclesiastiing its real meaning.
Do these venerable
the bedside and counted off for him the caland practical questions bearing upon their
men expect to repress the inquiring spirterrible minutes that yet stood between him life dnd work as a denominatiorr; and that,
it’ of the nineteenth century with such a
-and his open triumph.
dating: the same week, the<Episcopalians fulsome eulogy of ‘the Church,” and meet
It was a sad house, with shadow s in all ‘were to meet in General Convention for simthe demands of plain and practical*men for
therooms and agony in all the hearts. They
ilar objects:
an answer to the question, whether the
only who have seen the pet and the ijoy of,
The meetings were held in the city of Episcopal Church is to be really Romish or
the household fading out of sight in defi- New York. ' The leading men in both deProtestant, by such a parade of flaunting
ance of tear and prayer, can “under stand nominations, of the clergy and laity, were
rhetoric as this ?
the depth and the keenness of this father’s present and active. The discussions were,
‘Resolved, The House of Bishops concurorief; and the. cagerness with which, forgetable, vigorous and earnest. The Unitaria
ring, that, with devout acknowledgment of
ting the pride of his official position and were in session but three or four days; th
that
gracious presence and assistance -of
the peril of compromising his dignity as a Episcopalians were in the heat of debat
her Divine Master which has been so sigruler, he huriied away to tell his story and but a few days since. The former body was nally vouchsafed to Wisghtih at many : a
fear to Christ, and beseech him, as he knelt marked by a practical and working enthu-, crisis more perilous than the present, enabling her, in the midst of aggressions irom
“at his feet, that he would rebuke disease
siasm ; the latter put and kept itself on its without and innumerable shortcomings and
ansegive back the precious treasure to his moderation and dignity.
The Conference extravagances from within, to maintain the
Ireart which he felt slipping from his arms showed brain; the Convention displayed integrity of her doctrine and the beauty,
buckram.

...

Even

while

he pleaded, and was almost

ready to.chide the tardy steps of the Master
becausé

they prolonged

his agony and in-

tensified his fear, there came one from his
own dwelling and announced the death of
the maiden.’ Ard soit was all over. Hope
was dead or dying. One look into the face
of Jesus to discover whether anything was
left save midnight and despair,—one dumb
plea out of his white face and wild eye,
the one rigid as death and the other dry as
the fiery

desert, —this only remained.

look was

arrested

That

by a calm countenance,

beautiful with pity and majestic with conscious power. The words which fell on
his

ear

interpreted

the

aspect—‘‘Be

not

afraid; only believe!” and the Messiah,
anointed to heal the broken-hearted, walked steadily on to the house whence issued
the, wailings that broke forth from the
chamber of the dead.

The ruler could not

perhaps cledrly define his own feeling; he
could not distinctly foresee what awaited
him; how the agony of such a bereavement
was to be plucked out of his heart;—all
this was a mystery. But though his emotions were in a tumult, his

"a

trust had found

standing-place.
The grief was heavy,
but it did not crush him now ; the clouds
were thick, but the stars glimmered through

them ; he saw no door opening out of his
wretchedness, but somehow he looked for
the coming of relief; all human help seemed vain, but there was manifestly something

beyond and above humanity walking at his
side.
And so, -though he might not be
wholly able to still his fear, he caught the

tone of a promise in the precept, and believed. His faith found more than a justification and a reward when the form that
was growing stiff and cold suddenly flushed with a fresh, strong life at the word
«Arise! and she who was just now bewailed as departed was triumphed over as

returned.
The

?

incident

has

its lesson.

We

are

"wont to find our religions satisfaction, if we

find it at all, in our own mental frames
rather thag
Christ.

in the

We hope

pledge

and

when we

fidelity of

are

breathing

One was audacious;

the

other,

decency

and

dignity

of her worship, this

Convention attributes this happyresult in a
arbitrary. Collyer flamed in dis off-hand great
measuln, under God, to that spirit of
and poetic speech and called for out-door moderation whieh has hitherto guided the.
work ; Dix set forth the mystic ministry-of counsels of this Church, and which has rencandles and genuflexions in stately and em- dered her averse to all restrictions of the
phatic sentences, such as he is wont to mix liberty of her children in things indifferent
or unessential, so long as unity can be
in’ with the ritualism of Trinity church. maintained and spiritual edification proDr. Bellows discoursed philosophically of moted in any other way. Itis the sense of this
ideas that circulate in literature-and leaven Convention, therefore, thatthe enactment
and vitalize civilizations, and found in these of any canon on the subject of ritual would
the proofs that religion was going forward be unwise and inexpkdient at the present
time. But itis none the less the sense of
‘to real supremacy; Dr. Stubbs pleaded for this Convention that the Fa
maintemore stringent canons as neceesary to guard nance of the decency and order as. well as
the church and the flock against the inrroads of the peace and harmony which, by God’s
of error and the presumption of intruders, ‘blessing, have always "characterized this
whether wearing the insignia of the church Church; the avoidance of the dangers of
irreverence and lawlessness on the one
or holding no commission save God's man- hand, and of extrayv: agance and superstition
date in the soul. A plain woman, fresh on the other; the preservation of doctrine
from the work of teachinggignorant child- from peril of unintentional change, and a
renin the South, told her simple gtory and due regard to the scriptual canon of walking
made her heart-felt appeal in the Confer- wisely toward them which are without, require from all ministers of this church,
ence and was answered .with an impromptu celebrating divine service
in churcH€o9y
contribution of six hundred dollars ; a grave
other established places of public worshi
judge discussed questions oflaw and inter- a conscientious, and so far as may be, hy
pretation dn the Convention. by the hour, fast adherence to such vestments, ceremonies, practices, and ornaments,
by reaamid yawns-and consultation of watches, son of dong-continued use or by as
authority,
till compelled to give way to an adjourn- are recognized as properly belonging to this
ment for dinner. The Unitarians virtually Church, “avoiding errors either by excess
sneered at formalized opinions as having or by defect. And, further, that in all matlittle to do with religion ; the Episcopalians ters doubtful, for the avoidance of unseeml
disputes and contradictory practices, a
touched the faultiest line in the Prayer-Book tend neither to good name nor to godliness,
with shrinking fingers, bowed reverently reference should be made to the Ordinary,
before dogmas s couched in Romish terms, and no changes should be made against the
and seemed often on the point of breaking godly, counsel and judgment of the Bishop.
forth in the outery, “Great is the Liturgy of
the true Church!”
The Presidential Election.
These statements only fairly illustrate
—
the diverse spirit which animated the two
Before
thisissne
of*the Siar reaches the
bodies, and suggest the contrasts which
majority
of
its
readers,
the great verdict of
they exhibit to an observer. They stand at
the opposite poles of the ecclesiasticism the people will have been rendered over
of this country and century. Let us glance the question of the Presidency. We suppose there is very little doubt respecting
af the work of both.
the
result of the election. That ‘our si
The Unitarian Conference has yielded the

litfle ground which it gained three years

an atmosphere ofSsympathy and cheerful
ness; we deem ourselves prospering in the
divine life when the sensibility moves to
The vehement
talk of
the time of a jubilant psalm; we use the phy, science, intuition, and what not, in his opponent.
| changing the nominees of the Democratic
language of confidence and thanksgiving so
spite of disclaimers and coaxings. The very party on
the very eve of the election;
long as the soul brims over with a real joy ;
| effort to retain them was suspicious and the eager but foolish attempts of the southand we- talk bravely about the Christian
prophetic. © The timidity and the: spirit of
ern orators to gloss over and explain away
soldier's service and his ‘endarancé in the
good fight while the inward resolutior is compromise culminated in the presentation their passionate and treasonable speeches:
braced up by a spontaneous, vigor, born, it of the following Resolution by James Free-: when they learned their effect in the north;
man Clarke, which was carried.
‘the open desertion and protest of such men:
may be, of sound sleep, worldly successes
To secure the largest. unity of the spirit as Gen. Dix and Judge Pierrepont; the
and a good digestion. But when friendly
and the widest practical ‘co-operation, it is gudden entrance of Gov. Seymour himself
faces are clouded with distrust, and the
chords of sensibility shake off nothing but

dirges, and wells of sorrow are opened in
the soul, and the baited

and

beaten

spirit

lies prostrate at the end of a battle, moaning

out of its pain but still more

out of its

weakness ;—then we are aptto feel that all

our religious experience must go for nothing,~“that oiir "hold upon God has loosened
or wholly ot go,~—that to indulge a hope
woul
vite self-deception, —and that
to ta
our faith is to use the
speech of the
te. We speak as

though tete’wad" nothing real outside our
owt’ eal: rate
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As our readers may have observed, the
subject of publishing or discontinuing the
Quarterly in its present form was referred
by General Conference toa special Committee, with discretion to act as they may deem
advisable. Whether it shall go on or be stopped where it is, must

soon be

it aid

be
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Ture Farm 1x West Va.
We invite
| special attention to the advertisement, in
another column, for some one to undertake
the management of the farm at Harper's
Ferry.
It offers a promising and useful
sphere of service fo an earnest Christian
brother, whe may at once provide for making a favorable investment of a small ecapital and skillful labor, and render himself
useful in our work among the Freedmen.

Current Topics.
'

tt

——Tre

Warer

Ge

St. Mission.

Although

all hope of the genuineness of John Allen's
reforshation,—*the wickedest man in New
York,” —seems to be abandoned, “yet the
Water Street daily prayer.meeting, estab-

lished ifi August last, is still continued, and
bids fair to become a fixed institution.

stated that the interest in the

Itis

meetings

not only sustained,
but has been

is

decidedly

to one

hour. Earnestness in prayer has uniformly
characterized the meeting, often a deep, wrestling spirit . prevails, that God will
bless the ‘people of that neighborhood.—
Two meetings are held each day. The onei
at noon, at which there is a larger proportion of strangers, and ‘which is mainly a
meeting of prayer, is introductory to the
evening service. The hall in the eveningis
commonly filled by the people in the vicinity, and on the Sabbath there are ordinarily
not less than four or five hundred in attendance. The meetings are conducted under
the auspices of the Young Men's Christian

shall be converted intp a monthly magazine,
and its pages filled with lighter, racier and

hundred,

men

present

during

the

more popular articles? Or shall it go on
as it has done, gaining what support it can
and doing what beneficent work it may ?
These are questions for our readers to answer.
:
One thing is quite obvious. It cannot go
on longer without some o‘her and stronger
and more reliable assuinfices of sympathy “Association, and in accordance with their
and support than it has been for some time own peculiar methods. Indications of good
past receiving. Each successive General are.manifest at nearly every meeting and
Conference, for a considerable period, has large results are expected: in the future.
galvanized it into a little added show of Earnest and well directed Christian effort
life, the force of which has been largely will sooner or later be productive of the
:
L
spent before the season for another session end sought.

came round. Whileits managers have done
th¥ir work gratuitously, and the contribu-

——SeNsiBLE

tors have received only a mere pittance
for their articles, it has steadily been a pe-

ton College, took place on Tnesdiy of last

Dur-

ing the first year after Conference the list
+of subscribers has usually reathed. paying

year they

Dr. McCosh,
week,

as

Views.
the

The inaugurationof

new President

stated
(in our

issue.

The

inaugural addréss was an elaborate

effort,

and judging

last

of Prince-

from a brief abstract of its

contents, it was

characterized

by

appro-

priateness and good sense. He approved
have fallen off quite seriously; during the
the high place givento the ancient classics
third year it has shrunk to almost beggarly |4
in most universities, but not the exclusive
dimensions.
A precarious support like this
place assigned to them in others. He discan be depended on no longer. “Something cussed the claims of the mthematics and4:

Our Next Volume,—Preminms,
——

In accordance with the vote of the Corporators, at their late annual

meeting,

the

physical sciences, of mental, moral and
social science, allof which he. would have
in the university—opento all, but not com-.

pulsory.

much freedom of- choice in studies, especially in the third and fourth years, and
much time for general reading, especially
in vacations.
He urged that students
should have a well-equipped gymnasium,
.and a better library and museum;

and, in a

general way, discouraged the multiplica-

tion of universities

arrangement was made with a view to per-

a good beginning, and we are prepared to
expect greater things still to come.

PRA with the year.

corres-

The present volume

will, of course, consist of only a little more
than forty numbers, instead of fifty-two.
But as the accounts of the. subscribers will

not be at all affécted by this change,

we

ing, when opportunity for reading abounds.

:

Pd
¢

not so well qualified for the place as some
of the earlier candidates. » Piz
ire

|

Denomination] News a Notes.
‘Whitestoin Seminary.

-

Ten yoars of the best portion of our life
were spent in this Institution. And not
having visited it since

our return to New

our returtifrem General Conference, and
devoted them to™a ‘hasty inspection of its
present condition and .working order.—
What we saw and heard we propose to set
down, and just as we saw and heard, leaving inferences

and

applications

We begin by noticing, first,

to

others.

OUR RECEPTION.
Prof. Gi.,- who has been
Institution since we left,
principal of the Female
both pupils of ours; and
administration

the missionary,

at the head of the
and Miss W., the
Department; were
were converted to

the church during

there.

Mr.

P.,

who

has

charge

boarding house, had often

our

brother

of

of

the

entertained us at

his old home in Plainfield. We met also
two or three other old associate teachers
and several old friends, who are living in
the vicinity. "Lo say that the reception we
‘met with from each and all of these was
warm and cordial, would be stating the
matter quite too feebly and inadequately
;—
t was most Christian and highly gratifying.

|,

Secarcely less cordial were the greetings we
met with from other members of the faculty
whom we bad never seen before. All this
at once brought over us a sortof home-like
feeling, and rendered the brief hours spent
there exceedingly bright-and enjoyable.
BUILDINGS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
The two old wing buildings ‘have been
thoroughly repaired and greatly enlarged.
The new building is spacious and imposing
in appearance, and for durability ef structure, convenience of arrangement, beauty
of finish, and “adaptability for school purposes, surpasses anything of the kind we
have ever seen. The large hall finished
and ornamented through the munificence of
Mr. Walcott, is a model of its kind. The
old chapel building is now undergoing a
thorough ‘‘ reconstruction.” A story has
‘been added, and when finished will furnish

room.for some forty students, all of which
will be at once needed

for occupancy; for

we were informed that already more than
that number have applied for rooms in
excess of presen § Jovaumodations.
Last
winter some one hundred and fifty applicants
were denied admission for the same reason.
What touched us most sensibly was the.
fact that the hand of improvement is about
toput an end forever to the old chapel,
where for ten years, *‘ in weakness and in

fear and in much trembling,” we endeavored to * hold forth the word of life;" and
also that the old ‘ mathematical room,”
where our conferences were hald, and
wherethe power of God was so often displayed

in the salvation of

sinners, is to

share the same fatg.- Itis all ‘right, doubtless, but it-cost us an effort to keep back thé
unbidden tear.
5
5
v

DENOMINATIONAL STANDING.
We were somewhat surprised and equally
gratified to learn that so large a proportion

He would leave to the student of the members of the faculty are con-

next volume of the Slar will commence
with the first issue in January, 1869. This
manence, and . to make the volume

want the best men and candidates want the

Christ, and joined

7

Shall it be allowed to die ‘and be buried?
Shall its form and character be changed,
so.that,—instead of a Quarterly, filled with
solid reading for those who are willing to
think and inwardly digest the material,- —it’

nie:

,

PA

have dropped them into the the public ear.

proportions ; during the second

to

adequate remedy. ' Churches

England, fourteen years ago, we snatched
a few Liours from our limited time while on

increased since the novelty of the dance| hall as a place of prayer passed away.—
More -particularly has this been the case
of thought, and increased their efficiency in since the removal of the meetings from
their work. It has done nota little to intro- John Allen's, who seemed to be to many the
duce the denomination to the thinking and object of attraction, to the dance-hall, 316
enterprising circles of society, and it has Water street. There have never been less
given added weight to our words when we than fifty, and more commonly from eighty

ait

J

24

determined,

and determined according to the indications of interest or ‘indifference that may
appear among our brethren:
It has done a good and needed work
among and for usin many ways.
It has
made a fairly creditable contribution toa denominational literature, and suggested our
capacity to
do something more “and
better in this defn
It has called
into vigorous and pgbfitable exercise more
or less of the literary talent among us
which
might otherwise have lain undeveloped and unused. It has stimiilated and
helped not a few of our ministers, and really elevated their ideal, enlarged their field

cuniary tax upon the Establishment.

evils in our system of can
apparent to be denied, but it is Soult

after looking this way and that, month after
month, a choice is suddenly made. of one

es

tractions of the school.

drawn. We have sent out a pretty large
number of these premiums, and are ready
to send as many more as may he earned.
The two months yet remaining
are eminentthe country shall be ruled by the loyal men ly favorable for the work of circulating the
who stood by it through the war, or be sur- ‘Star among those families that do not take
rendered to the control of those who brought it. The long winter evenings are approachon the Rebellion, sustained it, gave

a

attendedin the Winter,195 in the Spring,114
inthe Summer and 149 in the Fall, The
Commercial department is among the at-

the slightest doubt.
* We therefore welcthe the anticipated result of the Tuesday's election with gratitude and enthusiasm. GoD SAVE THE Re-

and comfort by inaction or something Every family needs, for its own sake, a good
ting oN
V
8
id
£1 nd
jo
i
worse,
griev ed at its overthrow, and who religious paper; and most families can be
nnihilat
was
doubtful.
But
liberalism
carried
the
we
fal 1 v
init ou, of the
on
AL day, and Dr.
TL TR
Pe
Bellows
afterward
"took
back
Le
are
yet
readyto yield up a large part of the made to see the desirableness of one if its
8
L
F
T
GRE
R
O
P
God.
everspregent
his protest with an apology, pledged his objects sought by the supporters of seces- claims and value are properly presented to
fellowship with the backsliding Conference, sion. There is not one bitter and unré- them. We donot often urge direct effort
¢ |-and laughed away his presumption in seem- pentant rebel in all the South but would “to extend our cireulgtion ; but we ask sped { ing to be wiger than his brethren. The re- exult, in proportion to his bitterness, in the cial attention to it-now. . Will not our readsult seems tous one which Christianity may election of Seymour and Blair; there is ers,—each of them,—spend a little time in
i
r8ofit. as a. blow at her divine not one true lover of the union.in ‘the South, calling the attention of their friends to the
nord
de dane
dong g'which makes the Free Re- who put and kept his earthly all in peril Star, and soli
subscriptions?
Will’
itt
Yak
a
sin
radial
Association Seartely necessary here- through the four terrible years of war, for not our pastors just now make a special ef8
SHILDAY
Al
2 afer, 'Frofiingham and. Higginson’ and the sake of keeping his loyalty untarnished, fort to' put the paper into as many of the
never fails nor is fruitless. It Weiss and Apbet may How go hack to. the who does not feel that the eléction of Grant | families of their congregations as possible ?
ra

suggest any

and the clerk will enter the names,

posed. Dr. Bellows struck against itawith his’ “disguised. Itis as simple and as radical
full strength of statement and his rare skill as that made up when the Union army was
in speech. He insisted thatit took the only confronting the Confederate forces in the
real Christian plank out of their platform,and field. <The question in issue is, whether
moralists. He strongly hinted his intention
to withdraw if his Master could not be vindicated and assured of a place of honor.
Others joined him, and for a time the issue

can easily be madeup if each one who can
aid will do his part of the work. We hope

It is a small number, and

To this the editor

ing just and poinfed reply: * The growing

1 best
-to-reeei:
ously. Specimen niimbers of the Star will fer because not willing. to let well enough
be promptly sent without charge on appli- alone. In some churches which have percation that this office. ‘The books are open, sisted in hearing a multitude of candidates,

take it for granted that they will heartily
concur in the arrangement which makes
hereby declared that all expressions in this
Preamble and Constitution are expressions upon the work of keeping the canvass alive, {the old volume end with the last week in
only .of the majority of the Conference, so that there might be a show of fight and ‘December, and the new volume come in
committing in no
degree those who object valor till the campaign had ended by lim- with the gladness that greets the newWw year's
to them, and pend ng wholly for their ef- itation and expired by defeat;—all this holiday season. + |’
fect upon the consent they command on shows that the Democratic cause is looked
We once more remind our readers that
their own merits from the churches here
ze resented or belonging within the circle upon as bad in itself and desperato in its the Premiums offered fo new, subscribers
fortunes.
J
maybe worked for hn the thirty-first day
our fellowship.
of
December, when the offers will be withThe issue is a plain one, and not dally
This concession was at first song “opr,

made them simply a band of philanthropic

ered.”

two months?

better must be assured, or suspension may
be the next step.
Shall the Quarterly live or die? That is
lent captain,” as Curtis calls him; is to be.
the question. Whoever wishes to aid in anmade the bearer of the nation's standard in swering it should send his reply promptly
the civil sphere for tke next four years, as to Rev. W. H. BowEN, OLNEYVILLE, R. I.
he was its defender for an equal number of
-years on the battle-field, seems little. less

ago, when it succeeded in getting a sort of
avowal that its members believed in Christ
as Master and Lord. Slight as that tribute
was to the Messiah and to New Testament
Christianity, it was paid reluctantly and than a foregone conclusion. His supportwith a divided vote. It has been a ground ers are full of confidence ; his opposers are
either bewildered, or blustering,or sullen,—
of protest and a bone of contention ever
a pretty sure’ evidence that they have no
since. A few radical men have openly repu‘calm and intelligent expectation of electing
diated it and gone over to theism, philoso-

» and aid in se

the teachings of the pulpit. “Shall we not
have at least a thousand new subscribers
added to our present list during the next

peculation,—subdue southern turbulence
NEw Hamprox, A Catalogue of New
and check northern audacity,—make reconHampton Institation, for the year 1867-08,
struction upon the Congressional basis a
indicates that the school is in successful
real fact, an accepted destiny anda prosoperation: under the instruction of
perous experfence,—and aid truly and
Meservey and an eflicient corps of assistlargelyin putting the nation on, the high
ants. The attendance during the year has
road of progress. And that his election
been 332 different students, or an aggregate
almost certainly saves us from terrible mis- attendanée by terms of 590, of whom 182

—

forever.

better.

hand,—cultivate economy and strike against |

chiefs and a chronic

or

A little direct personal, persistent effort in guvernolin thal choice by two or three ”
this direction can hardly failof success, and worldly men, of influence and property
the Star, we beliéve, will tend to make outside,
lo men ‘who have not

and Colfax is the oly road To
1 peace and

1

NJ Blorning Star.

mre

—

rr

old hearthstone, and the doors will fly o pe
in response to their slightest knock or
feeblest pull at the latch-string, This actof
the Conference
has ‘ynmoored it from the
last distinct truth in Christian theology, and
sent it adrift on the wssiag sea of Specula-

at the

expense

highest excellence in any of them.

of the

This is

~——A NEw MOVEMENT. . A movement
been inaugurated for the formation
new
‘Evangelical Alliance.”
A
signed by prominent clergymen and
men of gome half dozen denominations,

has
of a
eall,
layhas

been issued for a meeting of representatives from the different
evangelical

nected with our denomination, and that all

are professors of piety and are harmoniously laboring to promote not only sound

learning, but true religion in the institution.
Rev. Mr. C., formerly from R, I., we believe,

preaches

one-fourth

of

administering the ordinances,

the

time,

whilst the

covenant meetings and the weekly conferences are képt up as formerly. Religious

services are held once a day each Sabbath,
different clergymen

from the vicinity and

elsewhere officiating. It would have been
still more gratifying, however, to have
foundin the vicinity of the school

a more

flourishing church, and a full stated minis|

try of our order.
For whilst fully wbprecisting the noble
contributions to its funds from men outside the denomination, we cannot forbear
to say, that it is due to the early founders

churches in the United States,” at the Reformed Protestant Dutch Church, corner of of the institution, to ‘the numerous friends
Fifth Avenue and Twenty-ninth street, New of the school among our people who have
York, oh the 17th inst. The object pro- .contributed largely to its prosperity both of
means to counteract the influence and rem-

their substance and patronage, and to the
long list of teachers of our order who have
devoted to it their strength and fostering

as “material

care, we say, itis due to all these, thaty not

posed by this convention is to devise some

ody the moral disturbance of such agencies
interests;” the

‘ignorance

and indifference” of multitudes; *‘irreligious and anti-religious styles of thought ;”
the * fascinations of a shrewd system of
superstition” * organized forms of attack”
upon the Bible; ‘“ infidel philosophy ;” and
“ universal skepticism.” The work undertaken'is a great one, and that )proper meth-

in a sectarian but in a denominational
sense, it be consecrated as Free Baptist
ground for all time to come.
RELIGIOUS

INTEREST,

.

Inthe afternoon of the Lord's
spent there, Rev. 0. T. M,, of!
Me., preached. In the evening
ods may be devised for its accomplishment regular conference. We went
much isdom is needed, for which all expectation of such a ‘meeting as

day we
Portland,
was the
with the
one ordi-

Christians should devoutly pray.

narily meets with among those who are

~—i A FAOT AND 118 EXPLANATION,
A
correspondent of the Congregationalist thus

agreeable disappointment,

mostly strangers, but were destined to an
No sooner was

speaks of what
we fear is a growing evil in- the exercise well under way than the
denominations adopting: the Congiega- breath of the Lord blew and “Rilo the hall
tional system of church government,’ including our own: “It is not uncommon for
ministers of known piety and usefulness to
spend from three months to a year in visit
ing different parishes before they. know
where to locate. The 2
churches are often
:

with the same gracious atmosphere.we
have
witnessed again and again in the old math.
ematical room. Some six or seven of the
teachers: took part in the meeting, and there
were from others some twenty or twentyfive brief but warm and earnest exhertas

*

tions, more than half of which came from’

1 the teachers and. pupils
of the ladies’ de:

‘a

10.3 Seasonsble conclusion,
—often two,

sometimes three, rising atthe same time toy

testifyfor Jesus. Precious hour!
field for Christian labor!

Le ed mk

ini

What a

met with many,
twenty-three yearswe have

the me L
.
church, Dec. 11, 12. *
AL

pastoral care of the churches in Exeter and
Veazie.
a
da
:

How glorious tlie very many warm Christian friends, but
none warmer and dearer than are found in

~The walls of the Maine Central Institute

As fo the internal workingsof: the insti- York, - We might mention many names in

tution We can'say nothing, for
we had not connection with brother and sister Calder,
a single monient left 1s for personal obser- dear 2s ©
nce, ahd whose fraternal and

A Call,
At the last session of the IL P. Y, M. it was

favorable, and no one doubts that it is a first forgotten. We have not left the work there

©

class. ‘school.
¢ pressed us, and so we
turned
away fir ‘these scenes of our for:
1
virér labors and care, leaving our best benediction upon our former associate teachers

from

any dislike, want of interest in it or

upon us.

From

‘children of Rev. I. J. Madden, who until his
death was so abundant in labors and saerifices
forour good,
tala
4
Why

the time we entered and

and dear old pupils, and op all the prec- left Harrisburg we could not have Geen

ious youth who are or shall hereafter be
found on’that ground hallowed by many
" grateful memories.—d. ¥.
)

Maine Central institute.

Several

treated more pleasantly and kindly, or |
found it much more difficultto part with
dear ones than when we said gopd-by and

took the cars for the East. 41 pledges

© A fine school Luilding for this Institution

sionary Board

have heen honorably met;

monthly

payments

are being made and ali must be paid for
fwhen done. The Penobscot Yearly Meeting

‘

8. C. ARCHER,

.H. CERRY,

Sermon

. We were highly gratified, ere we left, in

pay for this building. Are there not friends
in other parts of
in this enterprise
liberal donations
Penobscot Y. M.

Maine who will help us
? Please remember what
have been made from the
to Maine State Seminary

Rr,

ress during the last three or four months,
are now completed, and the house has been

re-opened for public worship. The structure has been raised and moved back furand Bates College ! Please remember too ther from the street, thus giving an opporwhat a feeder ¢ Maine Central Institute” tunity for the enlargement of the vestry
will be to Bates College, and help us now and the erection of a vestibule which is adornin our time of need.
ed by one of the most beautiful spires in
This is our time of need. Any one, any the city. The hight of the audience room

- where, who has a dollar to give to this good

has been sncreased by arching the ceiling,

werk, the sooner you do it the better. For and other desirable improvements
have
the cause, sake; and in the name of those’ been made, among which we observe a
whom the Y. M. has put forward in this new and beautiful organs
The
whole

work, whose shoulders are under this bur-

expense,

den, I ask you not to lay aside

$4,000. The house was re-opened on Thursday evening last, when Bro. Malvern, who

this appeal

till you decjde what you ought to do and
will do for this Institution.

:

the

E. K.

was formally installed pastor.

The serman

was preached by Rev. G. T. Day. Others of
our brethren in the city served on the council

and participated in the exercises.

-

The au-

dience was gogd, including several of our
Our Mission Work in Pennsylvania. .
ministers from abroad, and thewoccasion was
Three

years of travel,

observation

and

laborhave given us some knowledge of our

strength, hold on the public, and wants

as

one of marked interest. The relations existing between pastor and people are manifestly of the most pleasant character, and

with ‘their increased facilities for doing
* 1. There is much good ground to be oc- good and the blessing of God, we are precupied by our people, orsome‘other equally pared to expect great things of them, in
evangelical, earnest and self-denying— the future.
2
ground lying quite in dispute between the
a denomination in Pennsylvania.

powers of good and evil, both struggling . MiNgBAL, III.
for the.mastery.
=tep
1
2. ‘The churches are neither numerous,
large nor wealthy ; still they ave not poor,

or really weak.

They

are generally well

for

a

few

many of them a! ings, in which the writer participated,
‘least, greatly need more and better houses which resulted in the organization of a
of worship. With such an addition, and a church. A council consisting of Revs. W.
Bonar and J. M. Kayser met the brethren
The churches,

few more

i

earnest

and

efficient ministers,

at Mineral, Bureau Co., Ill., Oct. 18, and

in five years’ time one hundred per cent.
after a satisfactory
gain would he realized. We are glad to

gxamination

organized

say that the brethren are arising in force a F.-W. Baptist ¢hiitch of thirteen mem-

and

unusual liberality to

improve, extend

and build up the Zion of our God.

Ad-

vaneement is becoming the mgt and order

bers, to be known

as the Mineral

church.

Rev. W. Bonar was chosen Moderator, and
Rev. J. M. Kayser, Secretary.

The follow-

of the day, and will gather’ many to its ing was the order of exercises: Hymn of
standard

with

certain victory.

In some

things the churches are in advance of those
in New England—in larger hospitality, social greetings andintercourse, spontaneous

and heartfelt worship.

We have no men

truer to God, man, and the Christian church,

than

are found

among

its ministers

and

members.

8.

Expenses of tho

work are compara-

tively less than in other parts of our country; from generous considerations of steamboat and

railway companies.

In our Mis-

praise and prayer by the Moderator ; Reading the articles of faith and churth covenant by the Secretary; Hand of fellowship
by Rev. W. Bonar; Consecrating prayer
and address by Rev. J. M. Kayser. The:

Lord's day, on which we orgafized, was
observed in-the following order: Preaching
at 11 o'clock, A.

M., after which the solemn

and impressive ordinance of baptism was
administered; church organization
o'clock, P. M., after which the Lord's

at 3
Sup-

per was celebrated ; and the address to the

sion work of eighteen months, we travel:

church at 7 o’clock,P’. M.,by Rev. W. Bonar,

tending some 320 meetings, at an éxpense
of less than $200,
all teld. This shows how

additions soon.
Brethren, pray for this
little dévoted band of Christians.
T
J. M. KAYSER.

ed’ more than twelve thousand miles, at pastor.
largely we have been aided by companies
and friends.
The Pennsylvania Central

There is a good prospect of other

ltailway Co. deserve special praise for
BurLiNGTON FrAaTs, N.Y. The Sabbath
granting a free pass on its entire line of 352] School at this place recently held a picnic,
miles, which has saved our Mission Society at which it was voted fo continue the school
hundreds of dollars in prosecuting its work. during the winter.
ReNolutions were also

"And

-celleny/

Jet me hero testify to the safe and ex- passed thanking the puperintendent for his
management of this road, to the

faithful labors, appreciative of the efforts of

ever kind and ‘gentlemanly treatment of its the citizens of the place in furnishing the
employees, and commend it to the travel- entertainment of the occasion, and inviting

ing public as one of the best and safest the teachers to continued faithfulnéss in
roads in the land. Large expenses swal- their efforts to impart instruetion and save
low up coatributions, often leaving but a souls.

- small margin for the real object for which
the contributions have been made. dn this|

particular of cost our brethren in Penn.
are highly favored, and encouraged ‘to

1

-

CANTON, Me.. I would say that I have
been with this people nearly two years;
and though'tto general outpouring of God's

prosecute the great and benignant work of Spirit has been énjoyed, yet mercy drops
their hands.
ey
have fallen on us to give us courage. I
4." Good
and
true
men
are
most
cordial
have. baptized 7 and added them to the
1
ly gréeted and received from any and all church, and 4 have been added by letter,—
parts of our denomination,

The ‘churches

Bro. C. I.
21st, and
candidate,

order.

churchby

R€v.

I am about to leave for some other placeTn

©

Me

Missions
:

General.
Native

vens; Charge by Rev. O; Killgore; Hand of fellowship by Rev. E. J, Doyle; Benediction by
the candidate.
E. J. DoyLr, Chairman of Council,
I have closed my labors at"West Cape Elizabeth and S. Gorham. Bro. J. S. Potter will
hereafter supply these places. I have spént two
Sabbaths at Saccarappa, and propose to labor for

of

a

Freewill

Baptist

J. HAYDEN.

y
six chefrches

its thanks to the Sabbath school at West Buxton for the geherous gift of 160 volumes of valuable -S, 8. books; also to the Congregationalist
church at Gorham for the present of 100 vols. :
Mr. and Mrs. J, Hayden would express gratitude to their friends at S. Gorham who made
them a pleasant visit on the eve. of Oct. 10,leaving a generous donation of money and other val-

dables.
The friends in this place made a surprise visit
to Rev. E. J. Doyle and family on the evening of
the 7th of Oct. After spending the evening very
pleasantly, they returned to their homes, leaving
for our benefit the sum of $66.40 in goods and
cash, for which they have our warmest thanks.
Royalton, Mich,, Oct. 15, 1868.

Meetings.
etl
§

Erie

Q.M., N. Y.—Held its lakt session

with

the Concord church, September 12 and 13. The
meetings of worship were spiritual and deeply

interesting.

The next sessiorr is to be held

wit

the Eas Concord church, Dee. 12 and 13.
;
IH. A. BARKER,
SEBEC Q. M., Me.—Held

the Bradford

church,

for

Preaching

eTuouth, Hathaway,

Missions, $16,19.

church, commencing

its

Sept.

Sept.

very rainy on the Sabbath

file good.

18—20.

term

Brethren

and

with
was

Bridges,

session

with

Sebeg,

at one o’clock Friday

before

itHi

The delegation was
and

deeply

Next.sesgion with the 2d church fn

wich, Collection, $20.

spirit-

and-

A. SARGENT; Clerk.
The

attendance

wiis small,but we trust that the gathering will redound to the glory of God. Letters from all the

‘churches were read, the tone of which was decidedly cheering. Measures were taken for ‘holding
| ‘extra meetings
with the several churches comprising the
Q. M., during the fall and winter
months.
Next session at Lawrence.

N, I. RowELL,

CoriNTH Q. M,, Vt.~Held
West Berlin, the second ever
The attendance was not large
distance from other churches;
came with a mind to work.

Clerk.

from the Strafford

Q. M. from- Rev. J* D. Wal«

dron and others,and

from the Huntington Q. M.,

from Rev. E. B. Fuller, who did us good
in preaching the word-in the

spirit.

service

We

tion was taken for Home Missions, to he
ed in this Q. M., of 22,75,
:

L. SARGENT

ohn Ashley, of Mich., L, Dewey,

of Pa., Cy

Jackson, E. R. CliFke, and J. Kettle of Monroe

Q. M. Sister A. S. Dudley was with us and gave
an interesting and affecting account, of the proess of our work in the Shenandoah valley.
e next segsion to be held with the church hi
Dale,commencing the third Friday in Jan.,at two
P.M. Opening sermon by Rev. D. Jackson, 8, 8,
exercises to be conducted by Rev. D. M, Stuart,
Collected for H. and ¥. Missions $18,75. Free(men’s Mission
al use,$10,00,

$32,00. For Sister Dudley’s
Rev, 8. Andrews and Bro.

persons

A Quail]

were appointed cor, mess, to the Monroe
.

8. C. ARCHER,

ROCK RIVER

with the Four Mile Grove

Church, Sept. 25-27,

Business sessions were harmonious, and we trust
the devotional exercises were profitable. There

was a good attendance, notwithstanding the rath.
er threatening weather and busy season.
The

5005 A
Mou].
Moulton,

:

John Dlckfords L Motion,
Haynes, ,75;
1.35; Mrs A

150 ote ¥ L S Foadwin,
Ey
Burl
Mrs Katie

an and Eastern Russia, making collections in Zoology, Geology, &ec., in these lands.
IIe was for
four.years an assistant of Prof. Agassiz,
+“
tev. Dr. Sprague preached to his congregation
at Albany, a few Sabbaths ago, a sermon preached by him just fifty years befdre.
And what is’
more remarkable, it was the first sermon he ever
preached.
The first date was Andover, Ct., August 30, 1818; and the last August 30,1868.
It was
also the first sermon preached by him at West

'

Dover,

N. 1.

.

20

Sept. térm

have

450

C.0. LIBBY,

|.

8,78

Treasurer,

Revs,

Knowlton

Weymouth

from

from Montville,

Gerrish

Exeter

which added

Q.

M’s,

and

much to the interest of the meetings. December
term to he held at Dixmont Corner. Brethren
coming from Bangdr can take the stage and
arrive in season fo attend the Conference.

;

BeNJ. Foaa, Clerk.

9

SOLD.—The

.

Magnetic Pocket TIME-

COMPASS, in a handwhite enameled dial,

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Sent post-paid for $1, or 3 for 82.

Agents

afflicted.
Address Mrs. M, C. L,,
Hunt, Hoboken, N, J.

care

FOR

wanted.—

BELCHER’S

FEMALE

-

Maj. Martin
.
1m33

CURE

WEAKNESS.

7'his Remedy made from an Indian Recipe, is entirely vegetable and cures without supporters, Circu‘lars sent for red stamp. Address MRS. L.LBELCHER,
Randolph, Mass., or MRS. L. PACKARD,
Winthrop,
Me. Sold by Druggists, DEMAS BARNES& Co., N.
In East Troy, Pa., June 21, by Rev. L, Dewey, Mr,
Y.,
Agents.
G.C.
GOODWIN
&
Co.,
Boston,
WholeMyron Ballard and
Mrs. Clarissa Compton. both of
6teow33
Burlington, Pa,; July 4, Mr. Ebenezer
L. Preston of sale Agents.
Troy, and Miss Phebe M. Luther of Burlington; Sept
13,
Mr. Daniel Rider and Miss Maria Pitts, both of
Sylvania;

all the Baptist seminaries of the Northen States

COUNTRY

Sept. 16, Mr. Benj. ¥. Webber of Columbia

LIBRARIES.

About fourteen hundred duplicate volumes upon
and Miss Melvina M. Hickok of East Troys Sept. 23,
Mr. H. M. Wallacesgf Flemington, and’ Miss H. L.
various subjects, of the MERCANTILE
LIBRARY
A clergyman in England, on a salary of £40, or, Fenton of Troy.
;
ASSOCIATION Books for sale in lots cheap, at the
$200, received
a present of £2, and his efficial |, In Knox, July, 19, oy Rev. H. Small, Mr. Albion
Rooms of the Association
Kenney and Mrs. Rosalinda H. Tezier, oth ef K.
members hearing of it, claimed it as part of the
In Brooks, Sept, 13, by the same, Mr.
Edward LenNo. 16 Summer
Street, Boston,
salary.
The Observer knows of a similar case in fest of Swanville, and liss Amorena M, Roberts of |.
Brooks;
Sept.
21,
Mr.
Reuben
B.
Allen
and
Miss
Maon and after Nov. 5, 1868.
1t33
this country, where 4 benevolent gentleman gave riah Hull, Poth of Brooks; Sept. 23, Mr. Lorenzo
E. Dickey of Monroe and Miss Fannie E. Emerson of
a minister $100 for an extra service, and the peoTHE GREAT MEDICINE FOR
nag
y
ple insisted on its going toward his little salary. Swanville.
In Thornton, Oct. 1, by Rev. D.¥, Smith, Dr, Thos,
M. Constantine and Miss Hannah Elkins, both of
The foundations of heathenism in India have
Thornton;

been undérmined. English laws, English schools,
English railways and telegraphs, 550 Christian
missionaries from many religious societies, 50,000
adult communicents in Christian churches—these
are the forces at work for the moral renovation
of British India.

few

A

much

In Shanghai,

China, July 27, MAGG1E ScorTydaugh-

now been laboring in the missionarywork nine years,
this being the second bereavement of the kind in his
foreign home.
Cox,
In Candia, Sept. 6, Ulie Grant, son of J. Harvey and
Clara B. Philbrick, aged two months,

a society,

wiser

CONSUMPTION AND LUNG DISEAES

ter of Rev. J. 3. W. Farnham, aged nearly 4 years.
Bro. Farnham, a native of West Lebanon, Me., has

and finances, to attempt to

years.

Miss Ma.

CLARKE'S

build an expensive church,such as may be wanted aftera

Avery and

Furopean Cough

the Congregationalist:

weak in nunfbers

Oct. 20, Mr. Charles

ry Spokesficld, both of Campton,

Several hundred churches cam profit by this hint

course

would be to do as did Dr. Eord’s society, thirty
years ago, in Buffalo. They built for temporary
use, a plain edifice,25 by 75, open to the roof, with
a single aisle and seats for 400, costing $300.

Special

Notices.

Ex-

and by té-establishing a vigorous effort of the vital
“| functions, extinguish the clements of melancholy, de-

Christian Associations of the United States and the

pressed spirits, blues, vapors, &e.
;
gists.

Sold by all Druge

British Provinces, pursuantto a resolution adop-

ted atthe recent

[3

Internationa! Convention, has

issued a circular

questing that the
set apart as a day

Almighty to rest

tian churches, 1,100 communicants, and 1,500 Sabbath-school children.
A translation of the Bible
into their language is now in process of printing
in New York, under the superintendence of Mr.
Byington, who has been a missionary among
them forty years.
:
:

The Uhited Presbyterian Mission in Egypt is

Spe)
the

Institute

recently held

for.the

here

in

Education

Preachers, Rev, L. A. Grimes

behalf

of

known it
dies which
which, in
vere colds

every

+ A

+

—

we

to give prompt relief when all other remehad been tried had failed, It isan article,
a climate so Siomotive of sudden and seas is that of New England, ought to be in

family; and we are sure that those who once

cessful attempt to combine and

apply the

medicinal

virtues of the White Pine Bark.
It has been thor.
oughly tested by people in this city and vicinity, and
the proprietor lias testimonials to its. value from persons well known to our citizens. We recommend
its
trial in all those cases of disease to which itis adapt.
IndeY.
druggists.—[N.
our
all
by
sale
Yor
ed. It is
pendent]
3

Colored

The

a colored

White Pine Compound is now sold in. every part

of the United States and British Provinces.
Prepared at the
New England Botanic Depot, Boston, Mass.
4m29

hp—

COLGATE

|

& CO'S

Aromatic
Vegetable
Soap,
combined
with Glycerine, is recommended for Ka
dies and Infants.
ys
a

stm

INTERTROPICAL fragrance rises in invisible clouds
the moment that & bottle of PHALoN’sS “FLOR DE
MAYO,” the new perfume for the handkef®hief, is
opened; one single drop scents a handkerchief. Sold
by all Druggists.

What is the Matter with You?
This is the familiar question put to every invalid. In
many cases the answer is, “ I don’t know exactly, but 1
don’t feel well” Look at the countenance of the
man or woman who makes this reply, and you will

and-reliable preparation

for

restoring

Ne pis

Pparsonsfield Qugreer)

Meeting

gray hair

what's the matter.”,, Whoever
effects of

will hold

has

experienced

the

EFFERVESOENT

si

in such cases, needs not be told to recommend it as a‘
remedy.
.

Notioe,

Mountain

wich and 100 Warren
“prietors,

“The corporators of the Green

are notifefitomect at the Swelily
son,

Waterbur;

at 7'0%lock, B, M.
x

utery.

Vt.,

Vio on

Jo vhoons & Slesk.
, To see whether the
heat its Bouithary Building
8. To transact any other

of

on

Mr. H.

SNARRIRY,

W, Jud-

Nov,

un

o
i oe
Corporat
1 vote to
with steam: Lik Ygle
business found necessary.
L: SARGENT, President,

h
t

DEAR Sir—Duringthe

past

year I have had occasion

SELTZER

3951
Mineral

Streets,

i’
Bath

at

pared with BTRUMATIC

Now

REMEDY,

two bottlles

and

him to health

restored

whieh he still enjoys, and recommends the EUROPEAN
COUGH REMEDY as the best in the world for Con-

sumption and Lung Diseases,

Price 35 cents and $1 per Bottle.
Sold Wholesale by RUST BRO. & BIRD and
GOODWIN & CO., Boston; J. BALCH & SON, ProvMe., and retail
idence, B. I. ; HF HAY, Portland,generally.
= 34,
by Druggists and medicine dealers

"DHE SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER

Having attained in three yéars a circulation TRULY

national, extending into every State and’ Territory,
will hereafter be called
THE

NATIONALSUNDAY SCHOOLTEACHER
In character it is thoroughly NATIONAL, UNSECTARIAN, PROGRESSIVE, PRACTICAL,
It will contain a great variety of ARTICLES BY THE
BEST WRITERS, MAPS, CHARTS, and ENGRAVINGS.
The thousands
who have used it pronoynee it
re

INDISPENSABLE

to Sunday School Workers of a classes,
Rev. Edward Eggleston, Managing Editor,
With an Editorial Committee of prominent clergymen of all the leading denominations,
Some of the best papers ever
School public have appeared in

given to the
its pages.

Sunday
-

It is used as a text book in almost every progressive
Sunday School in the Union,
or
THE
NATIONAL
SERIES
OF
SUNDAY
SCHOOL LESSONS,
»
This series is published in the successive
of the

NATIONAL

SUNDAY

SCHOOL

numbers

TEA¥HER,

Pro.

COURSE

FOR

18690

will be STUDIES IN THE EPISTLES, with the last
narter®o>n THE GOSPEL IN THE OLD TESTAMENT,
| This is the fourth year. With 1876 the series will
begin anew with a greatly improved course on THE
LIFE AND WORDS OF JESUS,
This is not a question book system. The fullest assistance is given to the teacher. Lesson
paper (cir:
déulation 150,000) are issued as guides to the scholar
in studying. But the teacher is always left to adapt
it to his own gifts and the pecullar wants of his
class,
:
Terms sidBteco ies, $1.50
per year, in advance,

Single number, 13 ote,
ADAMS,

P

BLACKMER

PUBLISHERS,

& LYON,

"No. 115 Randolph St., §ricago, Il.
(6t30cow.

Farm

for Rent.

AT HARPER'S

FERRY,
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repair ; also a
GOOD
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market at”
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ide
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nis, “Will bé given toa Christian tumlly, in

Sold by all Driggists.
Home,—A

and

has attained an extraordinary
circulation. Its features are : Notes, biographiea JSographical, and exository, for Teachers and Bible Classes; Suggesions as to method of teaching
each lesson;
Outlines for infant Class Teachers, Engraved Blackboard
Qutlines for Superintendents, The

APERIENT

York, Sole

pre.

cure

Rheumatism, Scrofula, Dyspepsia and, Eruptions on
the Face. Sold by Druggists generally,
“eoply4s

»

Wonderful Cure of Consumption.
More than seven years ago Mr. Arnold Howard of
Foster, R. I., was congidered by his friends and phy-~
sicians to be in an advanced stage of consumption.—
He coughed incessantly,
blood several times,
and was so emaciated that recovery seemed hopeless.
COUGH
EUROPEAN
the
of
Providentially he heard

278 Greens.
TPARRANT & C0., Wholesale Druggists,

ary

and

.TARRANT'S

its ext session with the church in Cornish. Nov, 11—
12. Minister's Conference, Tuesday: fternoon next
preceeding,
ASTY, Clerk,

:

Bros,

fo know of the beneficial effects of your EUROPEAN
COUGH REMEDY in several instances, and I have
no hesitation in saying that I believe it to be one of
the best medicines to be found, for consumption and
chronic pulmonary-complaints in fT
espeetfuily yours,
W. 8 RUST, NM, D.

expression of the face dejected. Interrogate the in.
valid more closely, and you will discover that CON:
STIPATION, the result of a disordered stomach and a

‘torpid liver, is at the bottom of the mischief. “ That's’

of Rust

Bird, Wholesale Druggists, Hanover St., Boston.)

have

pbk
it and give it a fair trial, will not thereafter be
willing to be without it.—[ Boston Journal.
;
A
VALUABLE MEDICINE, —Dr.J. W. Poland’s White
Pine Compound, advertised in our columns, is a suc-

of

A celebrated New York barber said, not long since,
that nine tenths of his customers preferred to have
their hair dressed with ‘‘Barrett’s Hair Restorative’
to any other substance, as it keeps the scalp so cool
and free from dandruff.—7"roy Daily Whig,
tits

cases

Remedy.

[From Dr. RUST, now of the firm

able article for the cure of colds, coughs; and pulmo-

nic complaints generally. - In several

‘
rll

from the Kid-'

given ita thoreu sh trial we can confidently recommend Poland’s White Pine Compound as a very valu-

man for the #inistry either at Washington or
Richmond,

Bleeding

neys and Bladder, Gravel and ther Complaints.
.
Bosrtox; Jan. 20, 1868.
POLAND'S WHITE PINE COMPOUND.—After having

said that any one

by paying $60 per year could educaté

A

«

tes, Difficulty of Voiding . Urine,

it with the sum of £5,000 in gold.

At a meeting

ut

The Great New Eugland Remedy. .
to the variotis Associations;
Te-. DR.J, W. POLAND'S WHITE PINE COMPOUND,
oly
second, Sabbath in Novembér be
of prayer for the blessing of the Cures Sore Thtodt; Colds, Coughs, Diptheria, Fronchitis
Spitting of Blood; and Pulmonary Affections generally.—
upon their work.
3
is a remarkableremedy for Kidney Complaints, Diabe-

with

We were favored with the labors of

000

MRS.

ed the past year: $135,786, being $6,237 less than
present year.
This deficiency is in the Freedman’s fund, which falls $12,000 short of last year.
The Society has sustained 331 missionaries,
who
have baptized during the year 6,712 converts,and
gathered 11,519 members into the church.
A
larger number of colored theological students
havexeceived instruction than are collected in

33tf

ji

Cireulars free, WALTER HOLT & Co., 102 Nassau
Street, New York City.
© 26833
DEAFNESS, CATARRH, SCROFULA’
LADY who had suffered for years from Deafness,
A
Catarrh and Scrofula, was cured by a simple
remedy. Her sympathy and gratitude prompts her to
send the receipt free of charge to any one similarly

"8238

:

:

Treasurer.

BOODY,

H.

:

2

*

and keep in order two years.

"Bible & Tract Society.
Ch Minneapolis, Minn per H N Herrick,
3? Me.
?

&

:

STREET,

steel and metal works, ordinary wateh size, sound
and serviceable.
Warranted to denote correct time

250,96

Treasyrer.
:

been 100,00.
+

On that occasion (April 25, 1819);

the Thorndike and Knox church, A 8pirit of
harmony
and union characterized the business

meeting,

7

YORK,

’
KEEPER and
some case, with glass erystal,

,00
12,51

.

C. 0. LIBBY,

rv

NEW
H.

18,31
26,70
6,00

The erdait in last week's Star of 1,00 to V. Elliott should

the venerable Dr. Lathrop,who for more than fifty years had been the pastor of the church, sat at

BELKNAP Q. M., N. H.~Held its last session
at Hill, Sept. 8=10. It was well entertained by

M,, Me.~Held its

=

the

for

A

-

34,05

.11; So Parsonsfield, Me per FW Towne,

:
Ch & Soc Paseoag, R 1 per J A Waldron,
* “for J L Phillip's orphans,
ie
hi
id
Sandwich Q M N fl per A Sargent,
i
Lake George Q M. N Y per, W. H H Davis, to coustitute Rev J H Loveless life member,
Col New Durham Q M.N H per C. 0 .L.

to its natural color, and promoting its growth.

Q.

an

sent on appli-

full information

WALL

%

each; extra

nd, ,25

ford,

Jas

son, 34:

12.

.

Mrs D Burbank, a én, 150 each: Mrs E Ben-

their experience, hopes and determinations,
and
one could truly say, it isgood to be here.
Next
session with
Mendota Church, Dec. 25-27.
N
‘ py E. AUSTIN, Clerk,

UNITY

is graded

of the ro

3

1 Ve.

We take pleasure in recommending the use of generally find that the oyes are dull and lusterless, the
Hall's Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer as. a safe complexion sallow, the cheeks; flaccid, and the whole’

the Q. M., the attendance was not large. Cols
A.D, SMITH,
? ‘lection for I". Mission, $12,45.

Capital

the iron; the rails are now

ready for

giving

Pamphlets,

cation,

.

Conference on Saturday P.JM., was a meeting of
more than ordinary interest, the time being most4 occupied. Many spoke in feeling terms of

the brethren at H.,but being at an extreme part of

TON. SOF COAL

every te

property of

e
10,00 | thg utmost ener;
0 have theroad In readiness
Company inten
ik
Autumn business of 1869.

Mrs J Boothby, Mrs G Thompson, Mrs C Page,

Indian Archipelago, large portions of China, Jap-

Clerk.

Q, M., Ill.—Held its last session

>

giving
in 60 days, and
will be in operation
50 | outlet to the coal,
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time
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GENESEE Q. M,N. Y.—Held its last session with
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Siu ,-

1st and
payable theFeb.option
don»
of theAug.dor

and substantially

"00

e.

?

rapidly extending its operations up the valley of

thewehurch in Attica,Oct. 1618. A precious sea
son was enjoyed. We were favored with the
resence and labors of Revs, D. Waterman,of Me.

ne

WELL ESSts SE | A0 Es on
OF he Company
& dnekson, 33.00$08 || Trust
NS Ed hate Ava, ¥ pr
of New York,
Com

the Nile from Alexandria and Cairo, and has already
churches
organized at five? prominent
points. A rajah in India, who married one of
the convelts of this mission, has recently pre-

Clerk.

:

mn

s

The Bonds are for sale at 97; and accrued interest
Humphrey,N Y 5,00; to constitute
son & wife,
Mr N B Jackson life member, per N A Jackson, © 20,00 | jn currency, and may be obtained through bankers
| and brokers throughout the country,: of at the * office
Beran & ’ and wife, Humphrey, N'Y :per NX A
oy

trust

the seed sown atithis Q. M., will before long
bring forth fruit to the praise of God. A collee-

|

1450 | or rivingupon the line, The first division,

ibby life member,
Mary
Mrs E° A Jackson, Arcade, N Y 10,00; Spencer
Carnes & wife, Rawson, N Y 5,00; Rev N A Jack-

. Among the Choctaw Indians are sixteen Chris-

its last session at
-held in“the place,
on account of the
but the brethren
We received help

ENT A

RE

half the entire length

Nearly

$20|

3

:
Mass per
Q M Charles
Dover, N II to constitute
St ehN {Rowell
O Libby,
CBoston

The Executive Committee of the Young Men's

BosTON Q. M.,,Mass.—Ield its last session with

or Goes

a

a)
A Subscription of 8,500,000, 2¢ par,
part of the
6,00 | Stock of the Company, furnishes a large
road,
the
equip
and
construct
$0
1,00 { means requirpd

ed till the day of large numbers and means,

the churches were reported.

About one half of

Pa;

is

2,00 | its rolling stock, and

ual.

Q. M., N. H.—Held its last session

Mortgage

jaining a HUNDRED MIL {JON

light. Business was transacted with harmony
and despatch. The meetings of worship were

Saxpwic

with the 1st church in Eaton.

"

to St. Louis, a distance including tracks to €oal
Mines, &c., of about 400 miles, and traverses the finest districts of Illirois.
i
Wl
)
The Bonds have 50 years to run, and are a lien of
the Compan ’g railroad and fran$21,000 per mile upon

K

Holloway’s Pills.—Nervous [debility &c.
‘~As a sedative and invigorating medicine, these Pills
ternally ithad a rough appearance, but it was have had an astonishing success in every part of the
nevertherless popular as a religious home.
Such civilized globe. They are unaffected by climate as
a building, made simply convenient and comfort- their operations are the same in the torrid zone or
able, is more attractive than a half-finished the Artic regions. They regulate the pulse and the
church, and the difficult problem of meeting the} action of the heart, race and strengthen the relaxed
cost of a more expensive house is thus postpon- neryes, give fone and energy to the general system,

the third Saturday in Jan., and continuing over
the Sabbath.
“B. 8, GERRY, Clerk,

“ai
Mi

;
Seven per Cent. Sinking Fund

“The Road runs from Roekford in Northern Iindls

«

aia Clty; Yau
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this country after an absence of three years, dur ing which time he has explored the islands of the

It is sometimes a great mistake for

Turner. - Collection

Next

Hillsdale Q M Mich per J Thomas,
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Sal

chises,its coal lands—of which it has 20,000 acres con- ,

Candia, N H per C. 0. L..
College department of Madison Uuiversity, New Col
Mes Saloma Moors Union Center, N Y
York. Prof. Bickmore has recently returned to | A friend of missions 10,00: Mrs MJ Doe,
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his right hand.

The Sabbath school at 8. Gorham, Me., tenders

Quarterly
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Ch Putnam, N'Y per H Belden and to complete
life membership of Mrs Maria A Dedrick,
Fem Miss Soc Penobscot Y M for support of Dula,
er G E 8S Bryant,
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rs J A Wells, Upper Gilmanton, N 11&

Stiilicient members of the Greek
in San Francisco to warrant
the building

Springfield.
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in the Marquesas Islands, to which were added
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- Foreign Missions.
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Hawaiians have gathered
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Orforcyllie,
BY EXPRESS.

and | Rev AW Purinton, Bath, Me.
. T N Huntington, Bath, Me,
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The First
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3 inngerford,
:

‘Albert S. Bickmore,of Cambridge
has been elected to the Professorship of Natural History in the

proceeded to the ordination on

the Pelham and Salem cliurch.

village,

Topsham,

Seton

;
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.
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Vt.
Dosey. Gillett, Huutinglon Centers
Wis.

in re .

E. Youxa, Clerk.

B. ghureh

Ordination.

Mineral,
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,
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RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

Clerk of the Council.

Oar faithful and devoted
Q-M. evangelist, Eld. W. Bonar, has been
preaching semi-monthly for the people of

united, enterprising and self-denying, with months past with such encouragement as
a respectable influence and commanding induced him to commence a series of meetposition.

to the

Jargely attended, instructive,

a

Si

to

Jin, sient

10, Prose

ren the Freedmen, also on Home
our duty to our feeble churches.

Com,

Sabbath, 27th, in the following order: Sermon
by Rev. E.’ J. Doyle; Prayer by Rev, S. H. Ste-

organ, is about

has labored with the church,since Aprillast,

All donations should be sent to. Rev. A.
L. Gerrish, Pittsfield, Me., who is our Gen-

eral Agent.’

including

ubject

of Sitka sends them a missionary,

tory examination

us pleasure to state that the repairs on the
Charles St. church, which have been in prog-

i

i spiritedod resolutions were jfagsed
Other

4

The council appointed by the Oxford . M.
(Mich.), to meet with the Lynn and Maple Valley
church, to examine
Byo. Norman'Sharp, met with
said church Seth, md after a very satisfac-

It gives

1

Geo. Plummer;

bod

&ec.

FEEDERS
Books Forwarded:

%

ev

of a church of that denomination, and the Bishop,

Address

SEVEN PER CENT, INTERESTIN

N Roberts—N L Rowell

That the pastors of the Several ehifhies be Sosial Clark, fseep) Falls; Me. wi

by Rev. A. W.

church’ there.

CHARLES ST. CHURCH, DOVER.

~ 2."

§

Charge

GG

W IL Noyes, 4,64; J M Springer, 20,00,

i

Purington; Right hand of fellowship by Rex]

the re-establishment

Revivals,

:

.

A. W, Purington; Ordaining’

GEO, PLUMMER,

died; for service here,and heaven hereafter.

disagreeable to you;

.

A, W. Purington ; Benedictién
by the candidate.

he

itis more disagrfeable to us.
Please do
help us stop it, by giving each one his or
her share of the money we must have to

by Rev.

prayer by Rev, D. Libby;

” Dear brethren and sisters,” this work. is
on our hands, and must be done!
The

*¢ begging” is

nobly

proeéeded. to ordain him in the following

Will not the churches take it in hand, and S. M. Clark Mission Agents for the Sociéty.
when they choose their delegates to Q. M., Both these brethren are prudent, trusty,
instruct them how muck’ to pledge or give and efficient ministers of Jesus. They love
to the Maine Central Institute ?
the work and will do what they can for its

This

:

.us, for importunate applications for |
The council called by the first
¥'. W.
funds, or for plain but too feeble utterances
of Lisbon, Me., forthe examination of
against every form of sin, either political Kimball, met with said chuxet Oct.
or otherwise.
But, best- of all, God has after a satisfactory examination of thé

advancement.
We hope the many and
liberal pledges which were made to the
Y early Meeting has solemnly pledged 810,- Mission cause, amounting in all to some
000: It must be made up by individual con- $10,000, will be promptly paid, that the
tributions. Is not the easiest and best way great and good work inaugurated by the
to raise this money, for each one to pray Penn. F. B. M. Society willanot fail or
ayer it, and give as the Lord has prospered suffer loss for want of necessary means in
him? Many shoulders can bear a burden making it most gloriously successful.—
that would crush a few.
lly’
Dear brethren, pray for us in our new field
J. S. BURGESS,
Burden bearers for Christ shall be crown of labor.
—
This school is for
Lewiston, Me., Oct., 1868.
hoi
wearers wilh Christ.

all=W

onorion
ofthe 00 ied by “ie V1. | I,

Ordination.’

the appointment -of Revs. O. C. Hills and

~ Christ. ' It is to train souls for whom

)

J. QUAIL,

naman haying abused, us, or friend deseft-

Q. M., at it next session, raise the money,

or take efficient measures to do so ¥

Parker—G
ker—G A

gardto the state of our country, and our breth-| pe, ; yravden, Saccarappa, Me.

Bo 2S

“has agreedto raised $10,000, and-most- of been with us, and will continue to be with
the Quarterly Mectings have consented to the, society and selt-denying Workers fo the
bear their share of it. Now will not each end.
:

W

endow Bates Collage Wlewiion, Me., ind Shak
ve recommniend to our churches to raise their

N.Y,

gi,

—W

ri—A 0
aes Z Mitchell F
8 Parmalee—B Phelon—W Pierce

November, which may be forwarded to Rev, H.
Attica,

“

D

n
Lim!
HW
Pugsley—L Patten—I,

aie

is being erected, and is rapidly approach; | ed

ing completion ; heavy

flready

transacted.

from the churches were on the

responded. We recommend that a collection for
this purpose he taken on the third Sabbath of
Berry,

from the church at Harrisburg and the Mis-_

of our churches have

>

loek*~N

Resolved, 1. That thisQ. M. is in full sympathy with the denomination in the endeavor to

to raise funds for the ‘benefit of the widow and

gation
te another field, older ih" its claims

a

3 [Gon

passed unanimously:

recommended that our. churches take measures

attachnient to it, but from a sense of obli-

]

phic

? ising, ~ Also the church at East Randolph reports | —A E Robbins—D F Smith—8 G Smutz—M Shepard—A
an increasing interest, and mercy drops are still | Vaushi—L
A Welch=E 30 Whan—t WyateeN Dwi:
TE
Ebnbanal
y
falling upon the Strafford church, The ‘following resolutions in regard to Bates College were
:
Receipts for Books,

are now putting on the roof.

vation. Every indication, however, was most generous consideration can néver be

i) church, ii

whole very pucouraging. The Plymouth church,
80 long feeble, is beco!
Eo
rous and prom-

Building are completed, and the workmen

5

oi
; T Atwater—D a Adi A 8 Brooks—H A Baker_P 8
its Oct. session

Vt.—Held

imbildge oii

The . reports

Sarr STARE

A. P. Tracy, Exeter, Me.

“C.K. Haskell, Pittsfield, N. H.

{

H. A. CAREY, Clerk.

‘and a Jarge amount of business

yr

_ J. Hayden, Saccaraps, Me.

ponding

he Honey

0]

STRA¥FORD Q. M.,

with the

. The East Corinth church is without a pas-

work,and how full the promise of plenteous

#

terested in our mission and edugational
oo
A minister. unable to preach constantly, sould there
cations shoul

seful,

be made

- Dover, Oct. 27, 1868.

It is a rare chance, and appli-

to
Rey, N. . BRA CKETT,
Harper's Ferry, West Va
cd

:

4

-

_

rr

ago

—

Slack a little! Slack a little!

Darling wifes

with intense interest.

- 8

{part

usy hand!

Sla€k

thy rubbing and thy scrubbing,
. Drop thesand;
“Minister thy blessings slowly,
And the longer;
Bind love’s precious tendrils
All the stronger!

|

Slack the fervor of thy throbbing
we part,

refused to

ing me.

communication

to such occu-

-

.

to their labors of love ; ahd now that

Perhaps to-morrow.

Mer may

wing!

hens and crowing roosters, what

iversal, enduring light.
etition of

moment, she and her young
next she stood

by

were

that triumphant death-

bed, and heard the last faint Words he whis-

Slack a little! Slack a little!

”
pered in her ear.
‘Go back, my Jennie, my shorn lamb,”
he said, ¢‘visit.the scenes we knew together
in our early blessed years; my hovering |
spirit, if it may, shall temper the- sadness
| for you. Go in the fear of the God in whose

Death, O Death!
5
Vain thy strife and panting haste,

All out of breath!

Bee! she fears not thy approaching—
Thoy hast no sting!
Clasp her! in thy cold ‘embracing
She will sing!
Slack, O, Death! how sure thy loss,
Thou wast conquered, on-the cross!

arm we have ever trusted,

for me,

‘While yet the stars shone bright;

and in whose

Great drops rolled now from

Unheraldedby any sound or warning,

He entered as of right.

I felt his awful shadow in the dwelling,
And all my blood grew chill ;
My heart, with fearful expectation swelling,
Throbbed once, and theff stood still.
The lamp burned dim, the clock that
hour
.
2
.

the

the tearful

Holy

Spirit

was interceding for her with ‘‘groanings
Rang like a funeral knell,
And from the roses in a fluttering shower
jwise can not be uttered.”
The red and white leaves fell.
The leaves fluttered noislessly down, and
Through the dark hall, with folded pinions lay in bright relief on her dark garments.—
hasting,
:
:
.
They seemed to whisper of peace and resAnd noiseless, gliding tread,
ignation,—the sound of them was soothing
one.

lay

wast-

And stood bezide the bed :—
Stood till the lingering shades of night were
banished,
And all the stars burned dim';
And when at last the silent Shadow vanished,
Our loved one went with him.
. Ah well! My time like a swift shadow passes,
My days like moments flee;

The Fnily Circle.
Home.

BY Inds

fleets of fleecy clouds were briskly navigating the blue October heaven; the red ripe
apples hung heavily on orchard boughs ; the
ponderous ox teams creaked heavily along
the country roads bearing the- stores of
harvest to sheltering barns; the cows
came in at night, eager and early, to their
relished suppers of corn nibbings and hash-

Be still,

royally ere she
white blankets

dark hood with witied strings, revealed a
front of light brown hair streaked with sil-

ver,—beautiful, abundant hair lying closely

Light gray

in them

now,

but

looked as if ready to overflow at a moment's
call, and lips that seemed ready to break
forth in plaints of sorrow.

A sad,

yet

not

@ hopeless face; an appealing aspect at
once winning and pitiful to behold.
* It was a bereaved and sensitive heart

which the black garments shrouded.
woman waia

widow—a

Rabbit, be

The

still, Pet,—What

but alas! it was silver!

and

My joy

myself, and
and thicker,

1 pressed the handle

.my watch, but it was

but Winter's|

A
i

TRUE

cold, and

I lay still,

tues.

|:

ute.

Since then I have understood my mother's
words. In myself I found the point of my

story. 1f I see aman

satisfied with nothing

always be prepared to

be con-

tented and happy, if the goal is not reached.

re

io

»

1 am now delighted with my watch, and
-snows fell on his grave. That grate was 1 was nearly fifteen yeurs, old, ays M.
many a mile from the spot where the lone Hamerlein, when [ studied with my uncle, ave inahoves ties, ll]
some

and-longed for nothing more than a good,

house in the valley just below her, had been

ean tell the time for himself, he has a sure

wean

now sat; she had journeyed

hundreds
of miles to get here ; for the farm- substantial watch,
her husband's birth-pluce.

Ah, said I. when one

The tree which pledge of approaching manhood.

|

Sour.

rr

§

dre:
allows

vided great f

Grapes.

A friend related one morning a scene in
a school room, which we think will do

us, every one

lows:

first the realities
.of existenee dawn upon to publish, and is too good to keep, as folrhould

be tanght

to have a

foul gift, if rightly husbanded, and a watch

| in the’ pocket will aid much in accustoming
one to the careful improvement of it, and
to punctuality.
A+ Christmas

day drew

.
near,

T° desired

nothing more earnestly than to reccive a
y

!

oy

since which

oate dream-

ed once of §
safes us no

kewhoeverhe

#

erschave been piling

Justice

way.—

tioned this week by their titles,—a fuller notice
of more or less of them may be looked for hereafter. Among others we call special attention
to:
'
LETTERS. FROM EDEN;
or, Reminiseences
of

in the

Kast.

ten not a little

lustrates
mer

Wheeler,
Missionary in Eastern Turkey. Boston: Am. Tract Society.
1868.
16md. pp.
432. Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.
:

The author of “Ten Years on the Euphrates,”
recently commended in these columns, is in no
danger of writing either a dull or an uninstruct-

the re-

and

missionary

sought, he pictures
of oriental life with
The aspects of the
costumes, manners,

remembering

ends

that are

experiences, stirring incidents, striking charac
-ters, missionary life in detail, prayer meetings
among the native converts, dealings with offi:

him

in Judea

By the

€arter

:

It is dainty, rich and satisfying.

ery way far superior to the discourses of Punshon written with similar aim, both in suggest.
iveness and immediate effect.
RR

Lire Berow. In Beven Poems. New York:
Hurd & Houghton, 1868. 16mo. pp. 286.—
Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.
This ANON

MoUs

volume is not without

merit,

The singer i« 4 man Whose: experiences indicate
a deprh of nature, whose political and moral phi
-losophy seems-in the main healthy, whose mastery of picturerque speech is something really

noticeuble, whose verse lias both fire and_sweets

ness, ind who now and then, amid verboseness
_| that becomes a funlt, crams a great thought into
| # gem of expression and thus effects a sacred

:

the

there

was

times were good

no light

within,

and

children
that when

she could earn $4 a week,

that she paid $1,25 for her room, and that
when her little ones required much of her

dren in their house.

She was forced to

till evening came and her toil was: over.
This poor creature earned just enough to

By Oliver Optic.

OF

16mo. pp.

FORTUNE;

By Oliver Optic.

or,

823,

Half

16mo.

round

the

.

pp. 808.

16mo.

pp. 221.

By

Sophie “May,
Illustrated.
:

Illustrated.

Boys.

By A.R. Hope, author
18mo.

gix Exaggerations, with some
By Edward E. Hale.

12mo.

pp. 247.

bits” of Fact.—

pp. 298.

CAST AWAY IN THE COLD: An Old Man’s Story
of a Young+Man's Adventures, as related by
Captain John Hardy, Mariner... By Dr. Isaae
1. Hayes, author of ** The Open Folar Bea,”
etc, Square
12mo. pp. 263.
SMOKING AND DRINKING.
"By
Paper covers. 16mo. pp. 151.

James

Parton.
x

Pivor WORDS OF SCRIPTURE.
By the Rev.
Philip Bennett. Power, M. A., author of the
“1 Wills” of Christ, ete, New York: Robert
Carter & Brothers.
1869, 12mo. pp. 353.
;

INDEPENDENT
simple,

FIFTH READER:

practical,

Elocution,

with

aud classitied Readings

and

on

select

tations;

Index.

with

By.J

Watson, author of Ngtional Bead

Spellers, ete.
1868.

a

treatise

diagrams;

copious Notes und a complete
Madison

Containing

comprehensive

iHustrated

New York: A:

12mo.

pp. 240.,

ELEMENTARY

HISTORY

numerous

Illustrations

8, Barnes & Co.
.

OF THE
and

U. 8,

Mups.

Quackenbos, LL. D. New York: D.
ton & Co. 1883. 12mo. pp. 212.

With
By Q.P.

‘Apple-

AND TUNES, for the Conference

und. Prayer-Meeting,

and

the

Home.

With

Services and Prayers.
Boston: Am. UnitariBa Association,
1868,
Square
12mo. pp.
156.
;

THE

ABDUCTIONOF

MARY

ANN

the Roman Catholics, and
in a Nunnery. for becoming

Rev. H. Mattison.
1868.

DR.

Papercovers.

WILLIAM

Jersey City, N. J.—

12mo.

SMITH'S

pp. 160.

DICTIONARY

;

OF THE

BIBLE.
Revised and Edited by Prof. H. B.
+ Huukett, D.D., with the co-operation of Ezra

Abbot, A.M. Part XIII.
New York: Hurd
& Houghton,
THE WHITE GAUNTLET. By Captain Mayne
Reid,

With

author of ** The

original

W. Carleton

Illustrations.

& Co,

THE BRAMLEIGHS
York:

Harper

MILDRED.

BY

Scalp

1808,

Geo

8vo, pp. 221,
MAGAZINES

1868.

Paper

New
Covers.

anna M. Craik, author of

** Faith Unwin's O

ers.

York: G.

12mo. pp. 405,

OF BISHOP'S FOLLY,

& Bros.

THE

Hunters,” ete.—

New

al,” ete,

Smme

of the month are

locking them in,would leave them

pay her rent and to provide

Publish
generally

ber little family

with their needed food.
One day in the dead of winter I noticed
‘near the
ity Hall a little girlon crutches
selling penny pongs, I accosted the child,
and asked her why she was thus eng
:
the Japiy.

With

for my

the

guide, 1 found my

sick mother,”

was

little eripple as my

way

to her home,

a

wretched cellar in the
flthiest part of the
Fourth Ward. Passing through the subter-

ranean apartment,crowded with abject erea-

tures of both sexes, I groped my way into another,into which no light penetrated,and no

air,except the noisome vapor from the eell in

front.

I struck a light, and to my gaze was

revealed a most sickening sight. In the
middle of aroom, reeking with filth, the

f walls oozing with damp, the fetid stmosphere almost too thick

to breathe, lay a wo-

man of middle agéXdying

by inches, with a

most loathsome disease.

1left the place try-

ing hard to induce the child to go with me,

but she would not leave her mother, In a
few days, after receiving every attention
from kind hearted women,the poor

wretch

died. Her body was properly prepared for
burial; but duzing the night thieves came
in, cut the hair from the head of the corpse,
stripped it of the clothing in which it had
been robed and Jeft-it covered only with
a ragged and dirty counterpane. A wake
was held by the miserable inmates of the

den, and/in their orgies Jhey rolled the body
over the floor till it reached

the

feet of the

crippled child now almost paralyzed with
fear.

Her screams attracted the

attention

of the people in the street, and a gentleman

who entered with the crowd, carried her to
the Howard Mission, from which institution

she was sent not long ago to a good home.

Physical Effects of Music.

SMITH, by

ber imprisonment
a Protestant.
By 1

D. D.

day, and

home.
en she started out
would place upon ihe floor a
and a plate of broken bread
children’s wants during the

“To get bread

16mo. pp.

nor & Fields, Boston, yields us:
IF, YES. AND PERHAPS.
Four. Possibilities
and

“

ward, worked
‘out’ by the day; no family,
not even the best
Christian family in our
cit, wishes to-have the serving woman's

FREAKS

The prolific and discriminating House of Tick-

Itiss

The work is evs

amusi

leave them at
to work, she
bowl of water
to supply her

of ‘®A Book about Dominoes.”

life of the soul, covering its presumptuous departure from odgagyilty relf-seeking, its sure
and fearful descent to pollution and wretched-

he, being dead, will still speak.

cradle, and

Besides the above there are now lying on our
table the follewing :
From Messrs. Lee & Bhepard, Boston,—
MAKE OR BREAK; or, The Rich Ma's Daugh-

1.
A'Boox ABouT

story out of the throbbing human heart, true to
all times and lands, and yet shot through and
through with a divine element and meaning. It
is alike adapted to stir terrible conviction and
awaken triumphant hope. It is the dramatized

at once the taste, the reason and the conscience.
It iv a volume which ficely embodies the leading
qualities of the eminent preacher who so long
charmed and kindled the hushed and reverent
congregation in Regent Square, and through it

rocking the

medicine and food for her suffering
had to be earned. She told me

By Louise M. Alcott.

16mo. pp. 2i4. Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.
The parable of the Prodigal Son is among the
most suggestive and touching of all the sayings

made to cultivated readers 1s one which touches

admirable

Messrs. Roberts Bros., of Boston, send us
LITTLE WOMEN ; or, Meg. Jo, Beth and Amy.

1867.—

affluent, artistic, magnetic and sometimes positively gorgeous in his rhetoric, and his appeal

do merit a

author of ** Little Prudy Stories.”
18mo.. pp. 171.
;
.

Hauslon, D.D.—

had impatiently cast away, Dr, Hamilton deals
with it in his own original and masterly method,
He finds and unfolds the broader lessons of the
parable, gathers up illustrations
from the vari
ous spheres of life, and emphasizes the great
truths which he has to impart by means of a
style whose richness is seldom equaled. He is

poems

DOTTY DIMPLE OUT WEST.

con-

and peace and life in the
fellowship it had once rejected and the loyalty ft

The

was

child by jingling twotin cups, through the
handles of which he had thrust his thin
arms. The mother was obliged to sew outside, for

nering.

and Gali

& Bros,

unpleasantly il-

THE LITTLE SPANIARD; or, Old Jose’s Grandson, (Helping-Hund Series.) By May Man-

Notes on Luke 15:

late- James

Robert

cold room, under ground, was her babe, a
mere skeleton. A little boy of five years

a shaded background to set off the brilliance of
Mr. Longfellow?’s acknowledged genius than to
bring that genius forth in high and attractive

World.

ministry.

York:

nods.”

It

was a bitter day, yet her dress consisted of
but one thin garment, and herhead and neck
and feet were bare. Down in her dark and

things; butas a whole they will rather serve as

ter.

lee, and just as he is evermore to those who
trust in his ‘grace and welcome his quickening
OF PARABLES.

‘A: poor‘ sewing woman in Fish Street I

found plying her needle in the open air.

Fields yre to provide f¥the approaching Holi-

ious to see Jesus justas he was in the eyes of
those who looked upon

sometimes

days.-

to be

the various sides and phases
great vividness and freedom.
country and of the people,
modes of traveling, personal

that rather

in a late lecture on the poor of that city,
told these true tales of their dreadful destitution. It seems impossible to believe that
such are common sights in a Christian city.

fell in with the cold, it was hard to keep

touches,
The form of address chosen in this
volume is the epistolary, and the letters are addressed to his“*Dear Young Friends.”
Writing
*in such a way, he makes the narrative vivacious,
losing dignity, and always

here

Oliver Dyer, the author of the article en-

titled ¢ The Wickedest Man in New York,”

“Locksley Hall” is one of Tennyson’s finest
minor poems. It is here most tastefully and ele- ‘time, or when work was scarce, or when she
gantly illustrated by the skill of well-known arA woman in Tenth Street, with two
tists, and comes, we suppose, as a sort of ‘herald alive.
yzed from the hips downof the glorious things which Messrs. Ticknor & children,one

side of his nature, and he has a rare and large
ability to quicken and kindle all those whom he

ligious

setting

the meaning of the statement,—‘*
Ho-

colors.

ive book, He is a man thoroughly alive on every

Never

in

reading, and have some beautiful and

By.Rev.C. H.

varied and eminently free and taking.

it be

grievous excesses inthe name of religion that
at times disturbed its harmony and nade it appear-unlovely on the surface; and he has writ-

appears in this pleasant looking pile of litera.
ture. Many of the volumes can only be men-

Life

unless

wrought into the Puritan character, and which
abode through all the stern developments and

We appreciate the courtesy of our friends, and
find no difficulty in-commending most of what

Missionary

any respect,

‘that distinguishes him, He hardly appreciates
the elements of genuine excellence that were in-

and pam-

phlets on our table in a very generous

in

forth the fine and genial and tender humanity

the office, the publish-

up their volumes

Music communicates to the body shocks
| whith agitate the members to their base. In
churches the flame of a candle

the quake of the urgan. A

oscillates to

powerful orchestrs

near a sheet of water
es the surface. A
learned traveler speaks of a bell which

swings to and fro to the sound of Tivoli Falls.
Switzerland

it excited,

at will,

in a poor

child afflicted with a frightful nervous malady, hysterical and Saale pie crises, by play-

ing on the minor key of E flat.

brated Dr. Bertier asserts that the sound of
a drum gives him the colic. Certain medical men state that the sound ofa trumpet

quickened the pulse and

induced a slight

perspiration.
The souad of the bassoon is
cold ; the notes of the harp are voluptuous.

The flute, played softly in the middle reg-

of high and marked merit; but they must wait
for time and space in order to get distinct notice.

ister, calms the

The general characteristics of each have been
frequently mentioned.
They are still preserved,

music; but the moment I played on the minor key he barked piteously. The dog of

and the rival publications promise no diminution of enterprise or merit.

LITERARY

MISCELLANY,
—

wondrously

Cn.

Phillips thus

cpigrammitic

moral

low

notes of

singer

moan bitterly and

whom I knew

would

give signs of violent suf-

on

my

sense

of

sme

a ul e hean

e

Tne le on ay sense of taste. Rachel's
voice dulghied the ear by its ring, before

one of his

and- terribly

level, a

aoelebrated

liot

caustic editorials in the Anti-Slavery Standard. It scorching speech could cure evils
and convert truckling politicians, and, lift
the country to a higher

The

sense of hearing the SAIC et

5

closes

nerves,

the piano frighten children.” I oncehad a
dog who would generally sleep on hearin,

fering the moment his mistress chanted a
chromatic gamut, =.
A certain chord produced on my own

Phillips on the Situation,
Wendell

~~

The cele-

po-

litical millennium ought to be hastening toour doors.
BNA
;

When the Government which has robbed
the negro for two centirics and fattened

on its pillage, returns him a’ homeopathic
share of his damuges in the . shupe ot 40

one

had time to seize what was said, or ap-

preciate the

purity of her diction.

We may affirm, then, that musical sound,

rhythmical or not, agitates the whole phys-

ical frame, quickens the pulse, incites perspiration, and produces a pleasant momentary irritation of the nervous system.

In the
There are the

vast

Desert.
Pyramids
.that have

defied time; the river upon which “Moses
was cradled ‘in infancy hoe same sandy

deserts through which he led his people ;
serves of land—u mensuré dictated by the and the watering-places where ‘their flocks
He has most urgent national necessity; when
un were led to drink. The wild and wonderthe clementsof the trie pet. and if he lives and
secures him education—another national ing tribes of Arabs who, thousands of years
labors truly, is likely to substirute imugination
necessity ; und when it protects him in the #8, dug out the well in the wilderness, are
for fancy, and condense his somewhat florid deexercise of his political rights, it bas finish- Jepresented by their descendants, unchanged,
seriptive style into a vigorous excellence,
ed its tusk so fur us he is concerned.
The who now draw water from the deep wells of
insult which dilettanti and snobbish: reform their forefathers with the skins that have
THE Liew oF GEORGE STEPHENSON AND or, offers
him by ' discussing measures to never, altered their fashion, The’ Arabs
HIS BON HOBKRT STEPHENKON: comprising “belp” him, is a trifle
not worth notice,—
thering with hair goals and sheep around
#l-0 nu history of the invention of the railway

Ii is the custom in the school to read a
,
moral lesson each morning, when the teacl- | £0 locomotive
Seltlelp.”
er questions

© Ry

which it wis stated that a teacher had 101d

those w Wich are

the scholars on what has

This new volume of

Ry

muiringe between &tretigth und benuty,

Indeed,
1 still think that at that time of life, when

due regard
to time, for time is the most prec-

been mostly absent from

he has, because he expected something bet- "ness, tk waking to moral consciousnegs, its penitence, its self-reproach, its confession, and its reter, think, he was hoping for a gold repealer turn to flad welcome

we should

Publishers, ete. ~Square

sweetness into his verse.

I wore the watch without showing it of him who spake as never man spake.

ing at the greatest perfection, since by so
doing energy and effort are aroused; but

:

4

During the last three weeks, while we have

11-32.

For eight days I avoided all my

still wear the watch, nor does it lose a min-

have

With

his illustrates all these statements. Butit is
well for his fame that it does not rest on this
production, and such as this. It does him little

New

to any one, and was greatly pleased wath it.
It is now forty years since that time, and I

STORY.

[Translated
from the German.)

iy

THE PEARL

companions, and they soon forgot my boast-

ings.

Same

pp. 76.

SociAL HYMNS

Overpowered with weeping and excitement, I was soon fart asleep, and rejoiced
the next morning to hear my watch merrily

ticking.

their

Lai

it

scenes, the customs,
the circumstances, the

How often evil deeds are restrained by trifling circumstances, and how little reason
have we to pride ourselves upon our vir-

-o-

Whe
the breezes
n of last autumn. were

blowing he was with her,

the

The Gold Repeater.

childless widow,

and her husband had been stricken’ sudden-

ly.

from

in,

to set you off like | When I undertake some business, and it
that P”
: vexes me that it does not turn out as I exJennie now came into view. The old pected, I say to myself, I am thinking of
lady stood still leaning on her staff, staring the gold repeater, still. If I see a man aimwith bewildered eyes. Jennie approached ing at show or some other high thing, and
to within a few paces and stopped.
only increasing his sorrow by being com“The Lord save me,—I believe it is my pelled to pass his life in a subordinate posiLuther's wife,” exclaimed the old lady.
tion, 1 say, Do not strive to make your watch
““Tis Luther's widow,” was the answer.
strike; be content with: the simple time“Oh! is he gone then? Well, I was a keeper. If T-observe a youthful pair, who
hard-hearted mother,but God knows I have have looked forward to life as a perpetual
had a lonely time of it since my old man marriage-feast, and will be satisfied with
left me; but now you are come, so I know nothing when the air is not breathing music
God has not entirely cast me off for my for- that becomes an every-day atmosphere, I
mer wrong doing. No, he is still merciful ; still think, Oh, could they but forget the gold
come in with me and'tarry.
Let my home. repeater! In short, in a thousand instances
be yours henceforth, and may I never for- I have found instraction in this story.
get to
k God for what niet me one night Most men are dissatisfied and unhappy
by the pasture path when the cows came when things do not turn out as they expect:
home.”
“ie
ed they would. There is no harm in aim-

woman was sitting alone upon a gray rock
close to the roots of one of the largest trees.
Her garments were black, and the small

tears

leaves

you seen in the bushes

to winter's rest.

no

mooley

cracked voice

voice of an old lady.
It came nearer,—Jeunie from her elevated position could see a bent form leaning
{on a staff, feebly ascending the pasture
path.
5
“Come, mooley cow,” the voice dalled
again,—‘4lon’t make the old woman tramp
far to-night, for her poor limbs are stiff with

hill, sweeping the fallen

It was ‘Harvest Home,” and

about the low, broad forehead.

cow—come,

courses as they went.
“Whew!” Jennie heard the old lady say,
“What are you prancing in that shape for?

On a little sunny hill side, crowned with
maples all aflame in scarlet and gold, a

"~. eyes that had

mooley

6mo.

as I exhausted the fountains of my tears, I flicting parties and agitating questions to which"
went down to the parlor. 1 was no longer his times and coming gave birth, as to interpret
sad, nor yet joyous, and yet I possessedan more or less that appears obscure, and make his
admirable time-keeper. While I lay in
bed character and life stand out with new distinet"| ness and reality. The work is most conscienthe wicked spirit came -again, and re. f-tiously and reverently done, and
will yield not a
‘solved to open the window and throw away little really valuable aid to those who are anx-

day,—come, mooley cow.”
Just-then Jennie heard a crashing ‘in
some bushes, and, turning, beheld four startled black eyes peering out at her. She
went softly to the rear, when two fine sleek
cows left their covert and dashed down the

Showers of bright colored leaves were
whirling through the autumn air; flying

and laid down

“Come,

cow,” called a trembling,

rushed

So she spoke in her mild, earnest tone, and

traveling round after the corn huskers all

————

mother Earth was giving
wrapped herself in snow

a

“Thou God of the falling leaf, teach me
the great lesson of perfect submission and’
obedience,” she strove to say, while she
wiped the trickling tears from her pensive
face.

from the barn’ yard below,—evidently

Next time the messenger our threshold crosses
He'll ask, perhaps, for me.
;

came

to the kneeler there,

class held up his hand, which was équivalent

down the watch, and leaving the room,
went to my chamber, and wept and lamentcials, journeys to Nineveh and Babylon, stateed as if my heart would break. Then I ments touching the progress of the gospel among
Lhought.F would k+l! myself since I had no the various classes of the people, the hindrances,
gold repeater, and then I wept again over encouragements and prospects of the mission
my
§pung life, since must now die, be- work;—all these come in for a share of attention.
cause all my hopes were not fulfilled. Soon The volume can hardly fail to awaken an interest
in the young for whom it is especially designed,
my mother came with alight, and when I » and there are few
older persons, however familblamed her from my unutterable sorrow for iar'they may be with the lands and the life which
the deception, she pressed her lips together, pasg under review, that will fail to find stimulus
and looked upon me with those true loving and instruction. in this new contribution to mis:
eyes; which I see ever beaming, although sionary literature.
death has long since closed thei. She told
80N OF MAN, By Thomas Wickes; Db
me my error—that I-would have been de- THE
Same Publishers. etc.
16mo. pp. 332.
lighted with a simple watch had 1 never
Without being remarkably fresh or striking,
heard of a gold repeater; that my father Dr. Wickes has givenus a portrait of Jesus of
had teased me, to give me a lesson tb be Nazareth that retains every feature which the
evangelists have presented tous in their narra
happy with less than I expected, and
tive, and yet he so reproduces the sge in which
that I must not be ungrateful to God or man. the Messiah lived, and holds up before us the

escaped her; yet prayer, deep and earnest,

pervaded all her soul, and

children:

with all my might, but it did not strike. A
fearful sorrow came over me.
:
“It is good for nothing,” I said. I laid

i the chiseled ““L.,” but tears choked her utterance,—only now ard then broken sounds

tolled the

we

and it ticks loudly.”

looking eyes. Day was declining, and‘ the
lone widow threw herself on her knees beside the cold, gray rock. Her lips touched

Po

carries his watch

was dampened, bu: I calmed
said, *¢ Silver is much whiter

you be a comfort to each other when I am
not; yet a little while and I hope to meet
you to part no more forever—farewell.”

——

Man

then stood still with wonder.
My heart
beat violently. There indee?'lay a watch

receive the widow of her only boy—may

There came a messenger at early morning

better.

were opened,

loving care I calmly leave you. Ibelieve
my mother, in her lonely age, will gladly

The Messenger,

life; but I did not then

where his heart is, said I to myself, and
there is ticking within and without. I could
not refrain from telling my companions
what made me so happy, but I did not make
all known, and said mysteriously that, on
Christmas eve, they would Gpen their eyes
and ears when they heard something which
could speak for itself. ThenI ran away before they could ask what it was.
Christmas eve came, and the fest al tapers
were lighted. When the folding-doors

roaming about the familiar premises, the

Slack, O Time, thy scythe and wing!

Here, also, isarep-

my pen knife for awhile in my

something

Illustrations.

By Alfred Tennyson.

even in carelessness and on unfitting themes,
without putting beauty inte his images and

right vest pocket—the left was reserved for

crowds of

husband

ourinner

I placed

LOCKSLEY HALL.

by the elock :! . «‘Pleath, thir, she wath tos little to reach

think of this—my
thoughts were very different. I stood long befare the watch-case ;

mind! One

thqughts rushed through her

wear

ows fall, shall indidate the position of the un-

the great barns from whose fragrant haymows she could distinctly hear the cackling

Pilfer Wealth, and from his palace
Take his treasure.
.
‘Why such haste my night to bring *

ed pumpkins.

—,.

was—omitted every generous
He was told to proceed, when he astonish- guarantee purchasers, and he has so much of emotion and a moral sense.
:
ed the teacher and convulsed our friend by true poetic genius, and so fine a capacity for
watches buried in their exclaiming—
rhythmic melody, that he cannot well write,
The Poverty of the Poor.

figures on the sun-dial, which, as the shad-

Jemmie

son,

II. Gile es. Core
the Salem Farms. Boston:
cknor & Fields. 1868. 16mo. pp. 170. Sold |
‘by D. Lothrop'& Co.
:

Longfellow is so great « favorite that his name
on the title-page of any volume of poems will

church tower must be regulated by the sun,
whose course God has fixed from eternity ;
and man can do nothing more than make

While Jennie sat there gazing at the
white farm house embowered in trees, and.

To my heart’s long cherished treasure
Let me cling!
Go to Mirth, and from his chalice
Take the pleasure;
wr

a

ee

to saying that he could give the answeér.—

on the church tower, and the clockon the

;

:

parents.

Ea

Slack a little jhe a little!

the Cows

:

;

‘He liv

fruit?
:
;
This appeared to ‘puzzle the class,and for

It ppined me that men should |

pockets, but they must beset

en to the voice of God, although it should
lead him contrary
to the wishes of earthly

:

Heaven these rapturous themes may wake’

When

.
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to let the clerks in their departments Ee Howe
Vote.
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place to Governor

vote of the State, 516,750; for Secretary of State—

‘Isaac R. Sherwood (Republican,) 267,061; Thomas Hubbard (Democrat), 249,689; Republican majority, 17,372. The total vote for Governor in
1867. was
484,227; increase in 1868, 32,523; Republican increase, 23,466; Democratic increase

9,067; net Republican’ gait, 14,389.
An
Indianapolis - special dispateh says that
official returns from all the counties in Indiana’
give Baker, the Republican erndids ite for Goyernor, 1,050 majority.
aggregate

vote

for

Auditor-General

Penn, -was 653,155, of whigh Hartrauft,

in

Repub-

lican, .received 331,416, and Boyle,
Demoerat,
321,739.
Hartrauft’s majority was
thus 9,677.
. The vote was larger by nearly 56,000 than was

ever before cast in the State.

;
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Returns from three-fourths of all the

having

On

counties

in West Virginia show a Republican majority of
over 4,200, and the towns to come in can hardly
reduce this below 4,000. The Republicans elect all
their candidates for Congress, and have a majority in the Legislature of between thirty and for-

ty on joint ballot.
The rebel General Forrest has publicly denounced Genel Kilpatrick, and intimates, that
he would like to receive a ch alenge from that
- gentleman.

therefore stand 59 Republicans to 9
and Conservatives,
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gress from the 17th District of Pennsylvania, is
a native of North Berwick, Me., who went as a
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circumstances,

and

finally

said he would notgo unless:Grant is defeated,
The three upper stories of the new northern
wing of the Treasury Department will be finished by the first-of December, and will be oc-

cupied by the Internal Revenue..Bureau. The
lower portion of the building will be finished
the first of January.

by

The Army Headquarters have received a letter
from General Reynolds, commanding

He

alludes

to the breaking

in

Texas.

open of the jail in

Jefferson County, and the murder there of four
negro prisoners,-and says that similar occurences

have taken place in other parts of the State, and
he is convinced that all these outrages are the
work of bands of ex-rebels. He: therefore has
ordered, he says, that all civil and military
officers who are authorized to do so shall arrest
on the spot any persons wearing masks or otherwise disguised, and hold them in custody and report to his headquarters for instructions.

FOREIGN.
Mr Gladstone has concluded his personal canvass in South Lancashire.
It is believed that the
ministry will only retire before a large liberal majority in the next House of Commons,
‘Light shocks of earthquake were felt in various places in Cork County, Ireland, iast week.

The Austrian government

has authorized

the

recruitment of 40,000, troops.
The opening of the North German
take place on the 4th of November.

Diet will

The election for members of the Spanish National Cortes will

take

place on the 29th of next

qnonth.
The provisional government of Spain has issued a manifesto concerning the administration of
the kingdom.
After passing in review the various reforms decreed by the late Central Junta,
they proceed to argue in favor of the decentralization of the administrative power, and conclude
by promising to render a faithful account of their
doings to the constituent Cortes.
Some Spaniards of advanced liberal ideas advise the sale of

Cuba to the United States as the most direct and
speedy method of solving the: ‘question of the abolition of slavery,
' The formal dissolution of the English Parliament will-probably take place this week.
The
writs-for elections will ‘be -issued: immediately:
thereaftre, and the elections will commence three
days from the date of the writs.
Serious riots togk place in Retterdam on %unday. Troops were called outand were obliged
to fire upon the rioters. It is reported that sever-

al persons were killed and mamy wounded.
large number of arrests have been made.

A

The Provisional Governmentof Spain is about
to send re-enforcements to Cuba.
The city of

" Havana has been authorized to borrow 164000,000
crowns for the completion of the Isabel
Beiginm has recogaizl the Previsional
ment.

rr

—+

> +

canal.—
govern.
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Paragraphs.
CAPTAIN ERIESSON, who designed the Monitor, has constructed a solar engine, driven without fuel of any kind; except the sun’s rays. He
concentrates these rays upon water, so as to
form steam; or upon air, which is expanded by
their heat. He finds that 100 square feet of sur-

face will give one horse-power. Of course, less
surface wouldbe required in the tropics than in
Bweden.

The audacity of this conception

is be-

wildering. We now know where we shall turn
for power when the coal-fields are exhausted.
Who

knows

but we shall be able to store up the

summer's heat for the winter’s ‘consumption?
Why will not some wealthy, enterprising seien-

bring it near
the fire where it will quickly become |

3

Butter is very high, ‘and it is sable to increase the supply of an drticle in such general

af -dohs- Sis

liberal feeding enable the cows that we have to
give more milk, or at least we can get milk conone-third to one-half more

butter.

sand

huge burning-glagses,

and

then fwarm

his

by being

con-

house in winter with air heated

ducted threugh pipes passing through the

~voir.

‘Will some mathematician

reser-

tell us how

many feet of lenses or mirrers would be

Ly to heat New York City?

necessa-

THE TRIAL of Samuel M. Andrews,who is
charged with having murdered Mr. Cornelius
Holmes, in May fast; at Kingston, is appointed

for December next.

ONE OF the most encouraging
signs of the
times. in the southern states, is the increased

grass is short, there is still greater necessity

attention of the people to éducation.

A southern

literary journal says

any

sections there is much corn imperfectly eared,
and there can be no better way of disposing of

at

former

period in the history of the south, has her people
seemed to be moré fully alive to

the

importance

of education, and that'their schools and colleges

for,

and advantage in, providing extra food. In many

itthan to feed it out, stalks

cows.

and all,to milch’

This will save husking.

If well cured

and put in small stacks, or in a barn, with layfor both sexes are more numerously attended ‘at ersof straw between the corn, very few of the
the present time than ever before. The Univer- soft ears will mold. A liberal supply of such
sity of Virginia has 500 students; Washington
fodder will keep up the flow of milk until ChristCollege (Gen. Lee’s,) 400; Virginia Military In- mas, and if the cows are provided with warm
stitute, 250; Emory
and Henry, nearly
3800; stables, butter may be made nearly all winter.
Hampden Sidney, about 100; Randolph and MaWhen there is no fodder .of this kind on the
con, 75, with daily accessions; Richmond College, farm, feed ordinary corn stalks, or hay and straw
over 100. Private schools are more numerous
with a liberal allowance of some kind of grain
than ever before and have more scholars.
or of oil cake.” Probably corn-meal is the cheapTHERE ARE at this time six different railroad est food that ean be used, and so far as the
‘enterprises within the state of Oregon in prog- writer's experience extends, he has never found
any trouble in using it. Four quarts a day to

ress: the Salt

Lake and Columbia

River

Rail-

road, connecting the Union Pacific Railroad with
the nav igable waters of the Columbia riv er; the
Oregon branch of the Central Pacific Railroad,

river, Umpqua, and

confinement.

In

other

respects

ke

ford.

ness is lost.

De

If there is mo toast-rack, lay the

.
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eons ne. = Crude Sperm 1 oS ge

each cow have been used With great advantage,
and at the present price of butter such feeding
is quite profitable.
Some dairymen prefer to
feed half corn-meal and half bran. When peas
can be obtained at about the same price as corn
a mixture of equal parts of corn and pea-meal

is perhaps the very

best food that can be given

to a cow.
If wheat bran was cheap, say but a
little highfer than hay, we would feed that also.

But our object is not so much to say which is
the

best

grain

to

feed

milch

cows,as

farmers to feed grain of some kind.

so much

matter what,—only

to

urge

It does not

give the cowsa

Glue.

rem

Ee 8 Eel

up the glue and put it in a bottle; add to it com- | Gotton Jeans.

SOME NEW and unexpected featyres are
veloping in the Parliamentary canvass no
>
progress in Great Britain. One is the appearance of a number of young men of aristocratic
birth and position as candidates for Parliament,
in the interest of the extreme liberal sentiment.
A son of Lord Middleton and a brother of Lord
Caernarvon, both from old Tory families, are
carrying on a vigorous campaign against Toryism.
:
A SPECIAL cable despatch says the loyal Americans and English friends of the United States
are galled at the recent proceedings of Mr.
Johnson in Liverpool, and that they appear to
think that he is too anxious to go out of the way
and make soft speeches, that he went too far in
allowing himself to be introduced to Mr. Laird
and greeting him in a friendly manner,-and that
he fraternizes too muck with rebéls and English
enemies.
Itis claimed that he misrepresentsthe
sentiments of the majority and places the United
States in an-humble attitude.
NORTHERN INDIA is again threatened with a
famine that may revive the recent terrible scenes
in Orissa, where two millions of people died of
starvation.
There was scarcely any hot weather
in May and June, 2nd the rains, which
a

month before the msual time, have done immense
damage.
The ride crops, including those which
have been sown a second time, are ruined.- Orissa, and all the district between Calcutta and the
sea, have been deluged.
Yet, while this supera-

bundance of moisture has fallen on the coast, the
central districts are suffering still more from
drouth. The price of bread has greatly advanced already.

good sense of the readers.
venient it is better to ‘ slop”

not

convenient

the fodder

will

return

a

When it is conthe cows but if

may

be chaffed and

moistened with water, and a due proportion of
meal mixed with it, -care being taken that the
mangers are so constructed as to avoid waste.
With
a good supply of food, regularity in feed-

ing, comiortable stables cleaned out daily, proper ventilation and water easily accessible. there
is no trouble in doubling the ordinary quantity
"of butter from now until mid-winter or later.
—Am. Agriculturistr

-or four days it can be used.

Itrequires

eyA —

no heat-

minutes; let him become calm, and as soon as he
is‘over his excitement he will, in nine cases out
of ten, pull at the word.
Whipping and slashing
and swearing only make the matter worse.
After you have gentled him awhile, and his .excitement has cooled, take him by the bits; turn
him each way a few minutes, as far as you can;
pull out the tongue; gentle him a little; unrein

him, then stép before the balky horse, and let the
other start first; then you can take them anywhere you wish.
A balky horse is always highspirited and starts quick; half the pull isout be-

fore the other starts; by standing before him

the

other starts first. By close application to this
rule you can make any horse pull. If a horse has
been badly spoiled, you should first hitch him to
-an~empty wagon. and let him drive it around
for a while on level ground; then put on a little
load and increase it gradually, caressing as before,’and in a short time you can have a gaod

work horse.
«

Singular Facts.
-.

——

i

You may pass a wet stick, or your naked hand,

ABouT 100 tons of guano from Sombrera, in
the West Indies, was reshipped at Southampton,

last week, for Birmingham, to assist in the manufacture of lueifer matches. Mixed with sulphuric acid, this guanois converted into an excellent manure.
If, instead of being made into
manure, the phosphoric acid is extracted from

previously dippefl in water, through a running
stream of molten irom, cutting it to and fro as
you do so, without the slightest injuryto either.
Water, or even Mercury, which freezes at T1 de-.
grees below the freezing point of water, may be’
frozen into a solid mass at the bottom of a plati-

num crucible at 8 white heat. The explanation is
it, the extractis made to form the igniting prop- | that the hand,and the stick do not really touch the
erty of lucifer matches. Thus the same material iron, ner the mercury or water the bottem of
that raises tbe food of man and beast lights the the crucible, a-cushion of steam being instantacigar. -It buildszp the hay-rick and wheat-stack, | neously formed areund them whichiprevemts con-

and helps to form the instrument with which the"
incendiary burns them down.
Wealthy farmers
and street: Arabs, who sell half-penny boxes of
lucifer matches,
are often dependent on the excretions.of sea-birds who frequent a desert rock
in the West Indies.
CORRESPONDENCE from Italy reports disastrous floods receutly in the Northern part of the
kingdom.. Over the greater part of North Italy

rain had fallen almost without intermission for
twenty or thirty days, though not in tie Alpine
district so as to cause any serious catastrophe ; but
on the night of Sunday, the 27th of September, a

terrific storm brokesipon the southern slopes of
the Alps, producing én a few hours vast torrents

tact with this extreme heat, much in the same
way as a sheetof smow will protect the ground.
from extreme cold. Laundresses try their irons
in this way.

out beiling, they

the

signal

of disasters to

come.

after, night and day, these was

For

a week

but one

contin-

evaporate, The: usual cork or stopper should
not be used. It will become clogged. A tinstop-

Supe!
cesar
el
Ca

per, covering the bottle, but fitting as closely as
possible, is better.

of life.

The

desolation

is

widespread

and

mournful. The village of Giormico was partially
swept away, Bodio wholly so. . The whole valley
of the Ticino was desolated, and ‘the towns on
Lago
Maggoire
completely
engulfed.
Many
lives were lost, and the inhabitants avere obliged

ap- | the change.in Austria since the battle
of Sadowa,

interference of the Bishops and the Pope in the:
matter.
Opposition to the Pope and to the Rom-

ish priesthood is almost

universal.

Bibles and

circulated

and

Alewives..... 5.50 @ 6 50

The Voltarian bureau.

Hgeruny as triumphed , for a time at least,”
,

b
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St.Louis, sup..

lish local words, thus defines Sandwich: “ Two
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wich.”
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have been a favorite dish with the Earl of Sand- | ricice do: Ohio, 612 00 | Hama
ih
sm
oH £5
pieces

The name, at all events, is enduring, but

the monument disappears pretty rapidly, as every

are good
as a “ bite” at any time when one is |

2a

hungry.
Sandwiches may be made off-hand, as
they are eaten, or with more care, to be served

2% |

UIT.

"| than 1,200 miles

a s : x

most excellent sandwich.
ways be

with

The

it, makes

.+156@ .19|

Sil.

on

ting up sandwiches for travelers, or hunters and
fishermen, be generous,as they are apt to have’

2918
3 3 1 >

Canary.

:

the

A

But-

lieea

Buje nf

tween; lay the sandwiches on a clean table, place

a v

them

hold

together; trim the edges

square, stack on a plate, and cover with

napkin or cloth until served.

a damp |

a

were

AND S

made

a smooth

paste.

This,

Grande..

Paina,

spread

the Earl ever knew of.
of the

following

delicate

Any
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—
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defects

constitute

Lameness of all kinds and degrees;

|NewOrleans......
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Sete.
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broken
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Mich, N. -Y. & Vermont

founder, convex feet, contracted feet, spavins and
ring-bones, enlargement of the sinews or ligaments, cataracts and other defects of the eyes, im=
pairing sight.
The following may or may not occasion unsoundness, according to thé state or degree in
which they exist:
Corns, splints, thrushes, bogspavins, thoroughpins,
windgalls, crib biting.
worked with them for

some

. 50
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. 50
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horse has
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months without in-
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Cutting, particularly speedy Cytting, constitutes

s
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shying,

bolting,

run-
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ning away, kicking, rearing, weaving or moving

nied

slipping the halter.~ Rural Gentleman.

8

the head from side to side, string-halt, quidding,
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cooling off the furmace by

however, it is best to give them animal food, such |, go.00
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addition

of

more

other test have eollapsed.

Turkeys 8
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food that remains uneaten.
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flour and water only.

Always remove all the
v

et

¥
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Top-Dressing Meadows.
—

—

!

Top-dressing meadow lands has long been recommended as a certain

means to prolong

a full

bushels of plaster to the aere, which gave us
full yield of grass for seven years, when the nat-

This.
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qualities, so

valuable.
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Did the reader;ever ask for toast at a hotel?

about

first of April.

the

80, he probably was

served with a pieee

It is printed on paper of a

very superior quality,

and

-

its mechanical |
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excellence is equal to that of any other paper of its class.
All eommunications in-

If

bread, hurned before the fire. the charcoal most-
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under
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Pacific Railroad Bonds, thus enabling the holders to .
realize from 5 te 10 per cent. profit and keep the
principal of their investments equally secure, and receive the same rate of interest for a longer period,
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unsoindness when it can not be remedied by care
and skill. Quidding, when a confirmed habit insures the unsoundness of a horse.
;
Defects called blemishes, are: Scars from brok-
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Two-thirds of the entire Loanis already marketed,
and, judging by past experience, the Loan will soon
be closed. Investors who desire an unusually safe,
reliable, and profitable security would do well to pur
chase before the Bonds are all taken.
&aThe Company reserve the right to advance
but all orders
actually .
the price
at any time;
in transitu at the time of any such advance will be
filled at presént price.
At this time they pay
more than 8 per cent. upon the investment, and have,
from National and State laws, guarantees superior to
any other corporate.securities now offered. *
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The proceeds

THE FIRST LIEN UPON THE WHOLE PROPERTY, and
are issued to the same amount only asthe Government advances, or to the extent of about one-third
the cost valué of the Road, equipment, ete.
The Cash Resources are abundant for the comple
tion of the work, and the net Earnings, from the
way traffic upon 325 miles now “open for business, are
more than double the current interest liabilities.
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If you have balky horses it is your own fault
and not the horses, for if they do not pull there
is some cause for it, and if you remove the cause
the effect will cease.
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he get¥ a little excited, stop him for five or ten
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of Commons.
‘Or more” is a rather vague expression, but if thirty-five is the highest number
they can name for their majority, they are not in
a very promising condition.
Why, they had
seventy majority, ‘or “more,” in the present
House #f Commons, when it met, and yet in a
few months they had to give way to the Tories,
and they have been out of power for more than
two years. Ifdhey could not keep office with
seventy majority, what probability is there that
they will be able to regain it, and keep it, witha
majority only half as large as that ?
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valleys to the Columbia. river and
an address asking the Republicans to «emulate
Puget Sound; the Oregon
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the peace policy of the Democrats of that state.
-| side); the Oregon Central
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Gen. Rosecrans, in conversation with a friend
1 Railroad.
and the Salem and McMinn¥ille
in New York a few days since, asserted his be@lief that Grant would be elected,
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added
AN ExGLISH despatch says that the Parliathat his election would end his office as Minister
10 Mexico. He subsequently intimated that he mentary canvass is goingon very well, and that
did not thik it-werth while for him to go to the Liberals are confident they will have a maMexico
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